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SUMMARY 

 
Issue:  Should the Hearing Officer approve the demolition of an existing single dwelling unit 
and detached garage, and the construction of a new two-story single dwelling unit with 
attached garage and attached companion unit? 
 
Staff Recommendations:  
 
1. ADOPT Mitigated Negative Declaration No. 661815 and ADOPT the Mitigation 

Monitoring and Reporting Program; 
 

2. APPROVE Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435; and 
 
3. APPROVE Site Development Permit No. 2429037 

  
Community Planning Group Recommendation:  On August 6, 2020, the La Jolla Community 
Planning Association voted 15-0-1 to recommend denial of the proposed project. 
 
Other Recommendation: On July 20, 2020, the La Jolla Shores Planned District Advisory 
Board voted 4-0-0 to recommend denial of the proposed project. 

 
Environmental Review:  A Mitigated Negative Declaration No. 661815 has been prepared for 
the project in accordance with State of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Guidelines.  A Mitigation, Monitoring Reporting Program has been prepared and will be 
implemented to reduce, to a level below significance, potential impacts identified in the 
environmental review process. 

 
 
 

https://opendsd.sandiego.gov/Web/Projects/Details/661815
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BACKGROUND 
 
The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community Plan and Local 
Coastal Program Land Use Plan area (Attachment 1).  The 0.12-acre site is in the La Jolla Shores 
Planned District – Single Family Zone and designated for Low Density Residential with 5 to 9 dwelling 
units per acre (DU/AC) (Attachment 2).  The project site is also located within the Coastal Height 
Limitation Overlay Zone, Coastal Overlay Zone (Appealable), Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Beach 
Impact and Coastal Impact), Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and Geologic Hazard 
Category 52.  The rectangular lot is bordered by residential development to the north, east, and 
south, and El Paseo Grande to the west (Attachment 3).    
 
The project site currently contains one single dwelling unit and a detached garage.  A review of the 
existing site was conducted by City staff to determine if potential significant historic resources exist 
on the site in accordance to San Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) section 143.0212.  Based on the 
documentation provided, staff determined the property does not meet local designation criteria as 
an individually significant historic resource under any adopted Historic Resources Board criteria. 
 
The project site is not within or adjacent to the Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP), or 
the Multiple Habitat Planning Area (MHPA), and does not contain any other type of Environmentally 
Sensitive Lands (ESL) as defined in SDMC section 113.0103.  The project site is approximately 300 
linear feet away from the Pacific Ocean and is not located within the First Public Roadway.  There are 
no public view corridors, vantage points, or physical access routes from the project site, as identified 
in the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP).   
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The project is within the Coastal Overlay Zone and requires a Coastal Development Permit pursuant 
to SDMC section 126.0702.  Pursuant to SDMC 1510.0201(a), a La Jolla Shores Planned District Permit 
(Site Development Permit) shall be issued for commencement of any work in the erection of any 
new building or structure, or remodeling, alteration, addition, or demolition of any existing structure 
within the La Jolla Shores Planned District.   
 
The project proposes the demolition of a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and 
detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 
461 square-foot attached garage and a 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total Gross 
Floor Area of 5,079 square feet.  
 
The project is consistent with the land use designation of single-family residential development 
(maximum of 9 dwelling units/acre) in the LJCP/LCP.  The 0.12-acre site could accommodate one unit 
on the lot pursuant to SDMC 1510.0304.  The project is not located within the First Public Roadway, 
and there are no public view corridors, vantage points, or physical access routes from the project 
site, as identified in the LJCP/LCP.  The project will not encroach upon any existing physical way 
legally used by the public or any proposed public accessway identified in the LJCP/LCP (Figure 9, 
Pages 35-36).   

 

https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter14/Ch14Art03Division02.pdf#Page=6
https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter11/Ch11Art03Division01.pdf#Page=8
https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter12/Ch12Art06Division07.pdf
https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter15/Ch15Art10Division02.pdf
https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter15/Ch15Art10Division03.pdf#Page=5
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/lajollacommunityplanaug2014.pdf#Page=44
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/lajollacommunityplanaug2014.pdf#Page=44
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The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance requires all buildings and structure setbacks to be in 
general conformity with those in the vicinity.  City staff has reviewed and accepted a survey from the 
Applicant which contains lot sizes, gross floor areas, floor area ratios, and setback dimensions for 
building structures within the vicinity of the project site.  Front yard setbacks in the vicinity range 
from 1 feet 4 inches to 31 feet, side yard setbacks within the vicinity range from 1 feet 6 inches to 24 
feet, rear yard setbacks within the vicinity range from 1 feet six inches to 30 feet, and floor area 
ratios within the vicinity range from 0.29 to 1.07.   

The project proposes a north side yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4 to 6 feet with a 
0-foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion unit, and south side yard setbacks ranging 
from 4 to 24 feet.  The proposed development observes a front yard setback of 15 feet along the 
west property line, and a rear yard setback of 6 feet along the east property line.  The floor area 
ratio for the proposed project is 0.97.  Per SDMC 141.0302(a)(2)(D)(ii), new accessory dwelling unit 
structures may encroach into the required interior side yard and rear yard setbacks up to the 
property line to accommodate construction of the accessory dwelling unit.  The project contains 
setbacks and a floor area ratio to be in general conformity with the Land Development Code and 
properties within in the vicinity. 

The City has conducted an Initial Study which determined that the proposed project could have a 
significant environmental effect in the following areas: Cultural Resources (Archaeology), and Tribal 
Cultural resources.  A Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) and a Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Program (MMRP) have been prepared for the project, which indicates there are no 
significant environmental effects due to revisions in the project being made and agreed to by the 
project proponent (Attachment 6).   
 
In addition, City Staff has reviewed and accepted a Geotechnical Investigation Report prepared by 
Christian Wheeler Engineering, dated March 11, 2020, and has determined the consultant has 
adequately addressed the soil and geologic conditions for the project.  A condition of approval 
requires a geotechnical investigation report or update letter that specifically addresses the proposed 
construction plans. 
 
The project permits contain specific requirements to ensure compliance with the regulations of the 
Land Development Code.  Permit requirements include assuring by permit and bond the closure of 
the non-utilized portion of the existing driveway and installation of a new 12-foot wide City standard 
driveway adjacent to the site along El Paseo Grande; implementing construction best management 
practices (BMPs); and entering into an Encroachment Maintenance and Removal Agreement for the 
sidewalk underdrains, landscape and irrigation in the El Paseo Grande right of way. 
 
The project complies with the development standards required by Land Development Code and the 
underlying La Jolla Shores Planned District – Single Family Zone including height, density, building 
setbacks, floor area ratio, and lot coverage.  In addition, the project is not requesting any deviations 
or variances from the applicable regulations.    
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter14/Ch14Art01Division03.pdf#Page=3
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Community Planning Group Recommendation 
 
The La Jolla Shores Planned District Advisory Board and La Jolla Community Planning Association 
recommended denial of the proposed project for the following reasons: 
 

1.) The bulk and scale of the project is significantly greater than the average size of other 
structures within the vicinity. 
 

2.) The proposed floor area ratio of 0.96 is greater than the average floor area ratio of 0.55 
of other properties within the area. 

 
3.) The project violates design principles in SDMC 1510.0301(b). 
 
4.) The second story rear yard setback of 10 feet from the property line is insufficient. 
 
5.) The second story on the north side yard does not step back from the property line to 

provide a transition from the older adjacent property sufficiently. 
 
6.) The data the Applicant used for the survey of the properties within the vicinity is 

misleading, incorrect, and does not reflect the correct floor area ratios.  
 
In response to the Community Planning Group Recommendation and reasons for denial, City staff 
has determined that the bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from the public 
right-of-way is compatible with other structures in the neighborhood and would be consistent with 
the purpose and intent of the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance.  Therefore, the bulk and 
scale of the project is consistent with the other structures within the vicinity and the SDMC.        
 
The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance does not specify a minimum or maximum floor area 
ratio requirement.  According to the survey from the Applicant, floor area ratios within the vicinity 
range from 0.29 to 1.07.  The project contains a floor area ratio of 0.96 which is greater than average 
but still within range of the minimum and maximum floor area ratios within the vicinity.  Therefore, 
the floor area of the project is consistent with other structures within the vicinity. 
 
Per SDMC 1510.0301(b), the “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, directing that no 
adjacent homes should be substantially alike nor should two adjacent homes be so different as to 
disrupt the architectural unity of the area. The proposed development has setbacks, step backs, and 
articulated building heights that respect the guidelines outlined the La Jolla Shores Design Manual.  
The proposed exterior construction materials would be compatible with the neighborhood as 
specified in the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual.  
Specifically, the proposed project is oriented to relate to adjacent homes, while preserving all public 
views and enhancing community character with visually compatible architecture, form, style, and 
scale.  The project will not encroach into any existing designated view.  As designed, the project will 
not obstruct coastal or scenic views from any public vantage point and will preserve all public views 
toward the ocean.  The proposed project is not substantially like any other structure located on an 
adjacent parcel.  In addition, the proposed project is not so different in quality, form, materials, 
color, and relationship as to disrupt the architectural unity of the area.  Therefore, the project does 
not violate the design principles in SDMC 1510.0301(b). 

https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter15/Ch15Art10Division03.pdf
https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter15/Ch15Art10Division03.pdf
https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter15/Ch15Art10Division03.pdf
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Per SDMC 1510.0304(b)(4), building and structure setbacks shall be in general conformity to those 
within the vicinity.  The neighboring property located at 8405 El Paseo Grande contains a solid wall 
of two stories with no variety and a side yard setback of only 5 feet.  The adjacent single dwelling 
unit located at 8415 El Paseo Grande which lies between the project site and 8405 El Paseo Grande 
contains a solid wall of two stories with a side yard setback of only 5 feet as well and a chimney on 
the southern side of the single dwelling unit to break the bulk.  The project proposes a north side 
yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4 to 6 feet with a 0-foot side setback adjacent to 
the attached companion unit.  Per SDMC 141.0302(a)(2)(D)(ii), new accessory dwelling unit structures 
may encroach into the required interior side yard and rear yard setbacks up to the property line to 
accommodate construction of the accessory dwelling unit.  Therefore, the rear and side yard 
setbacks are in conformity to those within the vicinity and provide sufficient transitions to adjacent 
properties. 
 
Neighborhood surveys are used by staff as a guide for determining conformance of a proposed 
project with surrounding development. It is an established DSD review method and practice for City 
staff to consider all development within the survey area when determining character of the area, 
and bulk and scale.  City staff have no reason to believe the data the Applicant used for the survey of 
the properties within the vicinity is misleading and incorrect. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
City staff has reviewed this application for a Coastal Development Permit and Site Development 
Permit and has determined that the project is consistent with the recommended land use and 
development standards in effect for the site.  Staff has provided draft findings (Attachment 4) and 
conditions (Attachment 5) to support approval of the project.  Therefore, staff recommends that the 
Hearing Officer approve Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 
2429037.   
 
ALTERNATIVES 
 
1. Approve Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 

2429037, with modifications. 
 
2. Deny Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 2429037, 

if the findings required to approve the project cannot be affirmed. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
_________________________________                                                            
Benjamin Hafertepe, Development Project Manager 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter15/Ch15Art10Division03.pdf#Page=5
https://docs.sandiego.gov/municode/MuniCodeChapter14/Ch14Art01Division03.pdf#Page=3
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Attachments: 
 
1. Project Location Map 
2. Community Plan Land Use Map  
3. Aerial Photograph  
4. Draft Resolution with Findings 
5. Draft Permit with Conditions 
6. Draft Environmental Resolution with MMRP (MND) 
7. Community Planning Group Recommendation 
8. Ownership Disclosure Statement  
9. Project Plans  
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HEARING OFFICER RESOLUTION NO.  __________  
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 2424435 

SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 2429037  
8423 El PASEO GRANDE CDP/SDP - PROJECT NO. 661815 [MMRP] 

 
 

WHEREAS, 8423 EL PASEO GRANDE, LLC, Owner/Permittee, filed an application with the City 

of San Diego for a permit to demolish an existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and to 

construct a new single dwelling unit with an attached garage and an attached companion unit (as 

described in and by reference to the approved Exhibits "A" and corresponding conditions of 

approval for the associated Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit 

No. 2429037 on portions of a 0.12-acre site; 

WHEREAS, the project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande in the La Jolla Shores Planned 

District Single Family Zone, Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Coastal (Appealable) Overlay 

Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Beach & Coastal Impact), Residential Tandem Parking Overlay 

Zone, and Geo Hazard 52 Zone within the La Jolla Community Plan area; 

WHEREAS, the project site is legally described as Lot 3 in Block 38 of La Jolla Shores Unit No. 

6, in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereof No. 

2147, filed in the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County, February 26, 1929; 

WHEREAS, on February 10, 2021, the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego considered 

Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 2429037 pursuant to 

the Land Development Code of the City of San Diego;  

BE IT RESOLVED by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego, that it adopts the following 

findings with respect to Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 

2429037: 
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A. COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT [SDMC Section 126.0708] 

1. Findings for all Coastal Development Permits: 

a. The proposed coastal development will not encroach upon any existing 
physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public 
accessway identified in a Local Coastal Program land use plan; and the 
proposed coastal development will enhance and protect public views to and 
along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas as specified in the Local Coastal 
Program land use plan. 

The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP) area.  The project site is 
developed with a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and a detached 
garage within an established residential area.  The project includes demolition of the 
existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 
square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-foot attached garage 
and a 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total Gross Floor Area of 
5,079 square feet.   

The project site, which is located less than 300 feet east of the Pacific Ocean, is not 
located within the First Public Roadway or within a visual access corridor, as 
identified within the LJCP/LCP.  Furthermore, the site is not located near any existing 
or proposed physical accessway that is legally utilized by the public or within or 
adjacent to any public vantage points as identified in Figure 9, Pages 35-36 of the 
LJCP/LCP.  All of the proposed development will be contained within the existing 
disturbed and developed site and has been designed in conformance with all 
applicable development regulations, including required setbacks, floor area ratio, lot 
coverage, and structure height.  The highest ridge of the new home is 25 feet 10 
inches with the chimney measuring at 30 feet, and is in conformance with the 
maximum 30-foot height limit.  

Due to project site’s location, and the proposed development contained on private 
property and designed in conformance with all applicable development regulations,  
the proposed coastal development will not affect any existing or proposed physical 
accessway that is legally used by the public, or degrade, eliminate, or detract any 
protected public views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas as 
identified in the LJCP/LCP.  Based on the above, the proposed coastal development 
will not encroach upon any existing physical accessway that is legally used by the 
public or any proposed public accessway identified in the Local Coastal Program 
Land Use Plan; and the proposed coastal development will enhance and protect 
public views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas as specified in the 
Local Coastal Program land use plan. 

b. The proposed development will not adversely affect environmentally sensitive 
lands. 
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The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP) area.  The project site is 
developed with a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and a detached 
garage within an established residential area.  The project includes demolition of the 
existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 
square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-foot attached garage 
and a 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total Gross Floor Area of 
5,079 square feet.   
 
Review of resource maps, aerial and street photography shows that the project site 
does not contain any Environmentally Sensitive Lands as defined in San Diego 
Municipal Code section 113.0103.  The project site does not contain and is not 
adjacent to any sensitive biological resources, sensitive coastal bluffs, steep hillsides, 
or special flood hazard areas, and is not located within or adjacent to the City’s 
Multiple Species Conservation Program/Multiple Habitat Planning Area.  Therefore, 
the project will not adversely affect environmentally sensitive lands.    

c. The proposed coastal development is in conformity with the certified Local 
Coastal Program land use plan and complies with all regulations of the 
certified Implementation Program. 

The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP) area.  The project site is 
developed with a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and a detached 
garage within an established residential area.  The project includes demolition of the 
existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 
square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-foot attached garage 
and a 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total Gross Floor Area of 
5,079 square feet.   
 
The City reviewed the existing single dwelling unit and detached garage to determine 
whether a potential historical resource exists on site.  On July 6, 2020, City Staff 
concluded the property does not meet local designation criteria as an individually 
significant resource under any adopted Historical Resources Board Criteria.   
 
The project has been designed in conformance with all applicable development 
regulations per the SDMC.  The project site is in the La Jolla Shores Planned District 
Ordinance – Single Family Zone (LJSPDO – SF) Zone and complies with the 
development standards required by the underlying LJSPDO – SF Zone including 
height, density, building setbacks, floor area ratio, lot coverage, and off-street 
parking.  Based on a submitted neighborhood survey of the existing development 
patterns within the neighborhood, the proposed project was determined to be in 
general conformance with other buildings as specified in the LJSPDO – SF Zone. 
In addition, the project has been designed in conformance with the maximum 30-
foot height limit.  The highest ridge of the new home measures 25 feet 10 inches, 
and 30 feet at the top of the chimney.  
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The LJCP designates the project site Low Density Residential with a density range of 5 
to 9 dwelling units per acre.  The density range is characterized by single dwelling 
unit residential homes on 5,000 to 7,000 square-foot lots.  The LJSPDO – SF Zone 
allows one dwelling unit per lot.  The proposed dwelling unit on the 0.12-acre site is 
in conformance with the prescribed density per the underlying zone, and the 
LJCP/LCP land use designation. 
 
LJSPDO requires all buildings and structure setbacks to be in general conformity with 
those in the vicinity.  City staff has reviewed and accepted a survey from the 
Applicant which contains lot sizes, gross floor areas, floor area ratios, and setback 
dimensions for building structures within the vicinity of the project site.  Front yard 
setbacks in the vicinity range from 1 feet 4 inches to 31 feet, side yard setbacks 
within the vicinity range from 1 feet 6 inches to 24 feet, rear yard setbacks within the 
vicinity range from 1 feet 6 inches to 30 feet, and floor area ratios within the vicinity 
range from 0.29 to 1.07.   
 
The project proposes a north side yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4 
to 6 feet with a 0-foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion unit, and 
south side yard setbacks ranging from 4 to 24 feet.  The proposed development 
observes a front yard setback of 15 feet along the west property line, and a rear yard 
setback of 6 feet along the east property line.  The floor area ratio for the proposed 
project is 0.97.  Per San Diego Municipal Code Section 141.0302(a)(2)(D)(ii), new 
accessory dwelling unit structures may encroach into the required interior side yard 
and rear yard setbacks up to the property line to accommodate construction of the 
accessory dwelling unit.  The project contains setbacks and a floor area ratio to be in 
general conformity with the Land Development Code and properties within in the 
vicinity. 
 
Additionally, the project proposes a lot coverage of 49 percent, which is below the 
maximum 60 percent lot coverage allowed per the LJSPDO – SF Zone.     
 
The proposed development has been oriented to relate to adjacent homes, while 
enhancing community character with visually compatible architecture, form, style, 
and scale.  The project’s height, scale, design, and proposed building materials are 
consistent with the varied architecture, design, and character of the low-density 
residential development in the surrounding area and in conformance with the 
LJCP/LCP residential policies related to density, bulk and scale, and materials.   
 
Furthermore, the project site is located less than 300 feet east of the Pacific Ocean 
and is not located between the sea and the First Public Roadway.  The project site is 
not located with or adjacent to any public coastal access or public vantage points as 
identified in the LJCP/LCP Figure 9, Pages 35-36).  Due to the location of the project 
site, the project will not encroach upon any existing physical way used by the public 
or any proposed access as identified in the LJCP/LCP. 
 
The project is not requesting any deviations or variances from the applicable 
regulations and has been designed in conformance with all applicable development 
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regulations set forth in the SDMC, and the LJCP/LCP land use plan.  Therefore, based 
upon the above analysis, the proposed project is in conformity with the Local Coastal 
Program land use plan and complies with all regulations of the certified 
implementation program.      

d. For every Coastal Development Permit issued for any coastal development 
between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of 
water located within the Coastal Overlay Zone the coastal development is in 
conformity with the public access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of 
the California Coastal Act. 

The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP) area.  The project site is 
developed with a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and a detached 
garage within an established residential area.  The project includes demolition of the 
existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 
square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-foot attached garage 
and 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total Gross Floor Area of 5,079 
square feet.  The project site, which is located less than 300 feet from the Pacific 
Ocean, is not located between the sea and the First Public Roadway or within a visual 
access corridor, as identified in the LJCP/LCP.  The project will be developed entirely 
within private property and will not adversely impact any public recreation 
opportunities.  Therefore, the project conforms with the public access and public 
recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. 

B. SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT [SDMC Section 126.0505] 

1. Findings for all Site Development Permits: 

a. The proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use 
plan. 

The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP) area.  The project site is 
developed with a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and a detached 
garage within an established residential area.  The project includes demolition of the 
existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 
square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-foot attached garage 
and a 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total Gross Floor Area of 
5,079 square feet.   

 
The existing single dwelling unit and detached garage were reviewed to determine 
whether any potential historical resources exist on site.  On July 6, 2020, City Staff 
concluded the property does not meet local designation criteria as an individually 
significant resource under any adopted Historical Resources Board Criteria.   

 
The project has been designed in conformance with all applicable development 
regulations per the SDMC.  The project site is in the La Jolla Shores Planned District 
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Ordinance – Single Family Zone (LJSPDO – SF) Zone and complies with the 
development standards required by the underlying LJSPDO – SF Zone including 
height, density, building setbacks, floor area ratio, lot coverage, and off-street 
parking.  Based on a submitted neighborhood survey of the existing development 
patterns within the neighborhood, the proposed project was determined to be in 
general conformance with other buildings as specified in the LJSPDO – SF Zone.  In 
addition, the project has been designed in conformance with the maximum 30-foot 
height limit. 

 
The highest ridge of the new home measures 25 feet 10 inches, and 30 feet at the 
top of the chimney.   

 
The LJCP designates the project site Low Density Residential with a density range of 5 
to 9 dwelling units per acre.  The density range is characterized by single dwelling 
unit residential homes on 5,000 to 7,000 square foot lots.  The LJSPDO – SF Zone 
allows one dwelling unit per lot.  The proposed dwelling unit on the 0.12-acre site is 
in conformance with the prescribed density per the underlying zone, and the 
LJCP/LCP land use designation. 

 
The LJSPDO requires all buildings and structure setbacks to be in general conformity 
with those in the vicinity.   City staff has reviewed and accepted a survey from the 
Applicant which contains lot sizes, gross floor areas, floor area ratios, and setback 
dimensions for building structures within the vicinity of the project site.  Front yard 
setbacks in the vicinity range from 1 feet 4 inches to 31 feet, side yard setbacks 
within the vicinity range from 1 feet 6 inches to 24 feet, rear yard setbacks within the 
vicinity range from 1 feet six inches to 30 feet, and floor area ratios within the vicinity 
range from 0.29 to 1.07.   
 
The project proposes a north side yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4 
to 6 feet with a 0-foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion unit, and 
south side yard setbacks ranging from 4 to 24.5 feet.  The proposed development 
observes a front yard setback of 15 feet, and a rear yard setback of 6 feet along the 
east property line.  The floor area ratio for the proposed project is 0.97.  The project 
contains setbacks and a floor area ration to be in general conformity with those in 
the vicinity. 

 
Additionally, the project proposes a lot coverage of 49 percent, which is below the 
maximum 60 percent lot coverage allowed per the LJSPDO – SF Zone.     

 
The proposed development has been oriented to relate to adjacent homes, while 
enhancing community character with visually compatible architecture, form, style, 
and scale.  The project’s height, scale, design, and proposed building materials are 
consistent with the varied architecture, design, and character of the low density 
residential development in the surrounding area and in conformance with the 
LJCP/LCP residential policies related to density, bulk and scale, and materials.   
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Furthermore, the project site is located less than 300 feet east of the Pacific Ocean 
and is not located between the sea and the First Public Roadway.  The project site is 
not located with or adjacent to any public coastal access or public vantage points as 
identified in the LJCP/LCP Figure 9, Pages 35-36).  Due to the location of the project 
site, the project will not encroach upon any existing physical way used by the public 
or any proposed access as identified in the LJCP/LCP. 

 
The project is not requesting any deviations or variances from the applicable 
regulations and has been designed in conformance with all applicable development 
regulations set forth in the SDMC, and the LJCP/LCP land use plan.  Therefore, based 
upon the above analysis, the proposed project will not adversely affect the applicable 
land use plan.      

b. The proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, 
and welfare. 

The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP) area.  The project site is 
developed with a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and a detached 
garage within an established residential area.  The project includes demolition of the 
existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 
square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-foot attached garage 
and 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total Gross Floor Area of 5,079 
square feet.   
 
The project will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare.  A 
condition of approval requires a geotechnical investigation report or update letter 
that specifically addresses the proposed construction plans. City staff has reviewed 
and accepted a preliminary geotechnical report prepared for the site project, which 
concludes the site’s soil and geologic conditions have been adequately addressed.   
 
The project permit also contains specific requirements to ensure compliance with 
the regulations of the Land Development Code, including those adopted to protect 
the public health, safety and welfare.  Permit requirements include assuring by 
permit and bond the closure of the non-utilized portion of the existing driveway and 
installation of a new 12-foot wide City standard driveway adjacent to the site along El 
Paseo Grande; implementing construction best management practices (BMPs); and 
entering into an Encroachment Maintenance and Removal Agreement for the 
sidewalk underdrains, landscape and irrigation in the El Paseo Grande right of way.  
Therefore, the project will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, and 
welfare. 

c. The proposed development will comply with the regulations of the Land 
Development Code including any allowable deviations pursuant to the Land 
Development Code. 

The project site is located at 8423 El Paseo Grande within the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LJCP/LCP) area.  The project site is 
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developed with a one-story 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and a detached 
garage within an established residential area.  The project includes demolition of the 
existing single dwelling unit and detached garage, and construction of a new 3,528 
square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-foot attached garage 
and 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit for a total of 5,079 square feet.  The 
project site, which is located less than 300 feet east of the Pacific Ocean, is not 
located between the sea or the First Public Roadway or within a Visual Resources 
Corridor as identified in the LJCP/LCP.  The project has been designed in 
conformance with all applicable development regulations of the San Diego Municipal 
Code, including the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance – Single Family Zone 
and the Coastal Overlay Zone.  The project conforms to the maximum 30-foot height 
limit and 60 percent coverage requirements.   
 
LJSPDO requires all buildings and structure setbacks to be in general conformity with 
those in the vicinity.  City staff has reviewed and accepted a survey from the 
Applicant which contains lot sizes, gross floor areas, floor area ratios, and setback 
dimensions for building structures within the vicinity of the project site.  Front yard 
setbacks in the vicinity range from 1 feet 4 inches to 31 feet, side yard setbacks 
within the vicinity range from 1 feet 6 inches to 24 feet, rear yard setbacks within the 
vicinity range from 1 feet six inches to 30 feet, and floor area ratios within the vicinity 
range from 0.29 to 1.07.   
 
The project proposes a north side yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4 
to 6 feet with a 0-foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion unit, and 
south side yard setbacks ranging from 4 to 24 feet.  The proposed development 
observes a front yard setback of 15 feet along the west property line, and a rear yard 
setback of 6 feet along the east property line.  The floor area ratio for the proposed 
project is 0.97.  Per San Diego Municipal Code Section 141.0302(a)(2)(D)(ii), new 
accessory dwelling unit structures may encroach into the required interior side yard 
and rear yard setbacks up to the property line to accommodate construction of the 
accessory dwelling unit.  The project contains setbacks and a floor area ratio to be in 
general conformity with the Land Development Code and properties within in the 
vicinity. 
 
The project does not require or request any deviations. Therefore, the proposed 
development will comply with the regulations of the Land Development Code. 

The above findings are supported by the minutes, maps and exhibits, all of which are 

incorporated herein by this reference. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on the findings hereinbefore adopted by the Hearing 

Officer, Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 2429037 is 

hereby GRANTED by the Hearing Officer to the referenced Owner/Permittee, in the form, exhibits, 
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terms and conditions as set forth in Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site 

Development Permit No. 2429037, a copy of which is attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
                                                                           
Benjamin Hafertepe 
Development Project Manager  
Development Services 
    
Adopted on:  DATE OF APPROVAL 
 
IO#: 24008591 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 

CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES  

PERMIT INTAKE, MAIL STATION 
501 

 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
PERMIT CLERK 

MAIL STATION 501 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTERNAL ORDER NUMBER: 24008591 SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 
 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 2424435 
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 2429037 

8423 EL PASEO GRANDE CDP/SDP PROJECT NO. 661815 [MMRP] 
HEARING OFFICER 

 
This Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 2429037 is granted 
by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego to 8423 El Paseo Grande, LLC, Owner/Permittee, 
pursuant to San Diego Municipal Code [SDMC] section 126.0505 and 126.0708. The 0.12-acre site is 
located at 8423 El Paseo Grande in the La Jolla Shores Planned District Single Family Zone, Coastal 
Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Coastal (Appealable) Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone 
(Beach & Coastal Impact), Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and Geo Hazard 52 Zone within 
the La Jolla Community Plan area. The project site is legally described as: Lot 3 in Block 38 of La Jolla 
Shores Unit No. 6, in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map 
thereof No. 2147, filed in the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County, February 26, 1929. 
 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit, permission is granted to 
Owner/Permittee to demolish and existing single dwelling and to construct a new single dwelling 
unit with an attached garage and attached companion unit described and identified by size, 
dimension, quantity, type, and location on the approved exhibits [Exhibit "A"] dated 
[INSERT Approval Date] , on file in the Development Services Department. 

 
The project shall include: 
 

a. Demolition of an existing 1,528 square-foot single dwelling unit and detached garage; 
 

b. Construction of a new 3,528 square-foot two-story single dwelling unit with a 461 square-
foot attached garage; 

 
c. Construction of a new 1,090 square-foot attached companion unit;  

 
d. Off-street parking; and 
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e. Public and private accessory improvements determined by the Development Services 
Department to be consistent with the land use and development standards for this site in 
accordance with the adopted community plan, the California Environmental Quality Act 
[CEQA] and the CEQA Guidelines, the City Engineer’s requirements, zoning regulations, 
conditions of this Permit, and any other applicable regulations of the SDMC.  

 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS: 
 
1. This permit must be utilized within thirty-six (36) months after the date on which all rights of 
appeal have expired.  If this permit is not utilized in accordance with Chapter 12, Article 6, Division 1 
of the SDMC within the 36 month period, this permit shall be void unless an Extension of Time has 
been granted.  Any such Extension of Time must meet all SDMC requirements and applicable 
guidelines in effect at the time the extension is considered by the appropriate decision maker. This 
permit must be utilized by [ENTER DATE typically 3 years, including the appeal time]. 
 
2. This Coastal Development Permit shall become effective on the eleventh working day following 
receipt by the California Coastal Commission of the Notice of Final Action, or following all appeals. 
 
3. No permit for the construction, occupancy, or operation of any facility or improvement 
described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this Permit be conducted on 
the premises until: 
 

a. The Owner/Permittee signs and returns the Permit to the Development Services 
Department; and 

 
b. The Permit is recorded in the Office of the San Diego County Recorder. 

 
4. While this Permit is in effect, the subject property shall be used only for the purposes and 
under the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit unless otherwise authorized by the 
appropriate City decision maker. 
 
5. This Permit is a covenant running with the subject property and all of the requirements and 
conditions of this Permit and related documents shall be binding upon the Owner/Permittee and 
any successor(s) in interest. 
 
6. The continued use of this Permit shall be subject to the regulations of this and any other 
applicable governmental agency. 
 
7. Issuance of this Permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the Owner/Permittee for 
this Permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies including, but 
not limited to, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 [ESA] and any amendments thereto (16 U.S.C. § 
1531 et seq.). 
 
8. The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits.  The Owner/Permittee is 
informed that to secure these permits, substantial building modifications and site improvements 
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may be required to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical, and plumbing codes, and State 
and Federal disability access laws.  
 
9. Construction plans shall be in substantial conformity to Exhibit “A.”  Changes, modifications, or 
alterations to the construction plans are prohibited unless appropriate application(s) or 
amendment(s) to this Permit have been granted.  
 
10. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and were determined 
necessary to make the findings required for approval of this Permit.  The Permit holder is required 
to comply with each and every condition in order to maintain the entitlements that are granted by 
this Permit.  
 
 If any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is found 
or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, or unreasonable, this 
Permit shall be void.  However, in such an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right, by paying 
applicable processing fees, to bring a request for a new permit without the "invalid" conditions(s) 
back to the discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by that body as to 
whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the proposed permit can still be made in 
the absence of the "invalid" condition(s).  Such hearing shall be a hearing de novo, and the 
discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove, or modify the proposed 
permit and the condition(s) contained therein. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS: 
 
11. Mitigation requirements in the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program [MMRP] shall 
apply to this Permit.  These MMRP conditions are hereby incorporated into this Permit by reference. 
 
12. The mitigation measures specified in the MMRP and outlined in Mitigated Negative Declaration  
No. 661815 shall be noted on the construction plans and specifications under the heading 
ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS. 
 
13. The Owner/Permittee shall comply with the MMRP as specified in Mitigated Negative 
Declaration No. 661815 to the satisfaction of the Development Services Department and the City 
Engineer.  Prior to issuance of any construction permit, all conditions of the MMRP shall be adhered 
to, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer.  All mitigation measures described in the MMRP shall be 
implemented for the following issue areas: 
 
  Cultural Resources (Archaeology) 
  Tribal Cultural Resources 
 
CLIMATE ACTION PLAN REQUIREMENTS:  
 
14. Owner/Permittee shall comply with the Climate Action Plan (CAP) Consistency Checklist 
stamped as Exhibit "A." Prior to issuance of any construction permit, all CAP strategies shall be noted 
within the first three (3) sheets of the construction plans under the heading “Climate Action Plan 
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Requirements” and shall be enforced and implemented to the satisfaction of the Development 
Services Department. 
 
ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS: 
 
15. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit and 
bond the closure of the non-utilized portion of existing driveway with current city standard 
sidewalk/parkway, curb and gutter, adjacent to the site on El Paseo Grande, satisfactory to the City 
Engineer. 
 
16. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit and 
bond, the construction of a new current city standard 12-foot wide driveway, adjacent to the site on 
El Paseo Grande, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

 
17. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain an 
Encroachment Maintenance Removal Agreement for the sidewalk underdrains, landscape and 
irrigation in the El Paseo Grande right of way, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

 
18. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall incorporate any 
construction Best Management Practices necessary to comply with Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 1 
(Grading Regulations) of the SDMC, into the construction plans or specifications. 

 
19. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall submit a Water 
Pollution Control Plan (WPCP). The WPCP shall be prepared in accordance with the guidelines in Part 
2 Construction BMP Standards Chapter 4 of the City's Storm Water Standards. 

 
LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS: 
 
20.  Prior to issuance of any construction permits, the Owner/Permittee shall submit to the 
Development Services Department for approval complete landscape and irrigation construction 
documents. Construction documents shall comply with the La Jolla Shores Planned District 
Ordinance, the La Jolla Community Plan, and the Land Development Manual - Landscape Standards. 
Unplanted areas, including those consisting of recreational areas, walks (areas used for access 
whether paved, mulched, stepping stone, or similar), and driveways may not count towards the 
minimum landscape area required by the LJSPDO. 
 
21. The Owner/Permittee shall be responsible for the maintenance of all landscape 
improvements, including in the right-of-way, unless long-term maintenance of said landscaping will 
be the responsibility of a Landscape Maintenance District or other approved entity. All required 
landscape shall be maintained consistent with the Landscape Standards in a disease, weed, and 
litter free condition at all times. Severe pruning or "topping" of trees is not permitted. 

 
22. If any required landscape (including existing or new plantings, hardscape, landscape features, 
etc.) indicated on the approved construction document plans is damaged or removed, it shall be 
repaired and/or replaced in kind and equivalent size per the approved documents to the satisfaction 
of the Development Services Department within 30 days of damage. 
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GEOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: 
 
23. The Owner/Permittee shall submit a geotechnical investigation report or update letter that 
specifically addresses the proposed construction plans. The geotechnical investigation report or 
update letter shall be reviewed for adequacy by the Geology Section of the Development Services 
Department prior to issuance of any construction permits. 
 
PLANNING/DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: 

 
24. The automobile, motorcycle and bicycle parking spaces must be constructed in accordance 
with the requirements of the SDMC. All on-site parking stalls and aisle widths shall be in compliance 
with requirements of the City's Land Development Code and shall not be converted and/or utilized 
for any other purpose, unless otherwise authorized in writing authorized by the appropriate City 
decision maker in accordance with the SDMC. 

 
25. A topographical survey conforming to the provisions of the SDMC may be required if it is 
determined, during construction, that there may be a conflict between the building(s) under 
construction and a condition of this Permit or a regulation of the underlying zone.  The cost of any 
such survey shall be borne by the Owner/Permittee. 
 
26. Pursuant to SDMC 126.0707 Conditions may be imposed by the decision maker when 
approving a Coastal Development Permit. Conditions may include a provision for public access, 
open space, or conservation easements or the relocation or redesign of proposed site 
improvements. In any subdivision or other land division, such conditions shall be imposed at the 
time of the subdivision or other land division, rather than through subsequent development 
permits. 
 
27. All private outdoor lighting shall be shaded and adjusted to fall on the same premises where 
such lights are located and in accordance with the applicable regulations in the SDMC. 
 
INFORMATION ONLY: 
 

• The issuance of this discretionary permit alone does not allow the immediate commencement 
or continued operation of the proposed use on site. Any operation allowed by this 
discretionary permit may only begin or recommence after all conditions listed on this permit 
are fully completed and all required ministerial permits have been issued and received final 
inspection. 
 

• Any party on whom fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions have been imposed as 
conditions of approval of this Permit, may protest the imposition within ninety days of the 
approval of this development permit by filing a written protest with the City Clerk pursuant to 
California Government Code section 66020. 

 
• This development may be subject to impact fees at the time of construction permit issuance. 
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APPROVED by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego on [INSERT Approval Date] and [Approved 
Resolution Number].  
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Permit Type/PTS Approval No.: Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 
Site Development Permit No. 2429037 

Date of Approval: XX 
 
AUTHENTICATED BY THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT  
 
 
 
_____________________________________ 
Benjamin Hafertepe 
Development Project Manager 
 
 
NOTE:  Notary acknowledgment 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 
 
 
The undersigned Owner/Permittee, by execution hereof, agrees to each and every condition of 
this Permit and promises to perform each and every obligation of Owner/Permittee hereunder. 
 
 
       8423 El PASEO GRANDE, LLC 
       Owner/Permittee  
 
 
       By _________________________________ 

Mark Richter 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  Notary acknowledgments 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 
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RESOLUTION NUMBER R-_____________ 
 

ADOPTED ON _____________ 
 
 
 
 WHEREAS, on April 13, 2020, Nick Wilson submitted an application to the Development 

Services Department for a Coastal Development Permit and Site Development Permit for the 8423 El 

Paseo Grande (Project); and 

 WHEREAS, the matter was set for a public hearing to be conducted by the Hearing Officer of 

the City of San Diego; and 

 WHEREAS, the issue was heard by the Hearing Officer on February 10, 2021; and 

 WHEREAS, the Hearing Officer considered the issues discussed in Mitigated Negative 

Declaration No. 661815 (Declaration) prepared for this Project; NOW THEREFORE, 

 BE IT RESOLVED, by the Hearing Officer that it is certified that the Declaration has been 

completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA) (Public 

Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.), as amended, and the State CEQA Guidelines thereto 

(California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 15000 et seq.), that the Declaration 

reflects the independent judgment of the City of San Diego as Lead Agency and that the information 

contained in said Declaration, together with any comments received during the public review 

process, has been reviewed and considered by the Hearing Officer in connection with the approval 

of the Project. 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Hearing Officer finds on the basis of the entire record 

that project revisions now mitigate potentially significant effects on the environment previously 

identified in the Initial Study, that there is no substantial evidence that the Project will have a 

significant effect on the environment, and therefore, that said Declaration is hereby adopted. 
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 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pursuant to CEQA Section 21081.6, the Hearing Officer 

hereby adopts the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, or alterations to implement the 

changes to the Project as required by this Hearing Officer in order to mitigate or avoid significant 

effects on the environment, which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Declaration and other documents constituting the record 

of proceedings upon which the approval is based are available to the public at the office of the 

Development Services Department, 1222 First Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101 or City Clerk, 202 C 

Street, San Diego, CA 92101. 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Development Services Department is directed to file a Notice 

of Determination with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors for the County of San Diego regarding 

the Project. 

 
 
 
 
By:       
 [NAME], [DEPUTY CITY ATTORNEY or DEVELOPMENT PROJECT MANAGER] 
 
 
ATTACHMENT(S): Exhibit A, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 
 

Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 
Site Development Permit No. 2429037 

 
PROJECT NO. 661815 

 
 
This Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program is designed to ensure compliance with Public 
Resources Code Section 21081.6 during implementation of mitigation measures.  This program 
identifies at a minimum: the department responsible for the monitoring, what is to be monitored, 
how the monitoring shall be accomplished, the monitoring and reporting schedule, and completion 
requirements.  A record of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program will be maintained at 
the offices of the Entitlements Division, 1222 First Avenue, Fifth Floor, San Diego, CA, 92101.  All 
mitigation measures contained in the Mitigated Negative Declaration No. 661815 shall be made 
conditions of Coastal Development Permit No. 2424435 and Site Development Permit No. 2429037 
as may be further described below. 
 
V. MITIGATION, MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM:   
 
A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS – PART I  

 Plan Check Phase (prior to permit issuance)  
1. Prior to the issuance of a Notice To Proceed (NTP) for a subdivision, or any construction 
permits, such as Demolition, Grading or Building, or beginning any construction related 
activity on-site, the Development Services Department (DSD) Director’s Environmental 
Designee (ED) shall review and approve all Construction Documents (CD), (plans, 
specification, details, etc.) to ensure the MMRP requirements are incorporated into the 
design.  

 
2. In addition, the ED shall verify that the MMRP Conditions/Notes that apply ONLY to the 

construction phases of this project are included VERBATIM, under the heading, 
“ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS.”  

 
3. These notes must be shown within the first three (3) sheets of the construction 

documents in the format specified for engineering construction document templates as 
shown on the City website:  

 
https://www.sandiego.gov/development-services/forms-publications/design-guidelines-
templates 

 
4. The TITLE INDEX SHEET must also show on which pages the “Environmental/Mitigation 

Requirements” notes are provided.  
 

5. SURETY AND COST RECOVERY – The Development Services Director or City Manager may 
require appropriate surety instruments or bonds from private Permit Holders to ensure 
the long-term performance or implementation of required mitigation measures or 
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programs. The City is authorized to recover its cost to offset the salary, overhead, and 
expenses for City personnel and programs to monitor qualifying projects.  

 
B.  GENERAL REQUIREMENTS – PART II  

Post Plan Check (After permit issuance/Prior to start of construction) 
  

1. PRE-CONSTRUCTION MEETING IS REQUIRED TEN (10) WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO 
BEGINNING ANY WORK ON THIS PROJECT. The PERMIT HOLDER/OWNER is responsible 
to arrange and perform this meeting by contacting the CITY RESIDENT ENGINEER (RE) of 
the Field Engineering Division and City staff from MITIGATION MONITORING 
COORDINATION (MMC). Attendees must also include the Permit holder’s 
Representative(s), Job Site Superintendent and the following consultants:  

 
Qualified Archaeologist 
Qualified Native American Monitor 
 

Note: Failure of all responsible Permit Holder’s representatives and consultants to 
attend shall require an additional meeting with all parties present.  

 
CONTACT INFORMATION:  
a) The PRIMARY POINT OF CONTACT is the RE at the Field Engineering Division – 858-

627-3200  
b) For Clarification of ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS, it is also required to call RE and 

MMC at 858-627-3360  
 

2. MMRP COMPLIANCE: This Project, Project Tracking System (PTS) #661815 and /or 
Environmental Document #661815, shall conform to the mitigation requirements 
contained in the associated Environmental Document and implemented to the 
satisfaction of the DSD’s Environmental Designee (MMC) and the City Engineer (RE). The 
requirements may not be reduced or changed but may be annotated (i.e. to explain when 
and how compliance is being met and location of verifying proof, etc.). Additional 
clarifying information may also be added to other relevant plan sheets and/or 
specifications as appropriate (i.e., specific locations, times of monitoring, methodology, 
etc. 

 
Note: Permit Holder’s Representatives must alert RE and MMC if there are any 
discrepancies in the plans or notes, or any changes due to field conditions. All 
conflicts must be approved by RE and MMC BEFORE the work is performed.  

 
3. OTHER AGENCY REQUIREMENTS: Evidence of compliance with all other agency 

requirements or permits shall be submitted to the RE and MMC for review and 
acceptance prior to the beginning of work or within one week of the Permit Holder 
obtaining documentation of those permits or requirements. Evidence shall include copies 
of permits, letters of resolution or other documentation issued by the responsible agency.  
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None Required 

 
4. MONITORING EXHIBITS  

All consultants are required to submit, to RE and MMC, a monitoring exhibit on a 11x17 
reduction of the appropriate construction plan, such as site plan, grading, landscape, etc., 
marked to clearly show the specific areas including the LIMIT OF WORK, scope of that 
discipline’s work, and notes indicating when in the construction schedule that work will be 
performed. When necessary for clarification, a detailed methodology of how the work will 
be performed shall be included.  

 
NOTE: Surety and Cost Recovery – When deemed necessary by the Development 
Services Director or City Manager, additional surety instruments or bonds from the 
private Permit Holder may be required to ensure the long-term performance or 
implementation of required mitigation measures or programs. The City is 
authorized to recover its cost to offset the salary, overhead, and expenses for City 
personnel and programs to monitor qualifying projects.  
 
 

5. OTHER SUBMITTALS AND INSPECTIONS:  
The Permit Holder/Owner’s representative shall submit all required documentation, 
verification letters, and requests for all associated inspections to the RE and MMC for 
approval per the following schedule:  
 

 
Document Submittal/Inspection Checklist 
Issue Area Document Submittal Associated Inspection/Approvals/ 

Notes 
General Consultant Qualification 

Letters 
Prior to Preconstruction Meeting 

General Consultant Construction 
Monitoring Exhibits 

Prior to Preconstruction Meeting 

Cultural Resources 
(Archaeology) 

Monitoring Report(s) Archaeology/Historic Site Observation 

Bond Release Request for Bond Release 
Letter 

Final MMRP Inspections Prior to Bond 
Release Letter 

 
 
C.  SPECIFIC MMRP ISSUE AREA CONDITIONS/REQUIREMENTS  

 
HISTORICAL RESOURCES ARCHAEOLOGICAL and NATIVE AMERICAN MONITORING 

 
I. Prior to Permit Issuance or Bid Opening/Bid Award 
 A.   Entitlements Plan Check   

1. Prior to permit issuance or Bid Opening/Bid Award, whichever is applicable, the 
Assistant Deputy Director (ADD) Environmental designee shall verify that the 
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requirements for Archaeological Monitoring and Native American monitoring have 
been noted on the applicable construction documents through the plan check 
process. 

B.  Letters of Qualification have been submitted to ADD 
1. Prior to Bid Award, the applicant shall submit a letter of verification to Mitigation 

Monitoring Coordination (MMC) identifying the Principal Investigator (PI) for the 
project and the names of all persons involved in the archaeological monitoring 
program, as defined in the City of San Diego Historical Resources Guidelines (HRG). If 
applicable, individuals involved in the archaeological monitoring program must have 
completed the 40-hour HAZWOPER training with certification documentation. 

2. MMC will provide a letter to the applicant confirming the qualifications of the PI and 
all persons involved in the archaeological monitoring of the project meet the 
qualifications established in the HRG. 

3. Prior to the start of work, the applicant must obtain written approval from MMC for 
any personnel changes associated with the monitoring program.   

 
II. Prior to Start of Construction 
 A.  Verification of Records Search 

1. The PI shall provide verification to MMC that a site-specific records search (1/4-mile 
radius) has been completed.  Verification includes but is not limited to a copy of a 
confirmation letter from South Coastal Information Center, or, if the search was in-
house, a letter of verification from the PI stating that the search was completed. 

2. The letter shall introduce any pertinent information concerning expectations and 
probabilities of discovery during trenching and/or grading activities. 

3. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC requesting a reduction to the ¼ mile 
radius. 

 B. PI Shall Attend Precon Meetings 
1. Prior to beginning any work that requires monitoring; the Applicant shall arrange a 

Precon Meeting that shall include the PI, Native American consultant/monitor (where 
Native American resources may be impacted), Construction Manager (CM) and/or 
Grading Contractor, Resident Engineer (RE), Building Inspector (BI), if appropriate, 
and MMC. The qualified Archaeologist and Native American Monitor shall attend any 
grading/excavation related Precon Meetings to make comments and/or suggestions 
concerning the Archaeological Monitoring program with the Construction Manager 
and/or Grading Contractor. 
a. If the PI is unable to attend the Precon Meeting, the Applicant shall schedule a 

focused Precon Meeting with MMC, the PI, RE, CM or BI, if appropriate, prior to 
the start of any work that requires monitoring. 

 2. Acknowledgement of Responsibility for Curation (CIP or Other Public Projects) 
 The applicant shall submit a letter to MMC acknowledging their responsibility for the 

cost of curation associated with all phases of the archaeological monitoring program. 
3.  Identify Areas to be Monitored 

Prior to the start of any work that requires monitoring, the PI shall submit an 
Archaeological Monitoring Exhibit (AME) (with verification that the AME has been 
reviewed and approved by the Native American consultant/monitor when Native 
American resources may be impacted) based on the appropriate construction 
documents (reduced to 11x17) to MMC identifying the areas to be monitored 
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including the delineation of grading/excavation limits. 
The AME shall be based on the results of a site-specific records search as well as 

information regarding the age of existing pipelines, laterals and associated 
appurtenances and/or any known soil conditions (native or formation). 

MMC shall notify the PI that the AME has been approved. 
4.  When Monitoring Will Occur 

a. Prior to the start of any work, the PI shall also submit a construction schedule to 
MMC through the RE indicating when and where monitoring will occur. 

b. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC prior to the start of work or during 
construction requesting a modification to the monitoring program. This request 
shall be based on relevant information such as review of final construction 
documents which indicate conditions such as age of existing pipe to be replaced, 
depth of excavation and/or site graded to bedrock, etc., which may reduce or 
increase the potential for resources to be present. 

5. Approval of AME and Construction Schedule 
After approval of the AME by MMC, the PI shall submit to MMC written authorization 
of the AME and Construction Schedule from the CM. 

   
III. During Construction 
 A.  Monitor Shall be Present During Grading/Excavation/Trenching 

1. The Archaeological Monitor shall be present full-time during all soil disturbing and 
grading/excavation/trenching activities which could result in impacts to 
archaeological resources as identified on the AME.  The Construction Manager is 
responsible for notifying the RE, PI, and MMC of changes to any construction 
activities such as in the case of a potential safety concern within the area 
being monitored. In certain circumstances OSHA safety requirements may 
necessitate modification of the AME. 

2. The Native American consultant/monitor shall determine the extent of their 
presence during soil disturbing and grading/excavation/trenching activities based on 
the AME and provide that information to the PI and MMC. If prehistoric resources are 
encountered during the Native American consultant/monitor’s absence, work shall 
stop and the Discovery Notification Process detailed in Section III.B-C and IV.A-D shall 
commence.    

3. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC during construction requesting a 
modification to the monitoring program when a field condition such as modern 
disturbance post-dating the previous grading/trenching activities, presence of fossil 
formations, or when native soils are encountered that may reduce or increase the 
potential for resources to be present. 

4. The archaeological and Native American consultant/monitor shall document field 
activity via the Consultant Site Visit Record (CSVR).  The CSVR’s shall be faxed by the 
CM to the RE the first day of monitoring, the last day of monitoring, monthly 
(Notification of Monitoring Completion), and in the case of ANY discoveries. The 
RE shall forward copies to MMC.  

 B.  Discovery Notification Process  
1. In the event of a discovery, the Archaeological Monitor shall direct the contractor to 

temporarily divert all soil disturbing activities, including but not limited to digging, 
trenching, excavating or grading activities in the area of discovery and in the area 
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reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent resources and immediately notify the RE or 
BI, as appropriate. 

2. The Monitor shall immediately notify the PI (unless Monitor is the PI) of the 
discovery. 

3. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone of the discovery and shall also submit 
written documentation to MMC within 24 hours by fax or email with photos of the 
resource in context, if possible. 

4. No soil shall be exported off-site until a determination can be made regarding the 
significance of the resource specifically if Native American resources are 
encountered. 

 C.  Determination of Significance 
1. The PI and Native American consultant/monitor, where Native American resources 

are discovered shall evaluate the significance of the resource. If Human Remains are 
involved, follow protocol in Section IV below. 
a. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone to discuss significance 

determination and shall also submit a letter to MMC indicating whether 
additional mitigation is required.  

b. If the resource is significant, the PI shall submit an Archaeological Data Recovery 
Program (ADRP) and obtain written approval of the program from MMC, CM and 
RE.  ADRP and any mitigation must be approved by MMC, RE and/or CM before 
ground disturbing activities in the area of discovery will be allowed to resume. 
Note: If a unique archaeological site is also an historical resource as 
defined in CEQA Section 15064.5, then the limits on the amount(s) that a 
project applicant may be required to pay to cover mitigation costs as 
indicated in CEQA Section 21083.2 shall not apply. 
(1). Note: For pipeline trenching and other linear projects in the public Right-of-

Way, the PI shall implement the Discovery Process for Pipeline Trenching 
projects identified below under “D.” 

c. If the resource is not significant, the PI shall submit a letter to MMC indicating 
that artifacts will be collected, curated, and documented in the Final Monitoring 
Report. The letter shall also indicate that that no further work is required. 
(1). Note: For Pipeline Trenching and other linear projects in the public Right-

of-Way, if the deposit is limited in size, both in length and depth; the 
information value is limited and is not associated with any other resource; 
and there are no unique features/artifacts associated with the deposit, the 
discovery should be considered not significant. 

(2). Note, for Pipeline Trenching and other linear projects in the public Right-of-
Way, if significance cannot be determined, the Final Monitoring Report and 
Site Record (DPR Form 523A/B) shall identify the discovery as Potentially 
Significant.  

D.  Discovery Process for Significant Resources - Pipeline Trenching and other Linear Projects 
in the Public Right-of-Way  
The following procedure constitutes adequate mitigation of a significant discovery 
encountered during pipeline trenching activities or for other linear project types within 
the Public Right-of-Way including but not limited to excavation for jacking pits, receiving 
pits, laterals, and manholes to reduce impacts to below a level of significance:  

  1. Procedures for documentation, curation and reporting 
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a. One hundred percent of the artifacts within the trench alignment and width shall 
be documented in-situ, to include photographic records, plan view of the trench 
and profiles of side walls, recovered, photographed after cleaning and analyzed 
and curated.  The remainder of the deposit within the limits of excavation (trench 
walls) shall be left intact.  

b. The PI shall prepare a Draft Monitoring Report and submit to MMC via the RE as 
indicated in Section VI-A.  

c. The PI shall be responsible for recording (on the appropriate State of California 
Department of Park and Recreation forms-DPR 523 A/B) the resource(s) 
encountered during the Archaeological Monitoring Program in accordance with 
the City’s Historical Resources Guidelines.  The DPR forms shall be submitted to 
the South Coastal Information Center for either a Primary Record or SDI Number 
and included in the Final Monitoring Report. 

d. The Final Monitoring Report shall include a recommendation for monitoring of 
any future work in the vicinity of the resource.  

 
 
IV.  Discovery of Human Remains  

If human remains are discovered, work shall halt in that area and no soil shall be exported 
off-site until a determination can be made regarding the provenance of the human remains; 
and the following procedures as set forth in CEQA Section 15064.5(e), the California Public 
Resources Code (Sec. 5097.98) and State Health and Safety Code (Sec. 7050.5) shall be 
undertaken: 
 
 

 A.  Notification 
1. Archaeological Monitor shall notify the RE or BI as appropriate, MMC, and the PI, if 

the Monitor is not qualified as a PI.  MMC will notify the appropriate Senior Planner 
in the Environmental Analysis Section (EAS) of the Development Services Department 
to assist with the discovery notification process. 

2. The PI shall notify the Medical Examiner after consultation with the RE, either in 
person or via telephone. 

B. Isolate discovery site 
1. Work shall be directed away from the location of the discovery and any nearby area 

reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent human remains until a determination can 
be made by the Medical Examiner in consultation with the PI concerning the 
provenience of the remains. 

2. The Medical Examiner, in consultation with the PI, will determine the need for a field 
examination to determine the provenience. 

3. If a field examination is not warranted, the Medical Examiner will determine with 
input from the PI, if the remains are or are most likely to be of Native American 
origin. 

 C. If Human Remains ARE determined to be Native American 
1. The Medical Examiner will notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) 

within 24 hours. By law, ONLY the Medical Examiner can make this call. 
2. NAHC will immediately identify the person or persons determined to be the Most 

Likely Descendent (MLD) and provide contact information. 
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3. The MLD will contact the PI within 24 hours or sooner after the Medical Examiner has 
completed coordination, to begin the consultation process in accordance with CEQA 
Section 15064.5(e), the California Public Resources and Health & Safety Codes. 

4. The MLD will have 48 hours to make recommendations to the property owner or 
representative, for the treatment or disposition with proper dignity, of the human 
remains and associated grave goods. 

5. Disposition of Native American Human Remains will be determined between the 
MLD and the PI, and, if: 
a. The NAHC is unable to identify the MLD, OR the MLD failed to make a 

recommendation within 48 hours after being granted access to the site, OR; 
b. The landowner or authorized representative rejects the recommendation of the 

MLD and mediation in accordance with PRC 5097.94 (k) by the NAHC fails to 
provide measures acceptable to the landowner, the landowner shall reinter the 
human remains, and items associated with Native American human remains with 
appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject to further and 
future subsurface disturbance, THEN 

c. To protect these sites, the landowner shall do one or more of the following: 
 (1) Record the site with the NAHC; 
 (2) Record an open space or conservation easement; or 
 (3) Record a document with the County. The document shall be titled “Notice of 

Reinternment of Native American Remains” and shall include a legal description 
of the property, the name of the property owner, and the owner’s acknowledged 
signature, in addition to any other information required by PRC 5097.98. The 
document shall be indexed as a notice under the name of the owner. 

d. Upon the discovery of multiple Native American human remains during a ground 
disturbing land development activity, the landowner may agree that additional 
conferral with descendants is necessary to consider culturally appropriate 
treatment of multiple Native American human remains. Culturally appropriate 
treatment of such a discovery may be ascertained from review of the site 
utilizing cultural and archaeological standards. Where the parties are unable to 
agree on the appropriate treatment measures the human remains and items 
associated and buried with Native American human remains shall be reinterred 
with appropriate dignity, pursuant to Section 5.c., above. 

D.  If Human Remains are NOT Native American 
1. The PI shall contact the Medical Examiner and notify them of the historic era context 

of the burial. 
2. The Medical Examiner will determine the appropriate course of action with the PI 

and City staff (PRC 5097.98). 
3. If the remains are of historic origin, they shall be appropriately removed and 

conveyed to the San Diego Museum of Man for analysis. The decision for internment 
of the human remains shall be made in consultation with MMC, EAS, the 
applicant/landowner, any known descendant group, and the San Diego Museum of 
Man. 

V. Night and/or Weekend Work 
A. If night and/or weekend work is included in the contract 

1. When night and/or weekend work is included in the contract package, the extent and 
timing shall be presented and discussed at the precon meeting.  
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2. The following procedures shall be followed. 
a. No Discoveries 
 In the event that no discoveries were encountered during night and/or weekend 

work, the PI shall record the information on the CSVR and submit to MMC via fax 
by 8AM of the next business day.  

b. Discoveries 
 All discoveries shall be processed and documented using the existing procedures 

detailed in Sections III - During Construction, and IV – Discovery of Human 
Remains. Discovery of human remains shall always be treated as a significant 
discovery. 

c. Potentially Significant Discoveries 
 If the PI determines that a potentially significant discovery has been made, the 

procedures detailed under Section III - During Construction and IV-Discovery of 
Human Remains shall be followed.  

d. The PI shall immediately contact the RE and MMC, or by 8AM of the next 
business day to report and discuss the findings as indicated in Section III-B, 
unless other specific arrangements have been made.   

B. If night and/or weekend work becomes necessary during the course of construction 
1. The Construction Manager shall notify the RE, or BI, as appropriate, a minimum of 24 

hours before the work is to begin. 
2. The RE, or BI, as appropriate, shall notify MMC immediately.  

C. All other procedures described above shall apply, as appropriate.  
 
 

VI. Post Construction 
A.  Submittal of Draft Monitoring Report 

1. The PI shall submit two copies of the Draft Monitoring Report (even if negative), 
prepared in accordance with the Historical Resources Guidelines (Appendix C/D)   
which describes the results, analysis, and conclusions of all phases of the 
Archaeological Monitoring Program (with appropriate graphics) to MMC via the RE 
for review and approval within 90 days following the completion of monitoring.  It 
should be noted that if the PI is unable to submit the Draft Monitoring Report 
within the allotted 90-day timeframe as a result of delays with analysis, special 
study results or other complex issues, a schedule shall be submitted to MMC 
establishing agreed due dates and the provision for submittal of monthly 
status reports until this measure can be met.  
a. For significant archaeological resources encountered during monitoring, the 

Archaeological Data Recovery Program or Pipeline Trenching Discovery Process 
shall be included in the Draft Monitoring Report. 

b. Recording Sites with State of California Department of Parks and Recreation  
 The PI shall be responsible for recording (on the appropriate State of California 

Department of Park and Recreation forms-DPR 523 A/B) any significant or 
potentially significant resources encountered during the Archaeological 
Monitoring Program in accordance with the City’s Historical Resources 
Guidelines, and submittal of such forms to the South Coastal Information Center 
with the Final Monitoring Report. 
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2. MMC shall return the Draft Monitoring Report to the PI via the RE for revision or, for 
preparation of the Final Report. 

3. The PI shall submit revised Draft Monitoring Report to MMC via the RE for approval. 
4. MMC shall provide written verification to the PI of the approved report. 
5. MMC shall notify the RE or BI, as appropriate, of receipt of all Draft Monitoring 

Report submittals and approvals. 
B. Handling of Artifacts 

1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all cultural remains collected are 
cleaned and catalogued 

2. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts are analyzed to identify 
function and chronology as they relate to the history of the area; that faunal material 
is identified as to species; and that specialty studies are completed, as appropriate. 

C. Curation of artifacts: Accession Agreement and Acceptance Verification  
1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts associated with the survey, 

testing and/or data recovery for this project are permanently curated with an 
appropriate institution. This shall be completed in consultation with MMC and the 
Native American representative, as applicable. 

2.   When applicable to the situation, the PI shall include written verification from the 
Native American consultant/monitor indicating that Native American resources were 
treated in accordance with state law and/or applicable agreements.  If the resources 
were reinterred, verification shall be provided to show what protective measures 
were taken to ensure no further disturbance occurs in accordance with Section IV – 
Discovery of Human Remains, Subsection C. 

3. The PI shall submit the Accession Agreement and catalogue record(s) to the RE or BI, 
as appropriate for donor signature with a copy submitted to MMC. 

4. The RE or BI, as appropriate shall obtain signature on the Accession Agreement and 
shall return to PI with copy submitted to MMC. 

5. The PI shall include the Acceptance Verification from the curation institution in the 
Final Monitoring Report submitted to the RE or BI and MMC. 

D.  Final Monitoring Report(s)  
1. The PI shall submit one copy of the approved Final Monitoring Report to the RE or BI 

as appropriate, and one copy to MMC (even if negative), within 90 days after 
notification from MMC of the approved report. 

 
 
The above mitigation monitoring and reporting program will require additional fees and/or deposits 
to be collected prior to the issuance of building permits, certificates of occupancy and/or final maps 
to ensure the successful completion of the monitoring program. 
 
 
 



MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION 

THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

SUBJECT: 

Project No. 661815 

SCHNo.2020100370 

8423 El Paseo Grande CDP SOP: The project requests a Coastal Development Permit 
(CDP) and Site Development Permit (SOP) to demolish an existing 1,528 square-foot 
single-family residence, and to construct a new 3,989 square-foot two-story single
family residence with a new attached 1,090 square-foot companion unit located at 
8423 El Paseo Grande. The 0.12-acre site is designated Low Density Residential (5-9 
du/ac) and is subject to the La Jolla Shores Planned District Single-Family Zone 
(LJSPD-SF) pursuant to the La Jolla Community Plan area. The project is also subject 
to the Coastal (Appealable) Overlay Zone, Coastal Height Limit Overlay Zone, Parking 
Impact Overlay Zone (Beach & Coastal Impact), Residential Tandem Parking Overlay 
Zone, and Council District 1. (LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Lot 3, Block 38, Map No. 2147 of 
La Jolla Shores Subdivision) 

Update January 12, 2021 

Minor revisions have been made to the draft Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND). 
Revisions to the language would appear in stril<:eout and underline format. An item in the 
"Document Submittal/Inspection Checklist" table, in Section V (B) of the MMRP, not related to 
this project was removed. The update to the language in the MMRP would not result in any 
changes to the environmental impacts associated with the project. As such, no recirculation 
of the MND is required. In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act, Section 
15073.5 (c)(4), the addition of new information that clarifies, amplifies, or makes insignificant 
modification does not require recirculation as there are no new impacts and no new 
mitigation identified. An environmental document need only be recirculated where there is 
identification of new significant environmental impact or the addition or a new mitigation 
measure required to avoid a significant environmental impact. 

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

See attached Initial Study. 

II. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING: 

See attached Initial Study. 
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Ill. DETERMINATION: 

The City of San Diego conducted an Initial Study which determined that the proposed project 
could have a significant environmental effect in the following areas(s): CULTURAL 

RESOURCES (ARCHAEOLOGY}, TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES. Subsequent revisions in the 
project proposal create the specific mitigation identified in Section V of this Mitigated 
Negative Declaration. The project as revised now avoids or mitigates the potentially 
significant environmental effects previously identified, and the preparation of an 
Environmental Impact Report will not be required. 

IV. DOCUMENTATION: 

The attached Initial Study documents the reasons to support the above Determination. 
V. MITIGATION, MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM: 

A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - PART I 

Plan Check Phase (prior to permit issuance} 
1. Prior to the issuance of a Notice To Proceed (NTP) for a subdivision, or any construction 
permits, such as Demolition, Grading or Building, or beginning any construction related 
activity on-site, the Development Services Department (DSD) Director's Environmenta l 
Designee (ED) shall review and approve all Construction Documents (CD), (plans, 
specification, details, etc.) to ensure the MMRP requirements are incorporated into the 
design. 

2. In addition, the ED shall verify that the MMRP Conditions/Notes that apply ONLY to the 
construction phases of this project are included VERBATIM, under the heading, 
"ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS." 

3. These notes must be shown within the first three (3) sheets of the construction 
documents in the format specified for engineering construction document templates as 
shown on the City website: 

https:/ /www.sa n di ego.gov/ d eve Io pment-servi ces/forms-p u bl icatio ns/ design-guidelines
tem plates 

4. The TITLE INDEX SHEET must also show on which pages the "Environmental/Mitigation 
Requirements" notes are provided. 

5. SURETY AND COST RECOVERY - The Development Services Director or City Manager may 
require appropriate surety instruments or bonds from private Permit Holders to ensure 
the long-term performance or implementation of required mitigation measures or 
programs. The City is authorized to recover its cost to offset the salary, overhead, and 
expenses for City personnel and programs to monitor qualifying projects. 

B. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS - PART II 

Post Plan Check (After permit issuance/Prior to start of construction} 
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1. PRE-CONSTRUCTION MEETING IS REQUIRED TEN (10) WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO 
BEGINNING ANY WORK ON THIS PROJECT. The PERMIT HOLDER/OWNER is responsible 
to arrange and perform this meeting by contacting the CITY RESIDENT ENGINEER (RE) of 
the Field Engineering Division and City staff from MITIGATION MONITORING 
COORDINATION (MMC). Attendees must also include the Permit holder's 
Representative(s), Job Site Superintendent and the following consultants: 

Qualified Archaeologist 
Qualified Native American Monitor 

Note: Failure of all responsible Permit Holder's representatives and consultants to 
attend shall require an additional meeting with all parties present. 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
a) The PRIMARY POINT OF CONTACT is the RE at the Field Engineering Division - 858-

627-3200 
b) For Clarification of ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS, it is also required to call RE and 

MMC at 858-627-3360 

2. MMRP COMPLIANCE: This Project, Project Tracking System (PTS) #661815 and /or 
Environmental Document #661815, shall conform to the mitigation requirements 
contained in the associated Environmental Document and implemented to the 
satisfaction of the DSD's Environmental Designee (MMC) and the City Engineer (RE). The 
requirements may not be reduced or changed but may be annotated (i.e. to explain when 
and how compliance is being me't and location of verifying proof, etc.). Additional 
clarifying information may also be added to other relevant plan sheets and/or 
specifications as appropriate (i.e., specific locations, times of monitorir.ig, methodology, 
etc. 

Note: Permit Holder's Representatives must alert RE and MMC if there are any 
discrepancies in the plans or notes, or any changes due to field conditions. All 
conflicts must be approved by RE and MMC BEFORE the work is performed. 

3. OTHER AGENCY REQUIREMENTS: Evidence of compliance with all other agency 
requ irements or permits shall be submitted to the RE and MMC for review and 
acceptance prior to the beginning of work or within one week of the Permit Holder 
obtaining documentation of those permits or requirements. Evidence shall include copies 
of permits, letters of resolution or other documentation issued by the responsible agency. 

None Required 

4. MONITORING EXHIBITS 
All consultants are required to submit, to RE and MMC, a monitoring exhibit on a 11x17 
reduction of the appropriate construction plan, such as site plan, grading, landscape, etc., 
marked to clearly show the specific areas including the LIMIT OF WORK, scope of that 
discipline's work, and notes indicating when in the construction schedule that work will be 
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performed. When necessary for clarification, a detailed methodology of how the work will 
II be included. be performed sha 

NOTE: Surety an d Cost Recovery - When deemed necessary by the Development 
Services Director or City Manager, additional surety instruments or bonds from the 

older may be required to ensure the long-term performance or private Permit H 
implementation of required mitigation measures or programs. The City is 
authorized to re cover it s cost to offset the salary, overhead, and expenses for City 

ograms to monitor qualifying projects. personnel and pr 

5. OTHER SUBMITT ALS AND INSPECTIONS: 
The Permit Holder /Owner's representative sha ll submit all requ ired documentation, 
verification letters , and requests for all associated inspections to the RE and MMC for 

allowing schedule: approval per the f 

Document Submittal/lnsp ection Checklist 
Issue Area 

General 

General 

Biology 

Cultural Resources 
(Archaeology) 

Bond Release 

Do cument Submittal 

Co nsultant Qualification 
ters Let 

Co nsultant Construction 
nitoring Exhibits Mo 

Bio 
Ver 
Mo 

logist Limit of 1/1/ork 
ificat ion 

nitoring Report(s) 

Re quest for Bond Release 
tter Le 

Associated Inspection/ Approvals/ 
Notes 
Prior to Preconstruction Meeting 

Prior to Preconstruction Meeting 

Limit of Work Inspection 

Archaeology/Historic Site Observation 

Final MMRP Inspections Prior to Bond 
Release Letter 

C. SPECIF.IC MMRP ISS UE AREA CONDITIONS/REQUIREMENTS 

I. 

HISTORICAL RESOU RCES ARCHAEOLOGICAL and NATIVE AMERICAN MONITORING 

Prior to Permit lssu ance or Bid Opening/Bid Award 
Check A. 

B. 

Entitlements Plan 
1. Prior to perm 

Assistant Dep 
it issuance or Bid Opening/Bid Award, whichever is applicable. the 
uty Director (ADD) Environmental designee sha ll verify that the 

requirements fo r Archaeologica l Mon itoring and Native American monitoring have 
n the applicable const ruction documents through the plan check been noted o 

process. 
Letters of Qualific ation have been submitted to ADD 
1 . Prior to Bid A ward, the applicant shall submit a letter of verification to Mitigation 

oordination (MMC) identifying the Principa l Investigator (Pl) for the 
he names of all persons involved in the archaeological monitoring 

Monitoring C 
project and t 
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program, as defined in the City of San Diego Historical Resources Guidelines (HRG). If 
applicable, individuals involved in the archaeologica l monitoring program must have 
completed the 40-hour HAZWOPER training with certification documentation. 

2. MMC will provide a letter to the applicant confirming the qualifications of the Pl and 
all persons involved in the archaeological monitoring of the project meet the 
qualifications established in the HRG. 

3. Prior to the start of work, the applicant must obtain written approval from MMC for 
any personnel changes associated with the monitoring program. 

II. Prior to Start of Construction 
A. Verification of Records Search 

1. The Pl shall provide verification to MMC that a site-specific records search (1/4-mile 
radius) has been completed. Verification includes but is not limited to a copy of a 
confirmation letter from South Coastal Information Center, or, if the search was in
house, a letter of verification from the Pl stating that the search was completed. 

2. The letter shal l introduce any pertinent information concerning expectations and 
probabilities of discovery during trenching and/or grading activities. 

3. The Pl may submit a detailed letter to MMC requesting a reduction to the¼ mile 
radius. 

B. Pl Shall Attend Precon Meetings 
1. Prior to beginning any work that requires monitoring; the Applicant shall arrange a 

Precon Meeting that shall include the Pl, Native American consultant/monitor (where 
Native American resources may be impacted), Construction Manager (CM) and/or 
Grading Contractor, Resident Engineer (RE), Building Inspector (Bl), if appropriate, 
and MMC. The qualified Archaeologist and Native American Monitor sha ll attend any 
grading/excavation related Precon Meetings to make comments and/or suggestions 
concerning the Archaeological Monitoring program with the Construction Manager 
and/or Grading Contractor. 
a. If the Pl is unable to attend the Precon Meeting, the Applicant shall schedule a 

focused Precon Meeting with MMC, the Pl, RE, CM or Bl, if appropriate, prior to 
the start of any work that requires monitoring. 

2. Acknowledgement of Responsibility for Cu ration (CIP or Other Public Projects) 
The applicant shall submit a letter to MMC acknowledging their responsibility for the 
cost of cu ration associated with all phases of the archaeological monitoring program. 

3. Identify Areas to be Monitored 
Prior to the start of any work that requires monitoring, the Pl shall submit an 

Archaeological Monitoring Exhibit (AME) (with verification that the AME has been 
reviewed and approved by the Native American consultant/monitor when Native 
American resources may be impacted) based on the appropriate construction 
documents (reduced to 11x17) to MMC identifying the areas to be monitored 
including the delineation of grading/excavation limits. 

The AME shall be based on the results of a site-specific records search as well as 
information regarding the age of existing pipelines, laterals and associated 
appurtenances and/or any known soil conditions (native or formation) . 

MMC shall notify the Pl that the AME has been approved. 
4. Whe_n Monitoring Will Occur 
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a. Prior to the start of any work, the Pl shall also submit a construction schedule to 
MMC through the RE indicating when and where monitoring will occur. 

b. The Pl may submit a detailed letter to MMC prior to the start of work or during 
construction requesting a modification to the monitoring program. Th is request 
shall be based on relevant information such as review of fi nal construction 
documents wh ich indicate conditions such as age of existing pipe to be replaced, 
depth of excavation and/or site graded to bedrock, etc., which may reduce or 
increase the potential for resources to be present. 

5. Approval of AME and Construction Schedule 
After approval of the AME by MMC, the Pl shall submit to MMC written authorization 
of the AME and Construction Schedule from the CM. 

Ill . During Construction 
A. Monitor Shall be Present During Grading/Excavation/Trenching 

1. The Archaeological Monitor shall be present full -time during all soil disturbing and 
grading/excavation/trenching activities which could result in impacts to 
archaeological resources as identified on the AM E. The Construction Manager is 
responsible for notifying the RE, Pl, and MMC of changes to any construction 
activities such as in the case of a potential safety concern within the area 
being monitored. In certain circumstances OSHA safety requirements may 
necessitate modification of the AME. 

2. The Native American consultant/monitor shal l determine the extent of their 
presence during soil disturbing and grading/excavation/trenching activit ies based on 
the AME and provide that information to the Pl and MMC. If prehistoric resources are 
encountered during the Native American consultant/monitor's absence, work shall 
stop and the Discovery Notification Process detailed in Section 111.B-C and IV.A-D shall 
commence. 

3. The Pl may submit a detailed letter to MMC during construction requesting a 
modification to the monitoring program when a field condition such as modern 
disturbance post-dating the previous grading/trenching activities, presence of fossil 
formations, or when native soils are encountered that may reduce or increase the 
potential for resources to be present. 

4. The archaeological and Native American consultant/monitor shall document field 
activity via the Consultant Site Visit Record (CSVR). The CSVR's shall be faxed by the 
CM to the RE the first day of monitoring, the last day of monitoring, monthly 
(Notification of Monitoring Completion), and in the case of ANY discoveries. The 
RE shall forward copies to MMC. 

B. Discovery Notification Process 
1. In the event of a discovery, the Archaeological Monitor shall direct the contractor to 

temporarily divert all soil disturbing activities, including but not limited to digging, 
trenching, excavating or grading activities in the area of discovery and in the area 
reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent resources and immediately notify the RE or 
Bl, as appropriate. 

2. The Monitor shall immediately notify the Pl (unless Monitor is the Pl) of the 
discovery. 
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3. The Pl shall immediately notify MMC by phone of the discovery and shall also submit 
written documentation to MMC within 24 hours by fax or email with photos of the 
resource in context, if possible. 

4. No soil shall be exported off-site until a determination can be made regarding the 
significance of the resource specifically if Native American resources are 
encountered. 

C. Determination of Significance 
1. The Pl and Native American consultant/monitor, where Native American resources 

are discovered shall evaluate the significance of the resource. If Human Remains are 
involved, follow protocol in Section IV below. 
a. The Pl shall immediately notify MMC by phone to discuss significance 

determination and shall also submit a letter to MMC indicating whether 
additional mitigation is required. 

b. If the resource is significant, the Pl shall submit an Archaeological Data Recovery 
Program (ADRP) and obtain written approval of the program from MMC, CM and 
RE. ADRP and any mitigation must be approved by MMC, RE and/or CM before 
ground disturbing activities in the area of discovery will be allowed to resume. 
Note: If a unique archaeological site is also an historical resource as 
defined in CEQA Section 15064.5, then the limits on the amount(s) that a 
project applicant may be required to pay to cover mitigation costs as 
indicated in CEQA Section 21083.2 shall not apply. 
(1 ). Note: For pipeline trenching and other linear projects in the public Right-of

Way, the Pl shall implement the Discovery Process for Pipeline Trenching 
projects identified below under "D." 

c. If the resource is not significant, the Pl shall submit a letter to MMC indicating 
that artifacts will be collected, curated, and documented in the Final Monitoring 
Report. The letter shall also indicate that that no further work is required. 
(1 ). Note: For Pipeline Trenching and other linear projects in the public Right

of-Way, if the deposit is limited in size, both in length and depth; the 
information value is limited and is not associated with any other resource; 
and there are no unique features/artifacts associated with the deposit, the 
discovery should be considered not significant. 

(2). Note, for Pipeline Trenching and other linear projects in the public Right-of
Way, if significance cannot be determined, the Final Monitoring Report and 
Site Record (DPR Form 523NB) shall identify the discovery as Potentially 
Significant. 

D. Discovery Process for Significant Resources - Pipeline Trench ing and other Linear Projects 
in the Public Right-of-Way 
The following procedure constitutes adequate mitigation of a significant discovery 
encountered during pipeline trenching activities or for other linear project types within 
the Public Right-of-Way including but not limited to excavation for jacking pits, receiving 
pits, laterals, and manholes_to reduce impacts to below a level of significance: 
1. Procedures for documentation, curation and reporting_ 

a. One hundred percent of the artifacts within the trench alignment and width shall 
be documented in-situ, to include photographic records, plan view of the trench 
and profiles of side walls, recovered, photographed after cleaning and analyzed 
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and curated. The remainder of the deposit with in the limits of excavation (trench 
walls) shall be left intact. 

b. The Pl shall prepare a Draft Monitoring Report and submit to MMC via the RE as 
indicated in Section VI-A. 

c. The Pl shall be responsible for recording (on the appropriate State of California 
Department of Park and Recreation forms-DPR 523 NB) the resource(s) 
encountered during the Archaeologica l Monitoring Program in accordance with 
the City's Historical Resources Guidelines. The DPR forms shall be submitted to 
the South Coastal Information Center for either a Primary Record or SDI Number 
and included in the Final Monitoring Report. 

d. The Final Monitoring Report shall include a recommendation for monitoring of 
any future work in the vicinity of the resource. 

IV. Discovery of Human Remains 
If human remains are discovered, work shall halt in that area and no soil shall be exported 
off-site until a determination can be made regarding the provenance of the human remains; 
and the following procedures as set forth in CEQA Section 15064.S(e), the California Public 
Resources Code (Sec. 5097.98) and State Health and Safety Code (Sec. 7050.5) shall be 
undertaken: 

A. Notification 
1. Archaeological Monitor shall notify the RE or Bl as appropriate, MMC, and the Pl, if 

the Monitor is not qualified as a Pl. MMC will notify the appropriate Senior Planner 
in the Environmental Analysis Section (EAS) of the Development Services Department 
to assist with the discovery notification process. 

2. The Pl shall notify the Medical Examiner after consultation with the RE, either in 
person or via telephone. 

B. Isolate discovery site 
1. Work shall be directed away from the location of the discovery and any nearby area 

reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent human remains until a determination can 
be made by the Medical Examiner in consultation with the Pl concerning the 
provenience of the remains . 

2. The Medical Examiner, in consultation with the Pl, will determine the need for a field 
examination to determine the provenience. 

3. If a field examination is not warranted, the Medical Examiner will determine with 
input from the Pl, if the remains are or are most likely to be of Native American 
origin. 

C. If Human Remains ARE determined to be Native American 
1. The Medical Examiner will notify the Native America n Heritage Commission (NAHC) 

within 24 hours. By law, ONLY the Medical Examiner can make this call. 
2. NAHC will immediately identify the person or persons determined to be the Most 

Likely Descendent (MLD) and provide contact information. 
3. The MLD will contact the Pl within 24 hours or sooner after the Medical Examiner has 

completed coordination, to begin the consultation process in accordance with CEQA 
Section 15064.S(e), the California Public Resources and Health & Safety Codes. 
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4. The MLD will have 48 hours to make recommendations to the property owner or 
representative, for the treatment or disposition with proper dignity, of the human 
remains and associated grave goods. 

5. Disposition of Native American Human Remains will be determined between the 
MLD and the Pl, and, if: 
a. The NAHC is unable to identify the MLD, OR the MLD failed to make a 

recommendation within 48 hours after being granted access to the site, OR; 
b. The landowner or authorized representative rejects the recommendation of the 

MLD and mediation in accordance with PRC 5097.94 (k) by the NAHC fails to 
provide measures acceptable to the landowner, the landowner shall reinter the 
human remains, and items associated with Native American human remains with 
appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject to further and 
future subsurface disturbance, THEN 

c. 10 protect these sites, the landowner shall do one or more of the following: 
(1) Record the site with the NAHC; 
(2) Record an open space or conservation easement; or 
(3) Record a document with the County. The document shall be titled "Notice of 
Reinternment of Native American Remains" and shall include a legal description 
of the property, the name of the property owner, and the owner's acknowledged 
signature, in addition to any other information required by PRC 5097.98. The 
document shall be indexed as a notice under the name of the owner. 

d. Upon the discovery of multiple Native American human remains during a ground 
disturbing land development activity, the landowner may agree that additional 
conferral with descendants is necessary to consider culturally appropriate 
treatment of multiple Native American human remains. Culturally appropriate 
treatment of such a discovery may be ascertained from review of the site 
utilizing cultural and archaeological standards. Where the parties are unable to 
agree on the appropriate treatment measures the human remains and items 
associated and buried with Native American human remains shall be reinterred 
with appropriate dignity, pursuant to Section 5.c., above. 

D. If Human Remains are NOT Native American 
1. The Pl shall contact the Medical Examiner and notify them of the historic era context 

of the burial. 
2. The Medical Examiner will determine the appropriate course of action with the Pl 

and City staff (PRC 5097. 98). 
3. If the remains are of historic origin, they shall be appropriately removed and 

conveyed to the San Diego Museum of Man for analysis. The decision for internment 
of the human remains shall be made in consultation with MMC, EAS, the 
applicant/landowner, any known descendant group, and the San Diego Museum of 
Man. 

V. Night and/or Weekend Work 
A. If night and/or weekend work is included in the contract 

1. When night and/or weekend work is included in the contract package, the extent and 
timing shall be presented and discussed at the precon meeting. 

2. The following procedures shall be followed . 
a. No Discoveries 
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In the event that no discoveries were encountered during night and/or weekend 
work, the Pl shall record the information on the CSVR and submit to MMC via fax 
by 8AM of the next business day. 

b. Discoveries 
All discoveries shall be processed and documented using t he existing procedures 
detailed in Sections Ill - During Construction, and IV - Discovery of Human 
Remains. Discovery of human remains shall always be treated as a significant 
discovery. 

c. Potentially Significant Discoveries 
If the Pl determines that a potentially significant discovery has been made, the 
procedures detailed under Section Ill - During Construction and IV-Discovery of 
Human Remains shall be followed. 

d. The Pl shall immediately contact the RE and MMC, or by 8AM of the next 
business day to report and discuss the findings as indicated in Section 111-B, 
unless other specific arrangements have been made. 

B. If night and/or weekend work becomes necessary during the course of construction 
1. The Construction Manager shall notify the RE, or Bl, as appropriate, a minimum of 24 

hours before the work is to begin. 
2. The RE, or Bl, as appropriate, shall notify MMC immediately. 

C. All other procedures described above shall apply, as appropriate. 

VI. Post Construction 
A Submittal of Draft Monitoring Report 

1. The Pl shall submit two copies of the Draft Monitoring Report (even if negative), 
prepared in accordance with the Historical Resources Guidelines (Appendix CID) 
which describes the results, analysis, and conclusions of all phases of the 
Archaeological Monitoring Program (with appropriate graphics) to MMC via the RE 
for review and approval within 90 days following the completion of monitoring. It 
should be noted that if the Pl is unable to submit the Draft Monitoring Report 
within the allotted 90-day timeframe as a result of delays with analysis, special 
study results or other complex issues, a schedule shall be submitted to MMC 
establishing agreed due dates and the provision for submittal of monthly 
status reports until this measure can be met. 
a. For significant archaeological resources encountered during monitoring, the 

Archaeological Data Recovery Program or Pipeline Trenching Discovery Process 
shall be included in the Draft Monitoring Report. 

b. Recording Sites with State of California Department of Parks and Recreation 
The Pl shall be responsible for recording (on the appropriate State of California 
Department of Park and Recreation forms-DPR 523 NB) any significant or 
potentially significant resources encountered during the Archaeological 
Monitoring Program in accordance with the City's Historical Resources 
Guidelines, and submittal of such forms to the South Coastal Information Center 
with the Final Monitoring Report. 

2. MMC shall return the Draft Monitoring Report to the Pl via the RE for revision or, for 
preparation of t he Final Report. 

3. The Pl shall submit revised Draft Monitoring Report to MMC via the RE for approval. 
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4. MMC shall provide written verification to the Pl of the approved report. 
5. MMC shall notify the RE or Bl, as appropriate, of receipt of all Draft Monitoring 

Report submittals and approvals. 
B. Handling of Artifacts 

1. The Pl shall be responsible for ensuring that all cultural remains collected are 
cleaned and catalogued 

2. The Pl shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts are analyzed to identify 
function and chronology as they relate to the history of the area; that fauna! material 
is identified as to species; and that specialty studies are completed, as appropriate. 

C. Curation of artifacts: Accession Agreement and Acceptance Verification 
1. The Pl shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts associated with the survey, 

testing and/or data recovery for this project are permanently curated with an 
appropriate institution. This shall be completed in consultation with MMC and the 
Native American representative, as applicable. 

2. When applicable to the situation, the Pl shall include written verification from the 
Native American consultant/monitor indicating that Native American resources were 
treated in accordance with state law and/or applicable agreements. If the resources 
were reinterred, verification shall be provided to show what protective measures 
were taken to ensure no further disturbance occurs in accordance with Section IV -
Discovery of Human Remains, Subsection C. 

3. The Pl shall submit the Accession Agreement and catalogue record(s) to the RE or Bl, 
as appropriate for donor signature with a copy submitted to MMC. 

4. The RE or Bl, as appropriate shall obtain signature on the Accession Agreement and 
shall return to Pl with copy submitted to MMC. 

5. The Pl shall include the Acceptance Verification from the curation institution in the 
Final Monitoring Report submitted to the RE or Bl and MMC. 

D. Final Monitoring Report(s) 
1. The Pl shall submit one copy of the approved Final Monitoring Report to the RE or Bl 

as appropriate, and one copy to MMC (even if negative), within 90 days after 
notification from MMC of the approved report. 

2. The RE shall, in no case, issue the Notice of Completion until receiving a copy of the 
approved Final Monitoring Report from MMC which includes the Acceptance 
Verification from the curation institution. 

VI. PUBLIC REVIEW DISTRIBUTION: 

Draft copies or notice of this Mitigated Negative Declaration were distributed to: 

STATE AGENCIES 
California Coastal Commission 

CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
Mayor's Office 
Councilmember Barbara Bry, Council District 1 
Development Services: 

Development Project Manager 
Engineering Review 
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Environmental Review 
Fire 
Geology 
Landscaping 
Long-Range Planning 
MSCP 
Planning Review 
Transportation 

MMC (77A) 
City Attorney's Office (93C) 

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND INTERESTED PARTIES 
Historical Resources Board (87) 
Carmen Lucas (206) 
South Coastal Information Center (210) 
San Diego Archaeological Center (212) 
Save Our Heritage Organization (214) 
Ron Christman (215) 
Clint Linton (2158) 
Frank Brown - Inter-Tribal Cultural Resources Council (216) 
Campo Band of Mission Indians (217) 
San Diego County Archaeological Society, Inc. (218) 
Kumeyaay Cultural Heritage Preservation (223) 
Kumeyaay Cultural Repatriation Committee (225) 
La Jolla Village News (271) 
La Jolla Shores Association (272) 
La Jolla Town Council (273) 
La Jolla Historical Society (274) 
La Jolla Community Planning (275) 
La Jolla Shores PDQ Advisory Board (279) 
La Jolla Light (280) 
Patricia K. Miller (283) 

Jeff Davis 
Peggy Davis 
Ayelet Gneezy 
Uri Gneezy 
Kristine McNamara 
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VII. RESULTS OF PUBLIC REVIEW: 

( ) No comments were received during the public input period. 

( ) Comments were received but did not address the accuracy or completeness of the 
draft environmental document. No response is necessary, and the letters are 
incorporated herein . 

( X) Comments addressing the accuracy or completeness of the draft environmental 
document were received during the public input period. The letters and responses 
are incorporated herein. 

Copies of the draft Mitigated Negative Declaration, the Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting 
Program and any Initial Study material are available in the office of the Development 
Services Department for review, or for purchase at the cost of reproduction . 

Sara Osborn, AICP 
Senior Planner 
Development Services Department 

Analyst: Rachael Ferrell 

Attachments: Comment Letters and Responses 
Initial Study Checklist 
Figure 1 - Location Map 
Figure 2 - Site Plan 
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Comment Letter A Response

A-2

A-1 A-1

A-2

The comment is introductory in nature 
and does not address the adequacy of 
the environmental document.

Comment noted. See responses to 
comments A-4 through A-11 
below. 

1

1 

■ www.MortenA,ch•oct.com PHILIP A MERTEN AIA ARCHITECT 
1236 MUIRlANDS VISTA WAY LA JOLLA CALIFORNIA 92037 PHONE 858-459-4756 PhiliiMerten.Archltect.com 

rovember 15, 2020 

Ms. Rachael Ferrell, Environmental Analyst 
City of San Diego 
Development Services Department 
Environmental Analysis Section 
1222 First Avenue, MS 501 
an Diego, CA 92101 

Via Email: DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

Re: DRAFT Mitigated Negative Declaration 
8423 El Paseo Grande 
Project No. 661815 

Dear Ms. Ferrell and Ladies and Gentlemen of the Development Services Department, 

I represent Doctors Uri and Ayelet Gneezy who reside immediately east and adjacent to the project 
referenced above. 

On the Gneezy's behalf please consider the following reasons why certain conclusions in the DRAFT 
Mitigated Negative Declaration are erroneous. 

Sec1ion XI LAND USE AND PLANNING, paragraph b) of the Initial Study Checklist (Page 32 of 
dsd_mitigated_negative_declaration_ 4.pdt) the 'No Impact' box has been checked; 

XI. LAND USE AND PLANNING - Would the project 

a) Ph:tsically divide an established 
community? □ □ □ 

The project wou ld construct a new single-fami ly residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single4 family res idence, The project is cons istent w ith the General Plan and the La Jolla 
Community Plan's la nd use designation (Low Density Residential , 5-9 du/ac) and is wit hin a 
previously developed lot with access to a public roadway. The project site is located w ith in a 
developed resident ial neighborhood and surrounded by similar residen t ial development. The 
project would not substant ially change t he nature of the surrounding area and would not introduce 
any barriers or project fea tures that could physical ly dtvide the community. No impacts would result. 

bl Con fl c1 with any apphcable land use 
p lan, policy, or regulat ion of an age 

with jurisd ict ion over the p._!QJect 
(lnduding but not limited 10 the genera l 
plan. specific plan. loca l coastal 
program, or zoning ordinance) adopted 
for the purpose of avoiding or 
mitigat ing an environmenta l effect? 

□ □ □ 

The project is cons istent with the Genera l Plan and the La Jol la Community Plan's land use 
designat ion which allows up to 5-9 dwelli ng units per acre. The project is located on a 0.12-acre lot 
and proposes one unit there fore it is consistent. The 2ro·ect also complies with the LJS PD~SF zoning 
requirements. Since there are no conflicts with the appltcable land use pla n, policy, or regu lations, 
impacts would remain below a level of significance. 



Comment Letter A (cont.) Response

A-2

A-3

A-4

A-5

A-3

A-6

The commenter provides a definition of vicinity and a 
description of the existing conditions on site and 
adjacent to the site.  Staff acknowledges the current 
conditions of the site and surrounding area.

2

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Page 76) states, in 
order to regulate the scale of new development, apply 
the applicable development regulations which includes 
the LJSPDO (Coverage 60%, Structure height 30ft, 
Landscape 30%). There is also mention of regulating the 
scale of new development by applying setbacks 
requirements, building articulation, second story step 
backs, roofline treatment and variations within front yard 
setback requirements. These features are implemented 
within the proposal.

The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) 
does not have an established minimum required front, 
side, or rear yard setback. Instead, the LJSPDO Municipal 
Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4) in the “Siting of Buildings” 
section states “Building & Structure setbacks shall be in 
general conformity with those in the vicinity.” The 
project’s front yard setback is 15 feet to 20 feet. The 
project proposes side yard setbacks within the area 
range from 1.5 – 9.5 feet within a minimum “average” of 
3.5 feet for side yards. The project proposes a north side 
yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4.0 to 
6.0 feet and a 0-foot side setback adjacent to the 
attached companion unit on the first floor.  Section 
1510.0304(b)(2) of the LJSPDO allows zero (0) foot side 
yard setbacks and the project would comply with this 
criteria. The proposed south side yard setbacks range 
from 4.0 to 24.3 feet, which is consistent with LJSPDO 
Municipal Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4). 

A-4

{ 

Ms. Rachael Ferrell , Environmental Analyst 
November 15, 2020 
Page2 

The section states: 'The project complies with the LJSPD-SF zoning requirements. Since there are no 
conf licts w ith the applicable land use plan policy or regulations .. .' 

The Initial Study analysis and conclusion are incorrect because the proposed project does not comply 
with the LJSPDO and does conflict with applicable Land Development Code Regulations in the following 
ways: 

A. INSUFFICIENT SETBACKS: 

The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance states: 'Building and structure setbacks shall be in general 
confom,ity with those in the vicin ity. ' Vicinity is defined in Black's Law Dictionary as: "Quality or state on 
being near, or not remote: nearness; propinquity; proximity; a region about or adjacent;" 

The existing development on the subject site as well as the existing adjacent development on both sides of 
the subject site have one story garage structures that come to w ithin a few feet of their rear property lines. 
The Gneezy's home directly behind the subject property is set back 20 feet from common rear property line. 
The neighboring home directly north of the project is setback 11 ' -5 " from the common side property line as 
depicted on the applicant's Site Plan drawing. 

A 1. Insufficient North Side Yard Setback 

Contrary to the existing side setback in the vicinity, the project proposes a two story Companion Unit with a 
0 and 4 foot side setback at the ground floor level and 4 foot and 6 foot side setback at the upper floor 
rnYfil:. compared to 11 ' -5" on the adjacent property. The difference between the large existing setback on the 
north adjacent property and the very small proposed setback are c learly depicted in the perspective 
rendering on PDF pages 7, 11 and 13. 

Contrary to the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance the proposed north side setbacks are c learly 
NOT in conformity with those in the vicinity (adjacent property). 

A2. Insuffic ient Rear Yard Setback at Second Floor Level 

The existing one story garage is setback from the rear property line approximately one foot, which is the 
established rear yard setback. Contrary to the exist ing second story rear setbacks in the vic inity, the project 
proposes a two story Companion Unit w ith an upper level rear setback of just 10 feet" compared to 20 feet 
for the two story dwell ing on adjacent property in the vicinity. The significant d ifference between the large 
existing rear yard setback on the east adjacent property and the substantially smaller proposed rear 
setbacks are clearly depicted in the applicant's Site Plan and Scuth Elevation drawings. 

Contrary to the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance the proposed east rear yard second story 
setback is half of the existing setback in the vicinity (adjacent property) and t herefore not in confonnity 
with those in the vicinity. 

The proposed zero and 4 foot side setbacks and 6 foot north side yard setbacks and 10 foot rear setback for 
the two story companion unit are not In general conformity w ith t hose in the vic inity and therefore not in 
compliance w ith the La Jolla Shores Planned Distri ct Ordinance. 

B CHARACTER OF TH E AREA 

The General Design Regulations of the the La Jolla Shored Planned District Ordinance describe the: 

(a) Character or the Area 

In this primari ly single-family residemial commuuity, a typical home is 
characteriLed by extensive use of glass, shake or shi ngle overhanging roof, 
and a low. rambling silhouette. Patios, the atrium or enclosed courtyard, and 



ResponseComment Letter A (cont.)

A-5

A-6

See response to comment A-4 above.

The comment is introductory in nature. The commenter 
provides descriptions of the design principles and the existing 
conditions. Please see response to comment A-7 below for 
how the project conforms to the design principles.

3

The attached Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) is single story with no 
part of the primary dwelling above it. The second story of the 
primary residence is stepped back 10’, adhering to the step back 
regulations of the LJSPDO. The proposed project complies with the 
regulations of the LJSPDO, and applicable land use plan policies 
and goals. 



Comment Letter A (cont.) Response

A-6

A-7

4

Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine 
community character and compatibility with existing 
residential development. The La Jolla Shores Planned District 
Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not specify FAR or required setbacks, 
only maximum lot coverage (60 percent, 1510.0304). The new 
structure would result in a 49% coverage of the lot. A survey of 
the neighborhood shows a comparison of similar gross floor 
areas and building setbacks to the current proposal. 
Neighborhood surveys are used by staff as a guide for 
determining conformance of a proposed project with 
surrounding development. It is an established DSD review 
method/practice for Staff to consider all development within 
the survey area when determining character of the area, and 
bulk and scale. The survey is not a requirement of the LJSPDO 
or Community Plan and is to be used as a guide only. The 
development regulations and the Community Plan policies are 
the determining factors in the projects conformance. 

Staff considers many factors when determining projects 
conformance, such as lot coverage, structure height, building 
setbacks, second story step backs, building articulation and 
offsetting plans.

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Page 76) states, in order to 
regulate the scale of new development, apply the applicable 
development regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 
60%, Structure height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also 
mention of regulating the scale of new development by 
applying setbacks requirements, building articulation, second 
story step backs, roofline treatment and variations within front 
yard setback requirements. These features are implemented 
within the proposal. 

A-7

Ms. Rachael Ferrell , Environmental Analyst 
November15, 2020 
Page 3 

B CHARACTER OF THE AREA (continued) 

The existing one story home to be demolished does have a low rambling si lhouette and currently conforms 
with the LJSPDO. But as depicted on applicant's PDF pages 7 and 11 the proposed silhouette is definitely 
not low and rambl ing. 

(b) Design Principle 

Within U1e limitations implied above, originality and divers ity in architecture 
are encouraged. The theme "uni ty wi th variety" shall be a guiding principle . 
Unity wiUlout variety means simple monotony; variety by itself is chaos . No 
strncrure shall be approved which is substantially like an)' other sm1erure 
located on an adjacent parcel. Conversely, no structure will be approved tha t 
is so di fferent in quality, fom1, materials, color, and rela tionship as to disrupt 
the architecmral unity of the area. 

The Design Principal Section of the LJSPDO which says:The proposed silhouette as viewed from the public 
right-of-way and from the public park across the street is high and box like, and so d ifferent in it's high box 
like form and relationship to adjacent st ructures (height and side setbacks) that it will disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. The proposed project does not conform to the Design Pr incipal Section 
of the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance. 

C. EXCESSIVE BULK AND SCALE 

The Design Principal Section General Design Regulations of the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance 
says: " .. . no structure will be approved that is so d ifferent in quality, form, materials, color, and relationship 
as to disrupt the architectural unity of the area.• But contrary to that regulation, the project proposes a 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 0.96, considerably greater in size than the existing FARs of propert ies in the vic inity. 
The maximum allowed FAR for a single fami ly zoned parcel outside of the LJSPD is 0.60. The proposed 
FAR of 0.96 is 60 percent greater than would be allowed anywhere outside of the La Jolla Shores Planned 
District. 

The applicant prepared a Floor Area Ratio exhibit (PDF page 17). The exhibit is an aerial view of La Jolla 
Shores neighborhood west of La Jolla Shores Drive. According to the exhibit the range of Roor Area Ratios 
depicted by the colored dots is based on 'DATA RECORDED FROM SCOUTRED WEBSITE ON 7/ 14/2020' . 
Unfortunately, the data from the SCOUTRED WEBSITE is not accurate and the calculated FARs based on 
SCOUTRED data are not accurate. 

For example, according to Island Architect's exhibit titled FAR LEGEND, the northern most beach front 
property on the list has a FAR greater than 1.0; which is patently false. I know this because I designed the 
remodel of the home at 8542 El Paseo Grande in the early 1990's. The existing property has an actual REAL 
gross floor area (GFA), measured in accordance with the SDMC, of 4,944 s. f. and a site area of 9,313 s.f. for 
a FAR of 0.53, definitely not greater than 1.0 as indicated on Island Architect 's exhibit. 

SCOUTRED's data likely comes f rom the San Diego County Assessor's Office. Unfortunately the County 
Assessor makes no dist inction between below grade basement Livable Area, which is excluded from gross 
floor area by the SDMC, and above grade Livable Area. The Assessor combines both below grade and 
above grade areas into one Livable Area total. When SCOUTRED's data comes for the County Assessor, 
projects with basements will show a Livable Area far in excess of the actual gross floor area on the property 
per SDMC Sect. 113.0234; and the resultant Floor Area Ratios for projects with basements will be inflated 
above the REAL Floor Area Ratios per SDMC Sec. 113.0234. 
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5

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from 
the public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff 
determined the proposed structure is compatible in terms of 
bulk and scale with other structures in the neighborhood and 
would be consistent with the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. 
The proposed exterior construction materials would be 
compatible with the neighborhood, as specified in the LJSPDO 
and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 

The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike 
nor should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not 
become monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood is very diverse and comprised of structures with 
varied bulk, scale, forms, materials and color. The proposed 
structure’s overall form, bulk scale, exterior material and colors 
when viewed from the public right-of-away would be 
compatible with the varied architecture of the La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the 
LJSPDO, and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 



Comment Letter A (cont.) Response

A-7

A-8

A-8 The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach 
Overlay Zone and has provided two off-street parking 
in the garage, as required for the primary residence. 
Pursuant to ADU Parking regulations, SDMC 
141.0302(a)(3) No on-street parking spaces or off-
street parking spaces are required for ADUs. If the 
applicant chooses to provide off-street parking 
spaces for ADUs located on the premises, those 
spaces shall comply with the following: (i) Off-street 
parking spaces may be located in any configuration, 
may be within the setback areas, and may include 
tandem spaces (ii) Off-street parking spaces shall be 
located within hardscape areas and shall comply with 
the minimum standards and guidelines to provide 
safe and efficient means of vehicular access to the 
lot. Pursuant to 141.0103(b) Where there is a conflict 
between the regulations in the separately regulated 
article (for Companion Units) and other regulations in 
the Land Development Code, separately regulated 
article shall apply. The project is providing adequate 
parking. 
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Ms. Rachael Ferrell, Environmental Analyst 
November 15, 2020 
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C. EXCESSIVE BULK AND SCALE (continued) 

There are other existing homes with basements or partial basements in La Jolla Shores. The existing three 
homes at 8356, 8368, and 837 4 Paseo Del Ocaso (green dots) some of which have partial basements and 
therefore have inftated SCOUTRED Livable Areas. Based on the few researched properties and the 
discrepancies between REAL data and SCOUTRED inftated data, the applicant's FAR exhibh is extremely 
misleading and should not be used in comparing or assessing the appropriateness of the proposed 0.96 
FAR. 

According to a tabulation submitted by the Applicant to the La Jolla Community Planning Association, of the 
42 listed properties only 6 properties had Floor Area Ratios in excess of 0. 70; and 5 of those properties are 
on Paseo Del Ocaso, away from La Jolla Shores Park. The sixth property in excess of FAR 0. 70 is al 8405 El 
Paseo Grande with a FAR of 0.87. The proposed project has a FAR more than 10 percent greater than the 
largest FAR on El Paseo Grande. 

Of the 13 properties listed on El Paseo Grande, the average FAR Is 0.54. 

Of the 42 properties listed the average FAR Is 0.55. 

Yet , the applicant proposes a revised project w ith a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 0.96, which is 7 4.5% greater 
that the average FAR listed. 

Based on the information contained in the applicant's tabulation, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
current project is significantly lamer in size relationship (FAR) that it w ill "disrupt the architectural 
unity of the area." 

The proposed project w ith a FAR of 0.96 significantly exceeds the FARs of other projects in the area and in 
combination with it's closeness to the side and rear property lines ls so d ifferent in 'form ' and 'relationship' 
that it will definitely disrupt the architectural unity of the area. If approved the 0.96 FAR will set a dangerous 
precedent for all future projects in La Jolla Shores. 

Unfortunately LOR-Planning Staff relied on incorrect Floor Area Ratio data provided by the architect when 
evaluating the project. 

The bulk and scale of the proposed project is not in compliance with General Design Regulations of the 
La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance. 

D. INADEQUATE PARKING 

The project fails to provide the required number of off-street parking spaces. The project only provides 2 off
street parking spaces where a total of 3 off-street parking spaces ( 2 spaces for the dwell ing, and 1 space for 
the companion unit) is the minimum required. As currently proposed the project provides 2 off-street pa.rking 
spaces within an enclosed garage, and the third required off-street parking space in the driveway blocking 
access to the 2 enclosed required parking spaces. 

SDMC Sec. 141.0103 Applicable Regulations for Separately Regulated Uses including Companion Units 
specifically incorporates 'All applicable regulat ions of Chapter 14 (General Regulations)' which 
include Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 5 (Parking Regulations). SDMC Sec. 142.0510(e)(2)(A) specifically 
states: ' ... the use of a driveway to satisfy off-street parking space requirements is not permitted.' 
Therefore the proposed project fa ils to provide required parking for the Companion Unit in 
accordance w ith the Park ing Regulat ions for Companion Units and the La Jolla Shores Planned 
Distr ict Ordinance. 

The project's failure to provide all required on-site parking in conformance with the SDMC in the Coastal 
Overlay Zone reduces the amount of on-street public parking for visitors to the coastline and La Jolla Shores 
Park (Kellogg Park). 



Comment Letter A (cont.) Response

A-9

A-10

A-9

A-10

See response to comment A-4 regarding 
setbacks and response to comment A-7 
regarding the conformity with the applicable 
policies and regulations. 

See response to comments A-4 through A-8 
above. The project conforms with the La Jolla 
Community Plan and the requirements of the 
LJSPDO. As shown in the Initial Study, all 
impacts have been mitigated to below a level 
of significance. 
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Ms. Rachael Ferrell, Environmental Analyst 
November 15, 2020 
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E. INSUFFICIENT TRANSITION IN BULK AND SCALE 

The Residential Element of the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program states: 

Maintain the character of La Jolla's residential areas by ensuring that redevelopment occurs 
in a manner that protects natural leatmes. preserves existing streetscape themes and allows a 
hannonious \·isual relationship to exist between the bulk and scale of new and older 
strnctures. 

The Residential Community Character recommendations of the La Jolla Community Plan and Local 
Coastal Program states: 

a. ln order to maintai n and enliance the existing neighborhood character and ambiance. 
and to promote good design and visual harmony in the transitions benveen new and existi ng 
strnctures. preserve the fo llowing elements: 

I) Bulk and scale - wi th regard to surrounding structures or land fom1 conditions as 
viewed from the public right-ot~way and from parks and open space; 

e. In order to addre s transitions between the bulk and cale of new and older development in 
residential areas, maintain the existing 30-foot height limit of the single dwelling wlit zones 
and Proposition D. Strucnires with front and ide yard fucades that exceed one story should 
lope or tep back additional torie , up to the 30-foot height liniit, in order to allow 

flexibility while maintaining the integrity of the streetscape and providing adequate amounts 
of light and air. 

Contrary to the Residential Land Use Element of the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program, 
and as depicted on the applicant's drawings, a s ignificant portion of the upper level north side exterior wall 
and provides no setback from the lower level exterior wal l. Other portions of the upper level north s ide 
exterior wall are setback only 2 feet from the lower level exterior wall, and do not provide a sufficient step 
back transition in the bulk of the new two story building from that of the ad iacent existing s ingle story home. 

The proposed project is not in conformity with the Residentia l Community Cha racter recommendations 
of the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program. 

CONCLUSION: 

As the proposed project neither conforms to the requirements of the La Jolla Shores Planned District 
Ordinance, nor the Parking Regulations for the City of San Diego, nor the recommendations of the 
La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program, Section XI LAND USE AND PLANNING, 
pa ragraph b) of the Initial Study Checklist (Page 32 of dsd_mitigated_negative_declaration_ 4.pdt) should 
be revised from 'No Impact' to 'Significa nt Impact'. 



Comment Letter A (cont.) Response

A-11 A-11 There is no substantial evidence in the record 
that shows a significant impact would result. 
As shown in the Initial Study, all impacts have 
been mitigated to below a level of 
significance.  
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Ms. Rachael Ferrell , Environmental Analyst 
November 15, 2020 
Page 6 

j Thank you for your consideration of these import issues. The Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration should be 
revised to correctly identify these significant environmental concerns regarding the proposed project and its 
impact on the environment and the community. 

Respectfully, 

Philip A. Merten AIA 

ec: Uri Gneezy 
Ayelet Gneezt 
Everett Delano 
Tyler Hee 

ugneezy@ucsd.edu 
AGneezy@ucsd.edu 
everett@delanoanddelano.com 
tyler@delanoanddelano.com 



Comment Letter B Response

B-1

B-1 

B-2

There is no substantial evidence in the record that 
shows a significant impact would result. As shown in 
the Initial Study, all impacts have been mitigated to 
below a level of significance.  

B-2 The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach Overlay 
Zone and has provided two off-street parking in the garage, 
as required for the primary residence. Pursuant to ADU 
Parking regulations, SDMC 141.0302(a)(3) No on-street 
parking spaces or off-street parking spaces are required for 
ADUs. If the applicant chooses to provide off-street parking 
spaces for ADUs located on the premises, those spaces shall 
comply with the following: (i) Off-street parking spaces may 
be located in any configuration, may be within the setback 
areas, and may include tandem spaces (ii) Off-street 
parking spaces shall be located within hardscape areas and 
shall comply with the minimum standards and guidelines to 
provide safe and efficient means of vehicular access to the 
lot. Pursuant to 141.0103(b) Where there is a conflict 
between the regulations in the separately regulated article 
(for Companion Units) and other regulations in the Land 
Development Code, separately regulated article shall apply. 
The project is providing adequate parking.

As stated in the MND Section III (a) Air Quality and Section 
XI (a) Land Use and Planning, the proposed project, a 
single-family home with attached companion unit, is 
consistent with the land use designation of the La Jolla 
Community Plan and the zoning of the LJSPDO and would 
not be expected to conflict with or obstruct an applicable 
air quality plan. Impacts to air quality would remain less 
than significant.

B-3

B-4
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November 20, 2020 

M s. Rachae l Ferrell , Environment al Analyst Env ironment al Analysis Section 

Development Services Department 

City of San Di ego 

1222 Fi rst Avenue, MS 501 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Via Email : DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

Re: DRAFT M it igat ed Negat ive Declarat ion, 8423 El Paseo Grande, Project 661815 

Dear Ms. Ferrell and Mem bers of t he Development Serv ices Department : 

I would l ike to comment on the Draft M it igat ed Negat ive Declarat ion provided fo r 8423 El Paseo Grande 

in La Jolla. I disagree w it h t he MND Findings t hat t he project will not have a significant impact in t he 

following areas: 

Sec. XI. Land Use and Planning. 

The project conf licts wit h t he City of San Diego Separately Regulated Use Parking Regulat ions for 

Companion Units, La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program, and t he La Jolla Shores Planned 

Dist rict Ord inance in t he following areas: 

• Inadequate Parking. The project on ly provides 2 off-st reet parking space where a total of 3 off-st reet 

parking spaces (2 spaces fo r the dwelling, and 1 space fo r the companion unit ) is t he minimum requi red. 

As current ly proposed the project does not comply with the Separat ely Regulat ed Use Parking 

Regulat ions fo r Companion Units, and t he City of Sa n Diego's General Regulations (Chapter 14) would 

not exempt t his project from t he Companion Unit ' s parking requirement. This project is located in a 

Beach Parking Impact Overlay Zone and by definit ion CEQA applies t o parking in t his situat ion - ca rs 

looking to park will circle t he area causing added air po llut ion among other things. Regard less of any 

arguments as t o t he def init ion of location of parking on a lot, t he added burden of t he Companion Unit 

obviously wi ll increase t he environment al impact. The proj ect creates parking demand that it does not 

sat isfy on-s ite and causes an environment al impact. Because this lot is not in a TPA (as shown on t he 

City's TPA arcgis website), an additional parking space for t he Companion Unit is required. CEQA 

requires t he City show f indings for w hy it has not required mit igation, which t his MND does not . 

• Excessive Bulk and Sca le. The proposed FAR of 0.96 is 74.5% great er t han t he average FAR of 55% of 42 

propert ies on El Paseo Grande reviewed by the La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee during its 

meet ings of 15 June 2020 and 20 July 2020 (releva nt excerpts from meet ing minut es attached). 

j • Neighborhood Character. In its high, boxy silhouette, t he proposed project does not conform to the 

Design Principle Sect ion of t he U Shores Planned District Ordinance, w hich calls fo r architectural unity 

t hrough low, rambling silhouettes. 



Comment Letter B (cont.) Response

B-3 Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine 
community character and compatibility with existing residential 
development. The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance 
(LJSPDO) does not specify FAR or required setbacks, only 
maximum lot coverage (60 percent, 1510.0304). The new 
structure would result in a 49% coverage of the lot. A survey of 
the neighborhood shows a comparison of similar gross floor 
areas and building setbacks to the current proposal. 
Neighborhood surveys are used by staff as a guide for 
determining conformance of a proposed project with 
surrounding development. It is an established DSD review 
method/practice for Staff to consider all development within 
the survey area when determining character of the area, and 
bulk and scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to 
regulate the scale of new development, apply the applicable 
development regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 
60%, Structure height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also 
mention of regulating the scale of new development by applying 
setbacks requirements, building articulation, second story step 
backs, roofline treatment and variations within front yard 
setback requirements. These features are implemented within 
the proposal. 

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from 
the public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff 
determined the proposed structure is compatible in terms of 
bulk and scale with other structures in the neighborhood and 
would be consistent with the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. 
The proposed exterior construction materials would be 
compatible with the neighborhood, as specified in the LJSPDO 
and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 

10



Comment Letter B (cont.) Response

See response to comment B-3 above regarding conformity to the 
design principles.

11

The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike 
nor should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not 
become monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood is very diverse and comprised of structures with 
varied bulk, scale, forms, materials and color. The proposed 
structure’s overall form, bulk scale, exterior material and colors 
when viewed from the public right-of-away would be 
compatible with the varied architecture of the La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the 
LJSPDO, and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 

B-4



Comment Letter B (cont.) Response

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) 
does not have an established minimum required front, 
side, or rear yard setback. Instead, the LJSPDO Municipal 
Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4) in the “Siting of Buildings” 
section states “Building & Structure setbacks shall be in 
general conformity with those in the vicinity.” The project’s 
front yard setback is 15 feet to 20 feet. The project 
proposes side yard setbacks within the area range from 1.5 
– 9.5 feet within a minimum “average” of 3.5 feet for side 
yards. The project proposes a north side yard setback to 
the main house that ranges from 4.0 to 6.0 feet and a 0-
foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion unit 
on the first floor.  Section 1510.0304(b)(2) of the LJSPDO 
allows zero (0) foot side yard setbacks and the project 
would comply with this criteria. The proposed south side 
yard setbacks range from 4.0 to 24.3 feet, which is 
consistent with Municipal Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4). 
The attached ADU is single story with no part of the 
primary dwelling above it. The second story of the primary 
residence is stepped back 10’, adhering to the step back 
regulations of the LJSPDO.

See response to comments B-3 and B-5 above. 

B-5

B-6
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The project has been reviewed by qualified City staff and 
found to be consistent with the policies and zoning. The 
project meets all the requirements according to the LJSPD-SF 
zoning regulations within the LJSPDO and the La Jolla 
Community Plan. There is no substantial evidence in the 
record that shows a significant impact would result. As 
shown in the Initial Study, all impacts have been mitigated to 
below a level of significance.  

B-7

Page 2 

{
• Insufficient Setbacks. The proposed 0- and 4-foot side setbacks, 6-foot north side yard setbacks, and 
10-foot rear setback for t he two-story companion unit are not in general conformity with t he 

substant ially larger setbacks in the vicinity. 

{

• Transition Between New and Exist ing Structures. The large size, boxy massing and inadequate setbacks 

preclude a gracious transition between this project and its adjacent single-story neighbors, as envisioned 

in t he Residential Community Character recommendat ions of t he La Jolla Community Plan and Local 

Coastal Program. 

j I request that 8423 El Paseo Grande (Project No 661815) be redes igned to conform to requirements of 

the CEQA, t he City of San Diego and the l a Jolla Shores Planned Dist rict Ord inance and returned to the 
l a Jolla Shores Pe rmit Review Committee for further rev iew. 

Sincerely, 

/ s/ Kathleen Nei I 

2050 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037 

J Attachments: 

1 (1) La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee minutes excerpt 



Comment Letter B (cont.) Response

B-8 The Committee issues regarding bulk and scale 
incompatibility have been responded to in comment B-
3 and B-5 above.

B-8

13

ATTACHMENT to 11/20/2020 Letter t o City of San Diego 

l a Jolla Shores Pe nnit Review Committee M inut es Excerpt 

20 July 2020 Re: 8423 El Paseo Grande 

(2nd Review) Island Architects (represent ing applicants): 

"There have been some modificat ions t o t he project - 10' set back on the 2nd st ory, 2 1/ 2' N. side set 

back, grasscrete in driveway and move the N. fence to S. of property li ne. Public Comment Merten: 

discusses t he FARs in the neighborhood using inaccurate numbers from Scout red. Setbacks in t he N. & E. 

not in confo rm ity w it h t he neighborhood. U Comm unity Plan (LJ CP) req uires a 2' set back on t he 2nd 

story and none here. Total FAR of .96 (. 76 house & .2 CPU). States LJSPDAC rej ected t he project because 

not consistent with neighbors and set backs. Davis: 33 of 60 homes are within FAR of . 7. Also mentions 

t he counting of basements. Uri Gnezy (neighbor behind): Project is a huge wa ll 10' from property line so 

no sunlight nor air. All t he area have basements and sti ll stay under t he FAR st andard. Kris McNanara (N 

neighbor): Wants to clarify t hat Me. Brad (applicant ) t akes pride in his business as a good neighbor. 

Needs to do t he same here. If built, t his will be a 2 story wa ll wit hout articulat ion all along the S. of her 

home. Ca lls it "Elephant on a postage stamp" w it hout charm nor character. Way too large for lot and 

area. Jung: States ADU cou nty descr ipt ion requires if connect ed to pr imary res idence must comply w it h 

regular set backs . Nick: Muni Code 1510-0304 sect .. 3.2 from LJPDO provide "see thru" . Also not es Ch 

1510.0301c. Committee Comments Consensus is t hat the project is too large, bulk and sca le are an 

issue, and t he FAR is excess ive . MOTION to deny the project due to Bulk & Scale and excessive FAR of 

.96 as incompatible w ith the neighborhood. Mot ion by M. Naegle, 2nd D. Courtney, Vote 6-0-1" 



Comment Letter C Response

C-1

C-1

C-2

C-3

C-2

The comment is introductory in nature and does not 
address the adequacy of the environmental 
document.

Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine 
community character and compatibility with existing 
residential development. The La Jolla Shores Planned 
District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not specify FAR or 
required setbacks, only maximum lot coverage (60 percent, 
1510.0304). The new structure would result in a 49% 
coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood shows a 
comparison of similar gross floor areas and building 
setbacks to the current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are 
used by staff as a guide for determining conformance of a 
proposed project with surrounding development. It is an 
established DSD review method/practice for Staff to 
consider all development within the survey area when 
determining character of the area, and bulk and scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to 
regulate the scale of new development, apply the 
applicable development regulations which includes the 
LJSPDO (Coverage 60%, Structure height 30ft, Landscape 
30%). There is also mention of regulating the scale of new 
development by applying setbacks requirements, building 
articulation, second story step backs, roofline treatment 
and variations within front yard setback requirements. 
These features are implemented within the proposal. 
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Joseph J_ Manno 
Nancy Anne Manno 
2329 Rue de Anne 
La Jolla, CA 92037 

858.454 0998 
jma2jma@san.rr.com 

November 20, 2020 

Ms. Rachael Ferrell , Environmental Analyst 
City of San Diego 
Development Services Department 
Environmental Analysis Section 
1222 First Avenue, MS 501 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Via Email: DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

Re: DRAFT Mitigated Negative Declaration 
8423 El Paseo Grande 
Project No. 661815 

Dear Ms. Ferrell and Members of the Development Services Department: 

{

We are residents of La Jolla and will appreciate you considering our comments on the 
Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration provided for 8423 El Paseo Grande in La Jolla. We 
very strongly disagree with the MND Findings on th is proposed project. This project, 
8423 El Paseo Grande, La Jolla, will , in our considered opinion, have a significant 
adverse impact in the following areas: 

j 

Sec. XI. Land Use and Planning. The project confli cts with the La Jolla Community 
Plan and Local Coastal Program and the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance in 
the following areas: 

• Excess ive Bulk and Sca le. The proposed FAR of 0.96 is 74.5% greater than 
the average FAR of .55% of 42 properties on El Paseo Grande reviewed by the 
La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee . 

• Neighborhood Character. In its excessively tall and, square silhouette , the 
proposed project does not conform to the Design Principal Section of the LJ 
Shores Planned District Ordinance, that features architectural unity through low, 
rambling silhouettes. 



Comment Letter C (cont.) Response

15

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from 
the public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff 
determined the proposed structure is compatible in terms of 
bulk and scale with other structures in the neighborhood and 
would be consistent with the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. 
The proposed exterior construction materials would be 
compatible with the neighborhood, as specified in the LJSPDO 
and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 

The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike 
nor should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not 
become monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood is very diverse and comprised of structures with 
varied bulk, scale, forms, materials and color. The proposed 
structure’s overall form, bulk scale, exterior material and colors 
when viewed from the public right-of-away would be 
compatible with the varied architecture of the La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the 
LJSPDO, and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 

C-3 See response to comment C-2 above regarding conformity to 
the design principles. 



Comment Letter C (cont.) Response

C-4

C-5

C-6

C-7

C-4 The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not 
have an established minimum required front, side, or rear yard 
setback. Instead, the LJSPDO Municipal Code Section 
1510.0304(b)(4) in the “Siting of Buildings” section states 
“Building & Structure setbacks shall be in general conformity with 
those in the vicinity.” The project’s front yard setback is 15 feet to 
20 feet. The project proposes side yard setbacks within the area 
range from 1.5 – 9.5 feet within a minimum “average” of 3.5 feet 
for side yards. The project proposes a north side yard setback to 
the main house that ranges from 4.0 to 6.0 feet and a 0-foot side 
setback adjacent to the attached companion unit.  Section 
1510.0304(b)(2) of the LJSPDO allows zero (0) foot side yard 
setbacks and the project would comply with this criteria. The 
proposed south side yard setbacks range from 4.0 to 24.3 feet, 
which is consistent with Municipal Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4). 
The comment calls out a two-story companion unit which is 
inaccurate. The proposed companion unit is one-story.
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See response to comments C-2 and C-4 above. C-5

The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach Overlay 
Zone and has provided two off-street parking in the garage, 
as required for the primary residence. Pursuant to ADU 
Parking regulations, SDMC 141.0302(a)(3) No on-street 
parking spaces or off-street parking spaces are required for 
ADUs. If the applicant chooses to provide off-street parking 
spaces for ADUs located on the premises, those spaces shall 
comply with the following: (i) Off-street parking spaces may 
be located in any configuration, may be within the setback 
areas, and may include tandem spaces (ii) Off-street parking 
spaces shall be located within hardscape areas and shall 
comply with the minimum standards and guidelines to 
provide safe and efficient means of vehicular access to the 
lot. Pursuant to 141.0103(b) Where there is a conflict 
between the regulations in the separately regulated article 
(for Companion Units) and other regulations in the Land 
Development Code, separately regulated article shall apply. 
The project is providing adequate parking.

C-6

{ . 
{ . 

Insufficient Setbacks. The proposed zero and 4-foot side setbacks, 6-foot 
north side yard setbacks, and 10-foot rear setback for the two-story 
companion unit are not in general conformity with those in the immediate vicinity. 

Transition Between New and Existing Structures . The projects excessive 
size, square massing and inadequate setbacks preclude a gracious transition 
between this project and its adiacent single story neighbors, as envisioned in the 
Residential Comm unity Character recommendations of the La Jaffa Commt1nity 
Plan and Local Coastal Program. 

j • Inadequate Parking. The project provides just 2 off-street parking spaces 
where a total of 3 off-street parking spaces, (2 spaces for the dwelling, and 1 
space for the compan ion unit ), is the minimum reqt1ired. As currently proposed 
the project does not comply with the Parking Regulations of the La Jolla Shores 
Plan ned District Ord inance. 

j We respectfully request that the 8423 El Paseo Grande project be redesigned to 
conform to requirements of the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ord inance and returned 
to the La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee for further rev iew. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph J. Manno 
Nancy Anne Manno 
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C-7 The project has been reviewed by qualified City staff. The 
project meets all the requirements according to the LJPD-SF 
zoning regulations and the La Jolla Community Plan.
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Comment Letter D Response

D-1

D-2

D-3

D-1

D-2

D-3

The comment is introductory in nature and does not 
address the adequacy of the environmental 
document.

The City of San Diego conducted an Initial Study in 
accordance with CEQA and found that the project 
could have a significant environmental effect to 
Cultural Resources and Tribal Cultural 
Resources. Implementation of mitigation measures
would reduce impacts to below a level of significance. 
In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15070, an 
MND was prepared. Therefore, an EIR was not 
required.

As described in the MND Section III (b) Air Quality, 
construction related activities are temporary in nature. 
Fugitive dust emissions are generally associated with land-
clearing and grading operations. Construction operations 
would include standard measures as required by City of San 
Diego grading permit to limit potential air quality impacts. 
Construction activities will be required to comply with the 
City’s Best Management Practices (BMPs) which are 
enforceable under San Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) 
Section 142.0710. Therefore, impacts associated with 
fugitive dust are considered less than significant and would 
not violate an air quality standard or contribute substantially 
to an existing or projected air quality violation.
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DELANO & DELANO 

j 

VIA E-MAJL 

Development Services Department 
City of San Diego 
1222 First Ave., MS 50 I 
San Diego, CA 92101 
DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

November 23, 2020 

Re: Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for 8423 El Paseo Grande Coastal 
Development Permit and Site Development Permit, Project No. 661815 

Dear Development Services Department: 

This letter is submitted on behalf of Ayelet and Uri Gneezy in connection with the 
8423 El Paseo Grande Coastal Development Permit and Site Development Permit Project 
No. 661815 ("Project") and related Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration ("Draft 
MND"). 

I. The City Should Prepare an Environmental Impact Report 

CEQA requires the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") 
whenever substantial evidence in the record supports a "fair argument" that significant 
environmental impacts may occur. Pub. Res. Code § 21080( d); No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los 
Angeles (1975) 13 Cal.3d 68. lf"there is "substantial evidence that the project might have 
[a significant impact on the environment], but the agency failed to secure preparation of 
the required EIR, the agency' s action is to be set aside because the agency abused its 
discretion by failing to proceed in a ' manner required by law."' Friends of "B" Street v. 
City of Hayward (1980) 106 CaJ.App.3d 988, 1002. Here, the City should prepare an 
EIR before proceeding; the Project is likely to lead to several significant impacts. 

A. The Project Will Lead to Significant Impacts to Air Quality 

Discussing the Project's potential construction-related air quality impacts, the 
Draft MND states: "Construction-related activities are temporary, short-term sources of 
air emissions." Draft MND at 21. lt acknowledges: "Sources of construction-related air 
emissions include fugitive dust from grading activities; construction equipment exhaust; 
construction-related trips by workers, delivery trucks, and material-hauling trucks; and 

Office: (760) 74 I. I 200 

www .<le lano~rnd<lel a no.com 

104 \1/. Grand Avenue. Suite A • Escondido, Ct\ 92025 
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As stated in the MND Section III a Air Quality and Section XI a 
Land Use and Planning, the proposed project, a single-family 
home with attached companion unit, is consistent with the land 
use designation of the La Jolla Community Plan and the zoning of 
the LJSPDO and would not be expected to conflict with or 
obstruct an applicable air quality plan. As identified in the City’s 
CEQA Significance Thresholds, projects that would typically 
result in significant air quality impacts would produce 9,500 
Average Daily Trips (ADT) or contain a few hundred single family 
units. The addition of the companion unit does not exceed the 
City’s Significance Determination Thresholds for Air Quality and 
the project is not expected to result in impacts. Impacts to air 
quality would remain less than significant.



Comment Letter D (cont.) Response

D-4

D-5

D-6

D-4

D-5

D-3

As noted in the Draft MND, the City’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) 
outlines the actions that the City will undertake to achieve its 
proportional share of State greenhouse gas (GHG) emission 
reductions. A CAP Consistency Checklist is part of the CAP and 
contains measures that are required to be implemented on a 
project-by-project basis to ensure that the specified emission 
targets identified in the CAP are achieved. The project is 
consistent with the General Plan and the La Jolla Community 
Plan’s land use and zoning designations. Further, based upon 
review and evaluation of the completed CAP Consistency 
Checklist, the project is consistent with the applicable 
strategies and actions of the CAP. Based on the project’s 
consistency with the City’s CAP Checklist, provided as a 
technical appendix to the Draft MND, the project’s 
contribution of GHG’s to cumulative statewide emissions 
would be less than cumulatively considerable. Therefore, the 
projects direct and cumulative GHG emissions would have a 
less than significant impact.

Comments made in reference to Mr. Phil Merten’s letter are 
fully addressed in response to comments A-4 through A-11. 
The project has been reviewed by qualified City staff and 
determined to be consistent with the LJSPD-SF zoning 
requirements and the La Jolla Community Plan. The project 
proposes to demolish and existing single-family residence 
and construct a new single-family residence and companion 
unit in its place. The site was reviewed and found to be 
adequately served with existing public facilities in the nearby 
vicinity and would not trigger the need for new facilities to 
be constructed. The project is fully within a private site and 
would not affect public access. 

D-6 The comment is general in nature and does not address the 
adequacy of the environmental document.
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constmction-related power consumption." Draft MND at 21. The Draft MND then 
reasons: "Any impacts associated with fugitive dust are considered Jess than significant 
and would not violate an aii- quality standard or conl!ibute substantially to an existing or 
projected air quality violation. -o mitigation measures are required." Draft MND at 21. 

Ii is improper to ignore an impact merely because ii might be "temporruy " in 
nature. Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Comm. v. Board of Port Commissioners (200 I) 
9 1 Cal.App.4th 1344. 1380- 81: see also Taxpayers for Acco11ntable School Bond 
Spending v. San Diego Unified School Dist. (2013) 215 Cal.App.4th 1013 . 1049 
(emissions should be calculated as they will acmally occur. not averaged over a longer 
period of time). Among other tirings. the Draft MND fails to adequately consider 
constmction-related air quali ty impacts. The Draft MND only considers fugitive dust 
associated with lru1d-cleaiing and grading . It improperly ignores potential impacts from 
other sources of air entissions. including constmction equipment exhaust. constmction
related ilips by workers. delive1y tmcks. and mate1ial-hauling tmcks. and co11Stmction
related power consumption. The Project site is adjacent to a number of potential 
sensitive receptors. single-family residences. and La Jolla Shores Beach and Kellogg 
Park. Co11S1!11ction activities will expose residents and beach ru1d park 11Sers to related air 
entissions that must be addressed before the Project may be approved. 

In addition. the Project will have significai1t impacts to gJeenhouse 
The California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") is prentised in pa11 on "a belief that 
citizens can make impo11ant conl!ibutions to environmental protection ai1d . . . notions of 
democratic decision-making .. . " Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32nd 

Agricu/f11ral Assoc. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929. 936. "Environmental review de1ives its 
vitality from public pa11icipation." Ocean View Estates Homeowners Assn. v. Montecito 
Water Dist. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 396. 400. 

B. T11e Project Will Lead to Sismificru1t Impacts to Land Use and Planninsz 

T11e Draft MND inco!l"ectly clai.t11S the Project would have no in1pact to land use 
and pla1111i.t1g. Draft MND at 32. T11e Draft MND clai.tns the Project would not conflict 
with any applicable land use plan. policy. or regulations. Draft MND at 32 . As 
explai.t1ecl i.t1 the November I 5, 2020 subntitted by architect Philip A. Me1ten in 
connection with the Project's Draft MND ("Merten Leiter"). the Project is inconsistent 
with va1io11S applicable land use plans. policies. and regulations inclucling provisions 
concerning setbacks. character. bulk and scale. parki.t1g. ru1d tJ·ansitions in bulk ru1d scale. 
The Me11en Letter is herein inc01porated by reference. In addition. the Project is 
inconsistent with provisio11S concerning. among other tlli.t1gs. public access to beaches 
and coastline. transpo1t ation systems. and residential Janel use. 

j "T11e prop1iety of vi.tt ually ai1y local decision affecti.t1g land nse and development 
depends upon consistency with the applicable general plan and its elements." Citizens of 
Goleta Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3cl 553. 570 (citation ontittecl). 
"Because of its broad scope. long-rai1ge perspective. and p1i macy over subsicliaiy land 



Comment Letter D (cont.) Response

D-7

D-8

D-9

D-8

D-9

D-7

See response to comment D-5 above. 

This comment is an introduction to comments further 
provided in D-9 through D-11.

D-6 The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach Overlay 
Zone and has provided two off-street parking in the garage, 
as required for the primary residence. Pursuant to ADU 
Parking regulations, SDMC 141.0302(a)(3) No on-street 
parking spaces or off-street parking spaces are required for 
ADUs. If the applicant chooses to provide off-street parking 
spaces for ADUs located on the premises, those spaces shall 
comply with the following: (i) Off-street parking spaces may 
be located in any configuration, may be within the setback 
areas, and may include tandem spaces (ii) Off-street parking 
spaces shall be located within hardscape areas and shall 
comply with the minimum standards and guidelines to 
provide safe and efficient means of vehicular access to the 
lot. Pursuant to 141.0103(b) Where there is a conflict 
between the regulations in the separately regulated article 
(for Companion Units) and other regulations in the Land 
Development Code, separately regulated article shall apply. 
The project is providing adequate parking. 
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use decisions. the 'general plan has been aptly desc1ibed as the ' constitution for all futme 
developments' within the city or co1mty. " ' Orange Citizens for Parks and Recreation v. 
S11p. Ct. (2016) 2 Cal.5th 141. 152 (citation omitted). Ifa Project •·will fmstrate the 
General Plan' s goals and policies. it is inconsistent with the County's General Plan wtless 
ii also includes definite affinnaiive commitments to mitigate the adverse effect or 
effects." Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Board of S11pe1visors 
(2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342. 379. Tue La Jolla Shores Commwtity Plan and Local 
Coastal Program Land Use Plan ("Conumutity Plan") are pan of the City' s General Plan. 
Connmutity Plan ai 117 (Appendix C). 

j TI1e Project violates and is inconsistent with provisions of the General Plan. 
Commmtity Plan. and San Diego Mmticipal Code ('·SDMC"). Among other things. the 
Project violates Conummity Plan and SDMC provisions concerning anrral Resources 
and Open Space Systems. Transpo11ation Systems. and public parking in the Conununity 
Plan ai-ea. 

A goal of the Comnuutity Plan 's Nanu·al Resources and Open Space Systems 
Element provides: "Ettliance existing public access to La Jolla's beaches and coastline 
areas (for example La Jolla Shores Beach and Cltildren's Pool areas) in order to facili tate 
greater public use and enjoyment of these and other coastal resources." Connmutity Plan 
at 29. To accomplish its goals. anu·al Resources and Open Space Systems Element 
Public Access Policy c. requii-es: "The City shall maintain. and where feasible. e1tl1ance 
and restore existing parking areas. public stairways. pathways and railings along the 
shoreline to preserve ve1tical access (to the beach and coast). to allow lateral access 
(along the shore). and to increase public safety at the beach and shoreline areas." 
Cormmutity Plan ai 41. 

In addition. the Conummity Plan' s Transportation Systems Element provides the 
following goal: "Improve the availability of public parking in those areas closest to the 
coastline as well as in the village core tlrrough a program of incentives ( such as 
petiphera l and central parking facilities. parking programs and improved trnnsit)." 
Cormmutity Plan at 55. Transp01tation Systems Policy 9 requires: "The City should 
require parking for all proposed projects that adequately addresses the increased demand 
on some areas of the Coastal Zone." Comnnutity Plan at 58. Additionally. the 
Connmutity Plan requires: 

Require that all proposed development maintain and e1tliance public 
access to the coast by providing adequate parking per the Coastal Parking 
regulations of the Land Development Code. Titis required parking 
includes higher parking ratios for multiple-dwelling units in the Beach 
Impact Areas. as well as the required proltibition of curb cuts where there 
is alley access. in order to retain and e1tliance publicly-accessible street 
parking for beach visitors. 
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D-10

D-11

D-12

D-9

D-11

D-10
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The companion unit does not require a parking space. See 
response to D-9 above.

Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine community 
character and compatibility with existing residential development. 
The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not 
specify FAR or required setbacks, only maximum lot coverage (60 
percent, 1510.0304). The new structure would result in a 49% 
coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood shows a 
comparison of similar gross floor areas and building setbacks to the 
current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are used by staff as a guide 
for determining conformance of a proposed project with 
surrounding development. It is an established DSD review 
method/practice for Staff to consider all development within the 
survey area when determining character of the area, and bulk and 
scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to regulate 
the scale of new development, apply the applicable development 
regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 60%, Structure 
height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also mention of regulating the 
scale of new development by applying setbacks requirements, 
building articulation, second story step backs, roofline treatment and 
variations within front yard setback requirements. These features 
are implemented within the proposal. 

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from the 
public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff determined the 
proposed structure is compatible in terms of bulk and scale with 
other structures in the neighborhood and would be consistent with 
the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. The proposed exterior 
construction materials would be compatible with the neighborhood, 
as specified in the LJSPDO and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 

{ 
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Commmlity Plan at 61. The Project violates these goals and policies of the 
Conumuli ty Plan . TI1e Project proposes to provide two-off street parking spaces 
where three are required. See Mett en Letter at 4. TI1e Project's failme to provide 
the required munber of off-street parki11g spaces violates the Conumulity Plan's 
goal and polic ies concerning transportation and protecting and enhancing public 
access to the beach and coastline. 

In addition. City staff has reasoned the parki11g provisions of the Land 
Development Code 's Separately Regulated Uses art icle apply to the Project in clainling 
the required parki11g for the Project ' s proposed compatlion unit may be located in the 
Project's proposed dtiveway. Tllis is i.r1con-ect. TI1e Draft MND acknowledges the 
Project is in the Comnuulity Plan Si.r1gle Fanlily Zone. Draft MND at I. Pursuant to the 
La Jolla Shores Planned Disttict Ordi.r1ance. for development i.r1 the si.r1gle fanlily zone. 
" [p]arking shall be provided in accordance with Land Development Code Chapter 14. 
A.tticle 2. Division 5 (Parking Regulations) .' ' SDMC § 1510.0304 (f)( l ). A.tnong other 
thi.r1gs. the use of a dtiveway to satisfyi.r1g off-street parking requi.r·ements in not pernlitted 
under Chapter 14. A.tticle 2. Division 5. SDMC § 142 .0510(e)(2)(A). 

TI1e Project also violates goals and policies of the Community Plan 's Residential 
Land Use Element concerning conu11m1ity character. Among other tllings. Residential 
Land Use Element Policy 2.a. requfres: 

In order to promote development compatible with tl1e existi.r1g residential 
scale: 

TI1e City should apply the development reconunendations that are 
contai.r1ed in this plan to all prope1ties i.r1 La Jolla i.r1 order avoid extreme 
and i.r1ttusive changes to the residential scale of La Jolla's neighborhoods 
and to promote good design and hannony withi.r1 the visual relationsllips 
and transitions between new and older stt, 1ctures. 

Comnnulity Plan at 70. As discussed i.r1 the Merten Letter. the Project violates this policy 
and is i.r1consistent with the Conumuli ty Plan 's development reconunendations. Me1ten 
Letter at 5. 

C. TI1e Project Will Lead to Si1mificant Impacts to Aestl1etics and 
eicl1borhood Character 

TI1e Draft MND claims: "The [P)roject is compatible witl1 tl1e su1T01mdi.r1g 
development and pernlitted by the conumulity plan and zoni.r1g designation. The project 
would not degrade the existi.r1g visual character or quality of the site and its smrnundi.r1gs: 
therefore . i.rnpacts would be less than significant." Draft MND at 18. 

TI1e City's CEQA Significance Detenni.rmtion TI1resholds ("CEQA TI1resholds' ') 
provide a list of conditions. one or more ofwllich must apply. to detennine a project 
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D-12

D-13

D-13 The project is consistent with the land use and 
underlying zone, therefore is consistent with the 
Community Noise Equivalency Level (CNEL). Any 
impacts would be less than significant. The project is 
located in a neighborhood with similar 
development. Any construction related noise is 
regulated by the Land Development Code and is 
temporary in nature. Any impacts from noise would 
not exceed the City’s thresholds for temporary 
construction generated noise. 
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The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially 
alike nor should two adjacent homes be so different as to 
disrupt the architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety 
should not become monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla 
Shores neighborhood is very diverse and comprised of 
structures with varied bulk, scale, forms, materials and color. 
The proposed structure’s overall form, bulk scale, exterior 
material and colors when viewed from the public right-of-
away would be compatible with the varied architecture of 
the La Jolla Shores neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the 
LJSPDO, and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 

D-12 See response to comment D-11 above. The project 
would cause a less than significant impact to
Aesthetics and Neighborhood Character.
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meets the significance threshold for neighborhood character of: "Projects that severely 
contrast with the Stlffotlllding neighborhood character. " CEQA Tiuesholds at 76. Among 
other things. a project may have a significant impact to neighborhood character if: "TI1e 
project exceeds the allowable height or bulk regulations and the height and bulk of the 
existing patterns of development in the vicinity of the project by a substantial margin." 
CEQA TI1resholds at 76. As detailed in the November 15, 2020 Me1ten Letter. the 
Project's proposed bulk and scale are excessive in relation to the existing pattern of 
development and are not in compliance with the General Design Regulations of the La 
Jolla Shores Pla1111ed Disttict Ordinance. Me11en Letter at 3-4. Accordingly. the Project 
will have significant impacts to neighborhood character and the Draft MND's proposed 
detenninations are not suppo1ted by the evidence. 

D. TI1e Project Will Lead to Si1mificant Noise Impacts 

TI1e Draft MND clain1s the Project will have a less than significant impact to 
noise. Draft MND at 33 . It acknowledges: "Short-te1m noise impacts would be 
associated with onsite grading. and constmction activities of the project." Draft MND at 
33. TI1e Draft MND claims: 

Sensitive receptors (e.g. residential uses) occur in the i.nunediate area and 
may be tempora1ily affected by constt11ction noise: however. constt11ction 
activities would be required to comply with the constt11ction hours 
specified in the City's Municipal Code (Section 59.5.0404. Constmction 
Noise) which are intended to reduce potential adverse effects resulting 
from constmction noise. Impacts would remain below a level of 
significance. 

Draft MND at 33 (underlining added). TI1e Draft MND's discussion and conclusion 
concerning constt11ction-related noise impacts are inadequate. 

TI1e CEQA Tiuesholds state: ''Iempora1y co1is1111ction noise which exceeds 75 
dB(A) Leq at a sensitive receptor would be considered significant . Constrnction noise 
levels measured at or beyond the prope1ty lines of any property zoned residential shall 
not exceed an average sound level greater than 75-decibles (dB) during the 12-hour 
pe1iod from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m." CEQA Tluesholds at 54. TI1e CEQA 1111"esholds 
closely follow the provisions of the City's Constrnction oise ordinance. which provides: 
" [I]t shall be mtlawful for any person. including The City of San Diego. to conduct any 
consttuction activity so as to cause. at or beyond the prope1ty lines of any prope1ty zoned 
residential. an average sound level greater than 75 decibels dtuing the 12-hour period 
from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m." SDMC § 59.5.0404(b). 

TI1e Draft MND fails to adequately address noise-levels associated with the 
Project's constmction activities. The Project site and s1m·otlllding prope,ties are 
designated low-density residential under the Community Plan. Conununity Plan at 73 
(Figure 16). Yet, there is no analysis concerning whether the Project 's constmction-
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D-14

D-13

D-14 The CAP Checklist was provided as an Appendix to 
the Draft MND which was posted on the City’s CEQA 
page and will be posted with the final document.

D-15

D-16

D-15 See response to comment D-4 above.

D-16 See responses to comment D-3 in reference to Air 
Quality, D-4 in reference to Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions, D-5 in reference to Land Use, D-11 in 
reference to Neighborhood Character, and D-13 in 
reference to Noise. 
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related noise levels would exceed the 75 dBA standard beyond the adjacent. residential 
prope1ty lines. l11e Draft MND claims the Project "would be required to comply with the 
construction hours" specified by SDMC Section 59.5.0404 to reduce construction noise 
impacts. Draft MND at 33. TI1ere is no evidence to suppmi the Draft MND' s claim the 
Project will have less than significant impacts to noise. The City improperly ignored this 
requirement. Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Comm .. 91 Cal.App.4th at 1380 - 81 (it is 
improper to ignored noise impacts mere because it might be "tempora1y" in nature). 

E. TI1e Project 's Impacts to Greenhouse Gas Emissions are Inadequatelv 
Analyzed and the City Failed to Ensure Public Participation 

CEQA is premised in pa11 on "a belief that citizens can make important 
contributions to enviromnental protection and . . . notions of democratic decision-making 
... •· Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. 11. 32"d Ag,iculti1ra!Assoc. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 
929. 936. "Enviromnental review detives its vita lity from public pa1ticipation." Ocean 
View Estates Homeowners Assn. 11. Montecito Water Dist. (2004) I 16 Cal.App.4th 396. 
400. TI1e Draft MND clain1s the Project' s potential impacts to greenhouse gas emissions 
will be less than significant. Draft MND at 28. The Draft MND references the City's 
Clinlate Action Plan ("CAP") Checklist completed for the Project in supp011ing its clainl. 
Draft MND at 28. However. the Project ' s completed CAP Checklist was not made 
available with the Draft MND. TI1e City 's failure to provide all docmnents and evidence 
upon which its proposed detenninations are based precludes public pat1icipation ai1d 
violates CEQA. 

In addition. the Draft MND does not discuss the Project ' s constrnction-related 
greenhouse gas emission impacts. Draft 1ND at 28. Under CEQA: " 'Project' means the 
whole of an action. which has a potential for resulting in either a direct physical change 
in the environment." CEQA Guidelines§ 15378(a). Accordingly. a lead agency must 
review all greenhouse gas emissions from a project including construction-related 
emissions . Natural Resources Agency. Final Statement of Reasons for Regulato1y 
Action: Amendments to the State CEQA Guidelines Addressing Analysis and Mitigation 
of Gt·eenhouse Gas Emissions Pursuai1t to SB97 (December 2009). page 24. available at: 
https://resources.ca .2m•/CNRALe2acyFiles/ceqa/docs/Final Statement of Reasons.pdf. 
The City's review of the Project ' s potentia l impacts to greenhouse gas emissions is 
inadequate and the City must ensure public paiticipation. 

II. TI1e Required Findings Cannot be Made 

TI1e Public otice for the Draft 1ND recommends the following fmding: "The 
recommended finding that the project will not have a significant effect on the 
environment is based on atl Ini tial Sntdy and project revisions/conditions which now 
mitigate potentially significant environmental impacts in the followit1g area (s): Cultural 
Resources (A.l·rhaeology) and Tribal Cultural Resources." TI1e Project will lead to 
significai1t inlpacts to. among other things. ait· quality. greenhouse gas. land nse and 
plam!ll1g. neighborhood character. ai1d noise. Accordit1gly. the required findings cam1ot 
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D-17

D-17 See response to comment D-2 above. 

D-16
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{ 
be made and the City must adequately review the Project's potential environmental 
impacts before proceeding. 

{ 

UL Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, Ayelet and Uri Gneezy urge the Development 
Services Department to reject the Draft MND and require an EIR be prepared for the 
Project. Thank you for your consideration of these concerns. 

Enc. 

cc: 
Benjamin Hafertepe, Development Services, Project Manager 
Philip A. Merten, AJA, Merten Architect 



Comment Letter E Response

E-2

E-1 The comment is introductory in nature and does not 
address the adequacy of the environmental 
document.

E-1

E-3

E-2 Comment Noted. The project has been reviewed by 
qualified City staff. The project meets all the 
requirements according to the LJSPD-SF zoning 
regulations and the La Jolla Community Plan. 
Response to attachments can be found in A-4 
through E-36 .

E-3 See response to comment E-2 above.
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fe: Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration 
8423 El Paseo Grande 
Project Number 661815 

Dear Ms. Ferrell and Members of the Development Services Department, 
The proposed constru ction for 8423 El Paseo Grande should be examined further as the 
findings in the DRAFT Mitigated Negative Declaration (M ND) are inaccurate. 

I am in agreement with all of the factual information in the report submitted to you on November 
'15, 2020 by Phillip Merten, Architect. 

As a La Jolla Shores resident for nearly 50 years and a real estate agent since 1980, I have a 
wea lt h of perso nal knowledge regarding propert ies and development in La Jo lla. 

{ 

The initial study ana lysis and c.onclusion are incorrect because. the proposed project does not 
com ply with the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance. This project was NOT approved by 
the La Jolla Planning Association or the La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee. T 

I am submitting 20 pages from the Mitigated Negative Declaration where I have noted my hand
written comments. Also, I have included some maps and documents from other sources. 
If you require additional formation, please contact me. 

{ The proposed project neither conforms to the requirements of the La Jolla Shores Planned 
District Ordinance nor many of the San Diego Municipal Codes. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
Peggy Davis 
8387 Paseo Del Ocaso 
La Jolla , California 92037 
peggydavislajolla@gmail.com 

858-459-4844 



Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E-4 The City of San Diego conducted an Initial Study in 
accordance with CEQA and found that the project 
could have a significant environmental effect to 
Cultural Resources and Tribal Cultural 
Resources. Implementation of mitigation measures
would reduce impacts to below a level of 
significance. In accordance with CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15070, an MND was prepared. Therefore, 
an EIR was not required.

E-4
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Rf,, 8£.f'.J3 Q.J P~ G~ ff /.' 
Pr ' ,,_ojnO ' ~0,i 1-S- *rJ'fll0'10f\ 411.J (.Dff\rn,ud-~ rar/1 
~ Pa..a~'-f, ~i'1. , is~7 P~ D,J o~ 

ENVIRO NMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED, !..a::> JbLJ a.. , c.A q .'.JD~ '.fits . J .,._,1i.;1. I.; .,,11~ 
The environmental factors checked below would be pote~tlally affected by this project, involving at least one itct thaqis a j 
"Potentially Significant Impact~ as Indicated by the check/1st on the following pages. ~fY'loJ J ~ <'.!or(\ , 

O Aestheties O ~~:~~~~seGas O PopulaOon/Hou~ ~ WiA L 
D Agriculture and D Hazards & Hazardous O Public Services 

Forestry Resources Materials 

D Air Quality D Hydrology/Water Quality D Recreation 

D Biological Resources D Land Use/Planning D Transportat ion/Traffic 

0 Cultural Resources D Mineral Resources 0 Tribal Culcural Resources 

D Energy D Noise D lJtll itleS15ervice System 

D Geology/Soils 0 Mandatory Findings D Wildfire 
Significance 

DETERMINATI ON: (To be completed by Lead Agency) 

On the basis of this lnltlal evaluation: 

{ @ The proposed p~ect COULD NOT have a significant effect on the emrironment. and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will 

be prepared. Yvor,o=d t=;<~d"" ~•ll ha.,~"•<if\S,c.,.,1 e-~}-<2c.i-'0117ile.. 

~ ~ ~~~~~~~t~sed ~aject ~~th;v~ a sl~lfl~~t eifeaci~!nvi~ ;t"hfr~ be ~ ign~~~u~J · 
effect In this case because revisions in the project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A 
MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared. 

0 The proposed project MAY have a slgnificant effect on the environment, and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
Is required. 

0 The proposed project MAY have a "potenUally significant Impact" or "potentlally significant unless mitigated" impact 
on the environment, but at least one effect (a) has been .adequately analyzed In an earlfer document pursuant to 
applicable legal ::mmdards, c1nd (b) has ~<.m addressed by ruilit.:1lior1 measures based on tt'le earlier analysis as 
described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required. 

0 Although the proposed project cou ld have a significant effect on the environment, because all potentially significant 
effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or (MITIGATED) NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to 
applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earner EIR or (MtTIGATED) NEGATIVE 
DECLARATION, lndudlng revisions or mitigation measures that are Imposed upon the proposed project. nothing 
further is required. 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E-5 Comment noted. This has been addressed in the Initial 
Study under Aesthetics (Section I (a)). Impacts would 
be less than significant.E-5

E-6

E-7

E-8

E-6

E-7

The project was reviewed by qualified City staff and 
found to be consistent with the designated land use and 
LJSPD-SF zone. Impacts to scenic resources would be less 
than significant. 

Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine 
community character and compatibility with existing 
residential development. The La Jolla Shores Planned 
District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not specify FAR or 
required setbacks, only maximum lot coverage (60 percent, 
1510.0304). The new structure would result in a 49% 
coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood shows a 
comparison of similar gross floor areas and building 
setbacks to the current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are 
used by staff as a guide for determining conformance of a 
proposed project with surrounding development. It is an 
established DSD review method/practice for Staff to 
consider all development within the survey area when 
determining character of the area, and bulk and scale. 
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{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

Issue 
Potentially 
Significant 

lmpac;t 

LenTtlan 
Significant with 

Mitigation 
Incorporated 

less Thiln 
Significant 

Impact 
No Impact 

t. AESTHETICS-Wouldtheproje<:t: \-J,1\ have c,. ~,,,..,;~·~at1-t ,mfh~T O!l Sc,,0,c,\<. 

a) Haveasubstant1aladverseeffectona ~ -p.,'p\-., [!' -:,ta, C-~ c«>"-r-,e. gt-..... c.-/-u,-el 
scerncv1sta? ~ 

'ru \ihc i;,a. r~ ~.-d. Q..Q.o.cl\ ac...--.c.TS tr"""' '°'=~ The proJect proposes to demolish an existing s1ngle-fam1ly residence and construct a new single-
family residence and companion unit in its place, in a residential neighborhood with similar 
development. The project is located on El Paseo Grande, which is categorized as a road from which a 
coastal body of water can be seen, according to the La Jolla Community Plan. The project is also 
located in the La Jolla Beach View Corridor with an unobstructed framed view down the El Paseo 
Grande public right-of-way. The project would be required to meet all required setback and height 
requirements. Additionally, the project must comply with any design guidelines that are in the La 
Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance. Therefore, the project would not have a substantial adverse 
effect on a scenic vista. Impacts would be less than significant. 

~s n.sf-c.=~l'f =~ 1...---:S.st'QO o< b) Substantially damage scenic resources, ~ c:~~:d ~c ~ Coe,\?~. 
Including but not limited to. trees, rock ·r!:J D .of~ O 
outcroppings. and historic buildings 
within astate scenichlghway? ~-f-T"IS -pub(tc. ...:,.....e.J.s o,,c.r<i:.iS ~nsr(l G'C~. 

The project is situated within a developed residentia l neighborhood. The project is not located 
within or adjacent to a state scenic highway and would be required to meet al l setback and height 
requirements; therefore, the project would not substantially damage such scenic resources. Impacts 
would be less than significant. 

c) Substantially degrc1de the existing visual @: 
cha racter or quality of the "Site and Its ~ D [ZI D 
surroundmgs?A '-l,q1°l~,R-t::, _,.~,cJ--°"re ,~ n 0 Tc:=<"hf>c'--hb{.,_ wnln. 

fk/jo,co:.s-f' ..t,,..C.\u'(('-_ Q;, -ine to-t' l'S ~ :).:7£, ~ • .f-,' The proiect site contains an existing single-family residence ancf would con1truct a new single-family 
residence and companion unit in its place, located in a neighborhood of similar development. The 
project is compatible with the surrounding development and permitted by the community plan and 
zoning designation. The project would not degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site 
and its surroundings; therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 

d) Create a new source or suU:i.t,mlial light iW . 
or glare that would adversely affect day O [ZI D 
or nighttime views in the area? Li°lht"-- C ta TC.. -t.o,, ~J \ Qt:-ef\l ~pee-+~~ 

kQ'o<11 "hiis ma~l\J-<e. Y,i'i"t ~--ti- ~+,.. .. d-... 11:; _ 
The project would comply with the outdoor lighting~tandards contained in Municipal Code 
Section 142.0740 (Outdoor Lighting Regulations) that requires all outdoor lighting be installed, 
shielded, and adjusted so that the light is directed In a manner that minimizes negative impacts 
from light pollution, including trespass, glare, and to control light from falling onto surrounding 
properties. Therefore, lighting installed with the project would not adversely affect day or nighttime 
views in the area, resulting in a less than significant lighting impact. 

The project would comply with Municipal Code Section 142.0730 (Glare Regulations) that requires 
exterior materials uti lized for proposed structures be limited to speci fi c reflectivity ratings. The 
project would have a less than significant glare impact. 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E-8 Comment noted. Light and Glare has been addressed in 
the Initial Study under Aesthetics (Section I (d)). 
Impacts would be less than significant. 29

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to 
regulate the scale of new development, apply the applicable 
development regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 
60%, Structure height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also mention 
of regulating the scale of new development by applying setbacks 
requirements, building articulation, second story step backs, 
roofline treatment and variations within front yard setback 
requirements. These features are implemented within the 
proposal. 

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from 
the public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff 
determined the proposed structure is compatible in terms of bulk 
and scale with other structures in the neighborhood and would be 
consistent with the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. The 
proposed exterior construction materials would be compatible 
with the neighborhood, as specified in the LJSPDO and the La Jolla 
Shores Design Manual. 

The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike nor 
should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not 
become monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores neighborhood 
is very diverse and comprised of structures with varied bulk, scale, 
forms, materials and color. The proposed structure’s overall form, 
bulk scale, exterior material and colors when viewed from the 
public right-of-away would be compatible with the varied 
architecture of the La Jolla Shores neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the LJSPDO, 
and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 



Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

As stated in the MND Section III (a) Air Quality and Section XI 
(a) Land Use and Planning, the proposed project, a single-
family home with attached companion unit, is consistent 
with the land use designation of the La Jolla Community Plan 
and the zoning of the LJSPDO and would not be expected to 
conflict with or obstruct an applicable air quality plan.  The 
addition of the companion unit does not exceed the City’s 
Significance Determination Thresholds for Air Quality and 
the project is not expected to result in impacts. Impacts to 
air quality would remain less than significant.

E-9

E-9
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Issue 
Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant with 

Mitigation 
Incorporated 

Less Than 
Significant 

Impact 
No Impact 

Refer to response II (c) above. Additionally, the project would not contribute to the conversion of any 
forested land to non-forest use, as surrounding properties are developed and land uses are 
generally built out. No impacts would result. 

e) Involve other changes in the existing 
environment, which, due to their 
location or nature, could result in 
conversion of Farmland to non
,:1gricultural use or conversion of forest 
land to non-forest use? 

□ □ □ 

Refer to response II (a) and II (c), above. The project and surrounding areas do not conta in any 
farmland or forest land. No changes to any such lands would result from project implementation. 
Therefore, no impact would result. 

Ill. AIR QUALllY - Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management or ai r 
pollution control district may be relied on to make the following determfnatlons - Would the project: 

Nat· CDl\ai:St.uJ' w ,th Gi,,w--o.l P lo.JI a) Conflict with or obstruct · ® 
implementationv8the applicable air O D C8J 
quai;ty plan? :.i\U.. sJ'n.,cfLif.Jl-. wd f pn.-\l.</\:T pn,~ a;'r IJ,:h,..J fo 

aro..c.e..,J" cn>Ooffi' .J2..!, - r The San Diego Air Pollutiod Control ~strih (SDAPCD) and San Diego Association of Governments 
(SAN DAG) are responsible for developing and implementing the clean air plan for attainment and 
maintenance of the ambient air quality standards in the San Diego Air Basin (SDAB). The County 
Regiona l Air Quality Strategy (RAQS) was initially adopted in 1991, and is updated on a triennia l basis 
(most recently in 2009). The RAQS outlines the SDAPCD's plans and control measures designed to 
attain the state air quality standards for ozone (03). The RAQS relies on information from the 
California Ai r Resources Board (CARB) and SAN DAG, including mobile and area source emissions, as 
well as information regarding projected growth in San Diego County and the cities in the county, to 
project future emissions and then determine the strategies necessary for the reduction of em issions 
through regulatory controls. CARS mobile source emission projections and SANDAG growth 
projections are based on population, vehicle trends, and land use plans developed by San Diego 
County and the cities in the county as part of the development of their general plans. 

The RAQS relies on SAN DAG growth projections based on population, vehicle trends, and land use 
plans developed by the cities and by the county as part of the development of their general plans. As 
such, projects that propose development that is consistent with the growth anticipated by local 
plans would be consistent with the RAQS. However. if a project proposes development that is 
greater than that anticipated in the local plan and SANDAG's growth projections, the project might 
be in conflict with the RAQS and may contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on air 
quality. 

The project would demolish an existing single-family residence and construct a new single-family 
residence and companion unit in its place, within a developed neighborhood of similar residential 
uses. The project is consistent with the General Plan, community plan, and the underlying zoning for 
single-family residentia l development. Therefore, the project would be consistent at a sub-regiona l 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

See response to comment E-9 above.E-10

E-10
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{ 

Issue 
Potentlt!ll ly 
Significant 

Impact 

less Than 
Slgnlflcantwlttl 

Mitigation 
lntorpo ratec:1 

Less Than 
Signifitan t 

lmpatt 
No Impact 

level with the underlying growth forecasts in the RAQS and would not obstruct implementation of 
the RAQS. As such, no impacts would result. 

b) Violate any air quality standard or 
contribute substantially to an existing 
or projected air quality violation? 

Short-Term (CoostnJCtion) Emissions 

D 181 D 

p rcp-a-r c,', µ<M to ~ a.c.uJ 
Construction-related activities are temp a , short-term Sources of air emissions. Sources of 
construction-related air emissions include fugitive dust from grading activities; construction 
equipment exhaust; construction-related trips by workers, delivery trucks, and material-hauling 
trucks; and construction-related power consumption. 

Variables that factor into the total construction emissions potentially generated include the level of 
activity, length of construction period, number of pieces and types of equipment in use, site 
characteristics, weather conditions, number of construction personnel, and the amount of materials 
to be t ransported on or offsite. 

Fugitive dust emissions are generally associated with land-clearing and grading operations. 
Construction operations would include standard measures as required by City of San Diego grading 
permit to limit potential air quality impacts. Any impacts associated with fugitive dust are considered 
less than significant and wou ld not violate an air quality standard or contribute substantially to an 
existing or projected air quality violation. No mitigation measures are required. 

Lone-Term (Operational) Emissions 
Long-term air emission impacts are those associated with stationary sources and mobile sources 
related to any chang?a by a project. The project would produce minimal stationary sources 
emissions. The proje , patible with the surrounding development and is permitted by the 
community plan and zo esignation. Based on the residential land use, project emissions over the 
long-term are not anticipated to violate any air qual ity standard or contribute substantially to an 
existing or projected air quality violation. Impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation 
measures are required. 

c) Result In a cumulatively considerable 
nee Increase or cmy uiteria pollutant tor 
which the project region is non
attainment under an applicable federal 
or state ambient air quality standard 
(Including releaslng emissions which 
exceed quantitative thresholds for 
ozone precursors)? 

D D D 

As described in Ill (b) above, construction operations could temporari ly increase the emissions of 
dust and 
other pol lutants. However, construction emissions would be temporary and short-term in duration; 
implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) would reduce potential impacts related to 
construction activities to a less than significant level. Therefore, the project would not result in a 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

The Draft MND addresses potentially significant impacts to 
Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources and has a 
Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program (MMRP) in 
place to mitigate impacts to below a level of significance. 

E-11

E-11
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Issue 
Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 
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No Im pact 

(Chapter 14, Division 3, and Article 2) is to protect, preserve and, where damaged, restore the 
historical resources of San Diego. The regulations apply to all proposed development within the City 
of San Diego when historical resources are present on t he premises. Before approving discretionary 
projects, CEQA requires the Lead Agency to identify and examine the significant adverse 
environmental effects which may result from that project. A project that may cause a substantial 
adverse change in the significance of a historical resource may have a significant effect on the 
environment (sections 15064.S(b) and 21084.1 ). A substantial adverse change is defined as 
demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration activities, which would impair historlcal significance 
(sections 15064.S(bX1)). Any historical resource listed in, or eligible to be listed in the California 
Register of Historical Resources, including archaeological resources, is considered to be historica lly 
or culturally significant. 

The City of San Diego criteria for determination of historic significance, pursuant to CEQA, is 
evaluated based upon age (over 45 years), location, context, association with an important event, 
uniqueness, or structural integrity of the building. Projects requ iring the demolition and/or 
modification of structures that are 45 years or older have the potential to result in potentlal impacts 
to a historical resource. 

The project site contains a single-family residence over 45 years old. The project site was reviewed 
by Historic staff and according to their review, the property does not meet the local designation 
criteria as an indivldually significant resource under any of the adopted Historical Resource Board 

{ 

criteria. Their determination was made on July 6, 2020 and is good for five years. As such, any 
Impacts would be less than significant C\UJ1""3 c.,:,ri~n.,aT,".::,,i ~h ki_uc.rd ~o:f-1z:rl1 s 

i'~ :)[), 3 1lla:tiui- Qlf\Lrlc..c,./1 w11· 6 1 J1 ~d. kda-<rrawlJ 
b) Cause a substantial adverse change fn ~ .J · 

the significance of an archaeological ~ ~O I D 
resource pursuant to §15064.s? Wa:tAI -to . - ~~ 1hor} 

g~ ,· i.l ard t. . 
Many areas of San Diego County, including me~n~oa t, known for intense and diverse 
prehistoric occupation and important archaeological and historical resources. The region has been 
inhabited by various cultural groups spanning 10,000 years or more, The project area is located 
w ith in an area identified as sensitive on the City of San Diego's Historfcal Resources Sensitivity Maps. 

Therefore, a record search of the California Historic Resources Information System (CHRIS) digital 
database was reviewed to determine presence or absence of potential resources within the project 
site by qualified archaeologica l City staff. Previously recorded historic and prehistoric sites 
have been identified in the near project vicinity. 

The project is located in La Jolla Shores, in an area called Spindrift, that has been known to contain 
sensitive cultural resources In the soil at shallow depths. The project proposes to demolish an 
existing single-family residence and construct a new residence in its place. Due to the scope of work 
in this location of La Jolla, impacts to any unknown resources buried beneath the surface could r ise 
to a level of significance, according to the City of San Diego's Cultural Resources Guidelines. As such, 
an archaeological and Native American monitor must be present during all grading activities in order 
to reduce any potential impacts to a level below significance. 

A Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, as detailed within Section V of the Mitigated 
Negative Declaration would be implemented to reduce impacts related to Historical Resources 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

The project proposes to grade 3 CY of soil in a low 
sensitive rating Young Colluvial formation which has a low 
probability of containing paleontological resources 
according to the City’s thresholds; therefore, grading in 
this formation is not considered significant. The thresholds 
have been outlined in Section V(c) of the Initial Study. 

E-12

E-12
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(archaeology) to below a level of significance l'.!,-o.J,,,., ""' f'n,p-.r-f/Lf,., "'- M/:\1 fciJ!v()fi1jt5JI), 
c) Directlyormdirectlydestroyaun,quej.er ~4 971' ~ci.,1.1c.nt..- ,° ~uc;h.U--<4L · 

paleontologlcat resource or slte or O [8'J D 
unique geologic feature> A/'t\/:n,/it" L>./., c._~ oJ'1'M f\Of I,' s.i:.Z..(j 

According to the "Geology of the San Diego Metropolitan Area, California, La Jolla, 7.5 Minute 
Quadrangle Maps" (Kennedy and Peterson, 1975), the project site is mostly underlain with the low 
sensitive rat ing Young Colluvlal formation, which has a low probabil ity of contain ing important 
paleontological resources. The City's Significance Determination Th resholds state paleontological 
monitoring during grading activities may be required if it is determined that the project's earth 
movement quantity exceeds the Paleontological threshold @J[eater than 1 J)00 cubic yards and ten 
feet deep for formations with a high sensitivity rating and if greater than 2,000 cubic yards and ten 
feet deep for formations with a moderate sensitivity rat ing). The project does not propose any · 
grading activities which would exceed the grading thresholds in a moderate or high sensitive 
formation . Therefore, impacts would remai n less than sign ificant. 

d) Disturb human remains, including 
those interred outside of dedicated 
cemeteri es? 

□ 181 □ □ 

Refer to response V (b) above. Section V of the Mit igation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
contains provisions for the discovery of human rema ins. If human remains are discovered, work 
shall halt in that area and no soil shal l be exported off-site until a determination can be made 
regarding the provenance of the human remains; and the fo llowing procedures as set forth in CEQA 
Section 15064. S(e), the California Public Resources Code (Sec. 5097.98) and State Health and Safety 
Code (Sec. 7050.5) shall be undertaken. Based upon the required mitigation measure impacts would 
be less than significant. 

VI, ENERGY - Would the project: 

a) Result in potentially significant 
environmental impact due co wasteful, 
inefficient, o, unnecessary 
consumption of energy resources, 
during project con~trurtiQn or 
operation? 

□ □ □ 

The project would be required to meet mandatory energy standards of the current California energy 
code. Construction of the single-fami ly residence would requ ire operation of heavy equipment but 
would be temporary and short-term in duration. Additionally, long-term energy usage from the 
building would be reduced through design measures that incorporate energy conservation features 
in heating, vent ilation and air conditioning systems, lighting and window treatments, and insulation 
and weather str ipping. The project would also incorporate cool-roofing materials and solar panels. 
Development of the project would not result in a significant environmental impact due to wasteful, 
inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources. Impacts would remain less than 
significant. 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

This has been addressed in the Initial Study under Geology 
and Soils, Section VII (a(i)). No active faults are known to 
underline or project toward the site according to the 
Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation Report (March 11, 
2020) included as an appendix. Impacts would be less than 
significant.

E-13
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Impact Incorporated 
b) Conflict with or obstruct a state or local 

plan for renewable energy or energy D D D 181 
efficiency? 

The project is consistent with the General Plan and the La Jolla Community Plan's land use 
designation. The project is required in comply with the City's Climate Action Plan (CAP) by 
implementing energy reducing design measures, therefore the project would not obstruct a state or 
local plan for renewable energy or energy efficiency. No impacts would result. 

VII. GEOLOGY AND SOILS- Would the project: 

!;I,!( <>-r--h-.~._..__ i11"'--',,Q io4/-h v«n ;,..,G\<1<><--ff,"-''=-"'+Jo~-Jh=sT 
a) Expose people or structu7es top'oienrial1ubstant1al adverse effects, including the risk oflo~s. injury, or death d e::-t 

involving: A 7_ l I c..1. [) ~ ,... "" 
~eo'°"'f,c<>,. \:-,.,.-z4«J1s. ,11 c,,,- ->Gm D,e"'f' ~iS'ri'\c S-h,.~ 

i) Rupture of a known earthquake// ,-.,_ , / (\ _ I L r .. 
fault, as delineated on the mosK 9G.S / tdeCTil~E!.d- QC:~..,~ a.x')d. ,na.c~ ve, 
recentAJqu lst-Priolo EarthquakeaecS(C<> ,·.::.a\ ...Paulia "i&at" q..,.. lc.c~~ I ,., (...:, ---h \ lq 
Fault Zonlng Map issued by the -, I ~ 

State Geologist forthe area or li1I. 0 llsl 0 
based on other substantial :'fz 1J:.c_ 

evidence or a known fault? Referto e; "7at., l+-,e, qye_ C.. \Oi5.>,-9-. c&-4S rbTl?rn ti) ll --{ 
DivisionofMinesandGeology RCTl'<"f:. incl..,Jc.. ---f<ne_ SC-.t7,1W$ "!'AU.CT 'ii,;..,_ -
Specoal Publocat,on 42. C,,\Qu ~ ,=. f fl l,- ' 

A<t4. l"ne. ~"-\-""' (_(__,b f'o,~t+ -OAD " ,~e..C"'\1.<irlc,_"Js 'f'""'-'lt: 
According to the Preliminary Geotechn,cal Investigation Report (March 11, 2020), the closest known 
active fault is the Rose Canyon fault located 0.6 miles south of the site. The site is not located in an 
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. No active faults are known to underl ie or project toward the 
site. Therefore, the probability of fau lt rupture is considered low. Additionally, the project would be 
required to comply with seismic requirement of the California Building Code, utilize proper 
engineering design and utilization of standard construction practices. to be verified at the building 
permit stage, in order to ensure that potential impacts based on regional geologic hazards would 
remain less than significant. 

fl) Strong seismic ground shaking? D llsl D 

The site could be affected by seismic activity as a result of earthquakes on major active faults 
located throughout the Southern California area. The project would utilize proper engineering 
design and utilization of standard construction practices, to be verified at the building permit stage, 
in order to ensure that potential impacts from regional geologic hazards would remain less than 
significant. 

iil) Seism!c~related ground failure, 
including liquefaction? D 181 D 

Liquefaction generally occurs when loose, unconsolidated, water-laden soils are subject to shaking, 
causing the soils to lose cohesion. The potential for soi l liquefaction at the subject site is low to 
moderate due to presence of shallow groundwater. The project would be required to comply with 
the California Building Code that would reduce impacts to people or structures to an acceptable 
level of risk. Implementation of proper engineering design and utilization of standard construction 
practices, to be verified at the building permit stage, would ensure that the potential for impacts 
from regional geologic hazards would remain less than significant. 
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The proposed development is located on a previously 
developed urbanized lot.  As confirmed in the February 12, 
2020 Drainage Study for the proposed home included as a 
technical appendix, runoff from the proposed residence 
will be collected by a series of roof drains that discharge 
into adjacent landscaped areas. An on-site private storm 
drain will collect runoff and discharge it into the gutter 
along El Paseo Grande via a proposed dual sidewalk 
underdrain system. Runoff will then drain southerly to the 
confluence at Camino del Oro, drain westerly across the 
roadway, and then be collected within the same
grate inlet as in pre-project conditions. City engineering 
staff reviewed the drainage study and agreed with the 
report findings that the proposed drainage patterns would 
not be substantially altered and the drainage patterns are 
adequate. This development does not propose to 
encroach into any undisturbed or natural areas. Impacts 
would be less than significant. 

E-14

E-14

E-15

E-15 See response to comment E-14 above.
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iv) Landslides? 00 □ !81 □ 
According to the Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation Report (March 11, 2020), no evidence of 
landslides or slope instabil ities were observed on-site. The report concluded that due to the 
relative ly level terrain of the site, the possibility of deep-seated slope stability problems at the site is 
low. Implementation of proper engineering design and utilization of standard construction practices1 

to be verified at the building permit stage, would ensure that the potential for impacts would be 
reduced to an acceptable level of risk. Impacts would be less than significant. 

b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the 
loss or topsoil? □ 0 181 

Demol ition and construction activities would temporarily expose soils to increased erosion 

□ 

potential. The project would be required to comply with the City's Storm Water Standards which 
requires the implementation of appropriate Best Management Practices (BMPs). Grading activities 
within the site would be required to comply with the City of San Diego Grading Ordinance as well as 
the Storm Water Standards, which would ensure soi l erosion and topsoil loss is minimized to less 
than significant levels. Furthermore, permanent storm water BMPs would also be required 
postconstruction consistent with the City's regulations, along with landscape regulations. Therefor e, 
the project would not result in substantial soils erosion or loss of topsoil. Impacts would be less than 
~nificant. 1h..<-i ,~ /lJ) t.Jlw5~d wot"..,,-, drcuv-.'½i.e... ~ or ~'-/S-S
y~ C.,llllck._ i..lr!h a. d,-a.>'" {>I', '?.'+!9 G.i P= Cro.11ck.. 100 f;".+ 

c) Belocatedonageologlcunitorsoil Ir. ~~3 /"I R I\ \ I. 11 .i. Jr,,[:'.'"' 
thatisunstable,orthatwouldbecome t"Ot'r\ · "w t:::J ~ (..6-~_\J..l,OJ"IU"" r of'() 
~:~~~i:1:sr::i1~~~t i~~~ ~;;.~::· and ~ D [8] D 
landsUde, lateral spreading. subsidence, 'g4'-/ Md '\s''-f S S- (d p~ C.rotdc...-c\ f!l.JY\ 5 
1Jquefactronorcol1apse7 ;'r-,fo ~t'la.A.:t. 

As discussed in Section VII (a) and VII (b), the project site is not likely to be subject to landslides, and 
the potential for liquefaction and subsidence is low. The soils and geologic units underlying the site 
are considered to have a "low" expansion potentia l. The project design would be required to comply 
with the requirements of the California Building Code, ensuring hazards associated with expansive 
soi ls would bj!,Ceduced to an acceptable level of risk. As such, impac!Hre expected to bl' lesf than 
sign ificant. t+~r'L::, let) fD: ~ 8'-1.23. £J r~ G,ra,d.,._ ha.u.e.. 

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined d (t)Jf\~ ~ .S.. 
lnTable 18-1-Bofthe UnlformBuilding D D 12:1 0 
Code (1994), creating substantial risks "> ri, (") r, ~ . L L _ _ 1-

to Ufe or propei:, '-~L1'y 8j.3t,~ ~'!:t-.; Md ~~ ~~~~ 
According to the Geotechn~port, the project sit~ is cbn;ider~d to have low to moderate 
expansive soil potential. The project wou ld be required to comply with seismic requirements of the 
California Building Code that would reduce impacts to people or structures due to local seismic 
events to an acceptable level of risk. Implementation of proper engineering design and utilization of 
standard construction practices, to be verified at the bui lding permit stage, would ensure that the 
potential for impacts from regional geologic hazards would remain less than significant. 
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The project would be conditioned to comply with all 
applicable regulations regarding drainage and runoff. 
Impacts would be less than significant. 

E-16

E-16

E-17

E-17,18 See response to comment E-16 above.

E-18
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The project does not require the construction of wells or the use of groundwater. Furthermore, the 
project wou ld include pervious design features and appropriate drainage. Therefore, the project 
would not introduce a significant amount of new impervious surfaces that could interfere with 
groundwater recharge. The project as designed was reviewed by qualified City staff and would not 
substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantial ly with groundwater recharge. 
The project is located in a residentia l neighborhood where all infrastructures exist. The project 
would connect to the existing public water system. Impacts would be less than significant. 

cl Substantially alter the existing drainage 
pattern of the site or area, lncludfng 
through the alteration of the course of 
a stream or river, In a manner, which 
would result in substantial erosion or 
siltation on- or off-sfte? 

D D D 

Proper landscaping would prevent substantial erosion onsite. No stream or river is located on or 
adjacent to the site, all runoff would be routed to the existing storm drain system and would 
therefore not substantially alter existing drainage patterns. The project would be required to 
implement BMPs to ensure that substantial erosion or si ltation on or off-site during construction 
activities would not occur. Impacts would be less than significant. 

f')f/-e~ <j.-crcl.,0'"f, ~\,·u.ct- ill'\\A;;r CcMp("f' ..,._,;ih :SO.c-f'-'<1 31D'"i - 't;T1 
d) SubstanUallyaltertheexlst_lngdrainage -1'-Cah-\;,,<0,.s C:,u,I c· ' . i~d~"'-' C><-abo,.,--'t patternoftheslteorarea,mclud1ng O · .ooe r· J -\J - ~ -l 

through the alteration of the course of @ 
a stream or river, or substantially ~ D 
increase the rate or amount of surface 

D 
runoff In a manner, which would result .{; L. _ ~ f 
infloodingon--or off-slte? c::;; ~ ~c e.c. ieJ. c\v.Y1V\cs 

Refer to response X (c) above. No flooding wou ld occur. Impacts would be less than significant. 

e) Create or contribute runoff water, 0 
which would exceed the capacity of 1Jvt1 G.r 
exi sting or planned stormwater ~-
drainage systems or provide '-..f:!:.3 

()"ll,lc'.,-1: a,n,I? '7 .,.., ~ ~ID\"'

□ 181 D 
~~~::~u~i:;;;11onal sources of c_ 1"" 1, l C aJ ~ 

The project would be required to comply with all City storm water standards during and after 
construction. Appropriate BMPs would be implemented to ensure that water quality is not 
degraded; therefore, ensuring that project runoff is directed to appropriate drainage systems. Any 
runoff from the site is not anticipated to exceed the capacity of existing storm water systems or 
provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff. Impacts would be less than sign ificant, and 
no mitigation measures are required. 

f) Olherwise substantially degrade water 
quality? 

al.U"1tZ-<" 
@ 
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This comment is general in nature does not refer to the 
adequacy of the environmental document. 

E-19

E-19

E-20

E-20,21 See response to comment E-2 above. 

E-21
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Refer to response X (a) above. The project would be required to comply with all City storm water 
standards both during and after construction, using appropriate BM P's that would ensure that water 
quality is not degraded. Impacts would be less than significant. 

g) Place housing within a 100-year flood 
hazard area as mapped on a federal 
Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood 
Insurance Rate Map or other flood 
hazard delineati on map? 

□ □ (2] □ 

The project site is not located within a 1 DO-year fiood hazard area or any other known fiood area. 
The project has been reviewed by the proper engineering staff and would be conditioned to follow 
building construction guidelines to avoid fiooding. Any impacts would remain below a level of 
significance. 

~<e,:k,+-~ b'-! ~=si:. I c~ '7\,-r\;SS,C<> 
h) Place within a 100-yearflood hazard - h ·~ '1e,.- + ,de.s. I<', 

area, structures that would impede or ~ 0 181 □ 
redirect flood flows? 

ihe. M .. ,e. 
Refer to X (g) above. The project site is not located within a 100-year fiood hazard area or any other 
known fiood area. Impacts would remain below a level of signi ficance. 

XI. LAND USE AND PLANNING - Would the project: 

a) ;;~~~~:tide an established D D D r8J 

·'?y-01~c:f- n .. T C="Ycrlr'o\e.. w~ L~S?'Qc, 
The project wbuld construct a new si'ngle-family residence and a compan ion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence. The project is consistent wit h the General Plan and the La Jol la 
Community Plan's land use designation (Low Density Residential, 5-9 du/ac) and is within a 
previously developed lot with access to a public roadway. The project site is located within a 
developed residential neighborhood and surrounded by sim ilar res idential development. The 
project would not substantially change the nature of the surrounding area and would not introduce 
any barriers or project fea tures that cou ld physically divide the community. No impacts would result 

b) Conflict with any applicable land use 
plan, policy, or regulation of an agency 
with jurisdiction over the project 
(including but not limited to the genera! ~ D D f,83 
plan, specific plan, local coastal \..S__) 
program, orzonlng ord inance) adopted ('\ ,it- , t, :}-' .+f' r o sr-, I 
forthe purposeofavoidingor .!-G.'(\S, i..s 'C'IO L,,,,, J \"() \.::.€'(\,Q:v-,~.J1,,, TJQ.\\ · 

mitigati ng an environmental effect?1"n ex..e:.. rt \ -4< 

I \ _).._ AA (.;rt, - c.,""" CG<t,h'C::. '- """'1 "~\k.,._~~ . 
Th?/,?bfe1ct1ifrarJ.7sf{,1f~th the'"~~_;al Pl~~~ the La Jolla Community Plan's land use 
designation which allows up to 5-9 dwelling units per acre. The project is located on a 0.12-acre lot 
and proposes one unit therefore it is consistent. The project also complies with the LJSPD-SF zoning 
requirements. Since there are no confiicts with the applicable land use plan, policy, or regulations, 
impacts wou ld remain below a level of significance. 
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E-22

E-22

E-23

E-23

See response to comment E-2 above. 

E-24

The project is allowed to construct an ADU per 
San Diego Municipal Code Section 141.0302. 
The project would not displace substantial 
numbers of people. Impacts would not result. 

E-24 The proposed project is consistent with 
applicable setback regulations. The La Jolla 
Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) 
does not have an established minimum required 
front, side, or rear yard setback. Instead, the 
PDO Municipal Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4) in 
the “Siting of Buildings” section states “Building 
& Structure setbacks shall be in general 
conformity with those in the vicinity.”

Please refer to section XV(a(i)) of the Initial 
Study. Replacement of an existing single-family 
residence would not impact fire-protection 
services. The project would be conditioned to 
comply with all fire and building codes.
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The project site is not located within the vicinity of a private airstrip. No impacts would result. 

XIV. POPULATION AND HOUSING - Would the project: "f..o ,= T ,-,oT C.CKl.S ~+,;\\T v-',-\1.,, 

a) Induce substantial population growth In (: <>.",e"'-f- ~~l "'1_ (l 0-"'<'rt..oni'ti 'l'l a,J) 
an area, either directly (for example, by 
proposing new homes and businesses) ~ D D ~ 
or indirectly (for example, through ~/ 
extension of roads or other 
infrastructure)? 

The project would construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence. The project is consistent with the underlying zone and is consistent 
with the La Jolla Community Plan. The project site is currently developed wi th the connections to 
receive water and sewer service from t he City, and no extension of Infrastructure to new areas is 
required. As such, the project would not substantially increase housing or population growth in the 
area. No roadway improvements are proposed as part of the project. No impacts would resu lt. 

b) Displace substantial numbers of 
existing housing, necessitating the 
construction of replacement housing 
elsewhere? 

□ □ □ 

The project would construct a new single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence, located in a neighborhood of similar residential development; 
therefore, no such displacement would occur. No impacts would result. 

c) Displace subst.:mtia l numbers of ~ 

people, necessitating the construction ~ • 

ofreplacementhousingelsewhere? c-J 0 GaThe:.~ hau.s.t..."!> )n a~ \,.,;,,.,Jit'\-, ~ .G'9'>-t 
S';t.-, ~l -r\,a-r hai °'" f'1Du1 -+- d 

□ □ 181 

Refer to resp"\,nse XIV (b) above. No impacts would result. <-<n' Jr ' ;_... "' (<> ecer, 1 f~T/-{?s, 

XV. PUBLIC SERVICES 

a} Would the project result in subs1antial adverse physical impacts associated with the provisions of new or 
ph~i(dlly altered governmental facllltles, need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the 
construction of which could cause significant environmental Impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service 
rations, response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services: 

Fire protection □ 181 □ 
The project site is located in an urbanized and developed area where fire protection services are 
already provided. The project proposes to demolish an existing single-family residence and 
construct a new single-family res idence with a companion unit in its place. Therefore, the project 
would not adversely affect existing levels of fire protection services to the area and would not 
require the construction of new or expansion of existing governmental facilities. Impacts would be 
less than signifi cant. 'f'y-01~5 1,., ~ s.,z.-tl,<1cl:..s "'-'d \ 1'0"fk>c.:f---- ·i-h-e. -f. ·,..e 

P.-o +e.c.-t(,...-. R-c,,r a.J(~Ce<\T s'r--ru61..t-"<l.S, 
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E-25

E-25

This comment is referencing adjacent properties.
VMT for the project was found to be less than 
significant. 
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expansion of an existing park facility. The project would not significantly increase the use of existing 
neighborhood or regional parks or other 
recreational facilities. Therefore, the project is not anticipated to result in the use of available parks 
or facilities such that substantial deterioration occurs, or that would require the construction or 
expansion of recreational facilities to satisfy demand. As such, impacts would remain less than 
significant. 

b) Does the project include recreational 
facilities or require the construction or 
expansion of recreatlonal facilities, 
which might have an adverse physical 
effect on the environment? 

□ □ l8l □ 

Refer to XVI (a) above. The project does not propose recreation facilities nor require the construction 
or expansion of any such facilities. As such, impacts would remain less than significant. 

XVII. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC -Would the project? 

a) Would the project or plan/policy conflict 
with an adopted program, plan, 
ordinance or policy addressing the 
transportation system, jncluding transic, 
roadways, bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities? 

□ □ □ 

The project proposes to construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence, in a neighborhood with similar development, therefore, the project 
would not result in design measures that would conflict wi th existing policies, plan, or programs 
supporting alternative transportation. No A";Pacts would result. 11,..,i, ~~ ~ 

f,ld ' ~ ~·~ OJ"lj.... '£.. ' 
bl Would the project or plan/policy result "JM,..k!;:'f '1 ~ ~M Qi 4:3 O I raft r/, left- a.I 

:~ ~:Tc:;c:~::~g ~~;=~~~~d:5~;:;~~ ~ D ~ O ., 
Study Manual? 

On September 27, 2013, Governor Edmund G. Brown,Jr. signed 58-743 into law, starting a process 
that fundamental ly changes the way transportation impact analysis is ~ondt•cted under CEQA. 
Related revisions to the State's CEQA Guidelines include elimination of auto delay, level of service 
(LOS), and similar measurements of vehicu lar roadway capacity and traffic congestion as the basis 
for determining significant impacts. 

In December 2018, the California Resources Agency certified and adopted revised CEQA Guidelines, 
including new section 15064.3. Underthe new section, vehicle mi les traveled (VMD, which includes 
the amount and distance of automobile traffic attributable to a project, is identified as the "most 
appropriate measure of transportation impacts." As of July 1, 2020, all CEQA lead agencies must 
analyze a project's transportation impacts using VMT. 

The Draft City of San Diego Transportation Study Manual (TSMJ dated June 10, 2020 is consistent 
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines and utilizes VMT as a metric for 
evaluating transportation-related impacts. Based on these guidelines, all projects shall go through a 
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E-26

E-26

See response to comment E-7 above.

E-27

E-27 See response to comment E-11 above.
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screening process to determine the level of transportation analysis that is required. 
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The project would construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence in a neighborhood which serves similar residential development. A 
"Small Project'' is defined as a project generating less than 300 daily unadjusted driveway trips using 
the City of San Diego trip generation rates/procedures. 

Based upon the screening criteria identified above, the project qualifies as a "Small Project'' and is 
screened out from further VMT analysis. Therefore, as recommended in the City of San Diego Draft 
TSM. June 10, 2020, the project would have a less than sign ificant impact. 

c) Would the project or plan/policy 
substantia lly increase haz.:1rds due to a 
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or 
dangerous Intersections) or 
incompatible uses (e.g., farm 
equipment)? 

□ □ □ 

The project would construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence, in a neighborhood with similar residential development. The project 
complies with the La Jolla Commun ity Plan and is consistent with the land use and underlying 
zon ing, therefore, the project does not include any design features that would substantially increase 

hazards.No impactswouldresult. '1k,·,. ~ ·cL,..F-4-- i~ ,-.0 t '" ~ ~i/'(\Jlo...f"" r~@&.v,z.JD ~ d) Result in inadequate emergency {j ' [8J D 
access? 

Adequate emergency access would be provided during both short-term construction (with 
construction operating protocols) and long-term operations of the project. Emergency access to the 
site would be provided from the driveway entrance on El Paseo Grande. As such, the project would 
not impair implementation of or physical ly interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or 
emergency evacuation plan. Impacts would be less than significant. 

XVIII. TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES- Would the project cause a substantial adver5e change in the significance of a tribal 
cultural resource, defined in Public Resour-ces Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape that Is 
geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a 

Cal,forn1aNatweAmencantr1be,and that1s • ~i~or/cQ} a.rt'il.Ad-6.. Ji•~~ /D7'.1D 
a) Listed orehg1blefor hst1ng 1nthe I -i.J~ ~ruc.:h.v-i2... 1'1, :)[)IS". 

Cahforn1a Register of Histoncal t"' 
Resources, or In a local register of ~ D D [81 
h1stoncal resources as defined in Pubhc 
Resources Code section 5020. l (k}, or 

The project site is not listed nor is it eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical 
Resources, or in a local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 
5020.1 (k). In add ition, please see section V (b) above. Impacts would not result. 

b) A resource determined by the lead 
agency, in its discretion and supported □ 
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E-28 See response to comment E-11 above.

E-28
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,{l,_,-,._ ~'PiJ:.IU.Z. ~t'A/1 af1r'~o6~ 
insubdMsion(c)ofPubllcResources I,.,"' J (\,-./ I , ~ d7:,-n Codesection5024.1.lnapplyingthe ,,--a fV\, ..JLJS aLt.!1/\'3 CDf\~l'L, '-' <.., 
criteria set forth in subdivision (C) of _I J ,,_ ~ ,._,.._ f\ ,_,; d :I lc,f) PublicResourceCodesection5024.1, l::.f' ra.,,, ...,_ ~• l°'iu,.u,'1" 0- c.t.t,.:.. T10..'7CL • 
significance of the resource to a v- ' ·i n.e,. '->-' ~ · f.Jl-- -.JO,lJ 0-... 

the lead agency sha ll consider the ,...,...d o:f .Jt ,. "(\ 2_.. rc,,c:t\lY)~ / I . I I 

CalifomiaNativeAmericantribe. 9'l;,"".4..> ~ L·rgu<l)'tj ,,.r-, 
Tribal Cultural Resources include sites, features, places, cultura l landscapes, and sacred places or 
objects that have cultural value or significance to a Native American Tribe. Tribal Cultural Resources 
include "non-unique archaeological resources" that, instead of being important for "scientific" value 
as a resource, can also be significant because of the sacred and/or cu ltural tribal value of the 
resource. Tribal representatives are considered experts appropriate for providing substantial 
evidence regarding the locations, types, and significance of tribal cultural resources within their 
traditionally and cultural affiliated geographic area (PRC§ 21080.3. l(a)). 

In accordance with the requirements of Assembly Bill (AB) 52, The City of San Diego sent notification 
to the Native American Tribes traditionally and culturally affi liated with the project area on May 20, 
2020. The Jamul Indian VIiiage and the lipay Nation of Santa Ysabel responded requesting 
consultation. Consu ltation took place and concluded via email on June 18, 2020. It was determined 
that there are no sites, features, places or cultural landscapes that would be substantially adversely 
impacted by the proposed project. Although no Tribal Cultural Resources were identified within the 
project site, there is a potential for the construction of the project to impact buried and unknown 
Tribal Cultura l Resources due to its location to known recorded resources in the near vicinity, and 
location within the Spindrift area of La Jolla Shores. Therefore, it was agreed upon that 
archaeological and Native American monitoring should be included in the MMRP. The Jamul Indian 
Vi llage identified that no further evaluation was required and concluded consultation. Mitigation in 
the form of archaeological and Native American monitoring would reduce all impacts to Tribal 
Cultural Resources to below a level of significance. See section V of the MND and the Mitigation, 
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for further details. 

XIX. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS - Would the project: 

a) Exceed wastewater treatment 
requirements or the applicable 
Regjonal Water Quality Control Board? 

D □ l8J □ 

Implementation of the project would not interrupt existing sewer service to the project site or other 
surrounding uses. No significant increase in demand for wastewater disposal or treatment would be 
created by the project, as compared to current conditions. The project is not anticipated to generate 
significant amounts of wastewater. Wastewater facilities used by the project would be operated in 
accordance with the applicable wastewater treatment requirements of the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (RWQCB). Additionally, the project site is located in an urbanized and developed area. 
Adequate services are already available to serve the project Impacts would remain below a level of 
significance. 

b) Require or result in the construction or 
new water or wastewater treatment D 
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E-29 See response to comment E-14 above.

E-29
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Refer to response XIX (a) above. Adequate services are available to serve the project site. 
Addit ionally, the project would not significantly increase the demand for water or wastewater 
treatment services an4-thus, \\'.OUld not trigg2er the need for new treatment facil ities. No impacts , _J., 

would re5iult. n,~· ..cl' •• ill r M CDf\~,,_,c:ric){) c./{f ~rrfl wa,,v-
dfbin o.61 i·h IL s _ LJ rl) w. ~~ ~ <l. 1'1'1 

c) Requireo~n heconstructionor t'nf.q~'~ £,j ft~ C, Y 4'\d 
new storm wacerdrafnage fac1ht1es or :rt\. ~ r 

expansion of existing facilities, the O O O [8] 
con~tructionotwhlchcouldcause ~fl DJ !JrD ~ t';~ draJM1Q-e.,. 
significant environmental effect~ C) . 1'1/ I' v - I 

C, pv-r, a....:S ~ le, ~ l;),<IJ\Q..e_ 
The project wo1Id ~/exceed the pacity oft;;~ existing storm water drainage systems and 
therefore, wou d not require construction of new or expansion of existing storm water drainage 
facilities of which could cause significant environmental effects. The project was reviewed by 
qualified City staff who determined that the existing facilities are adequately sized to accommodate 
the proposed developmentr impacts would resu lt. 

d) Have sufficient water supplies available 
to serve the project from existing 
entitlements and resources, or are new 
or expanded entitlements needed? 

□ □ □ [8] 

The 2015 City Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) serves as the water resources planning 
document for the City's residents. businesses, interest groups, and public officials. The UWMP assess 
the current and future water supply and needs for the City. Implementation of the project would not 
result in new or expanded water entitlements from the water service provider, as the project is 
consistent with exist ing demand projections contained in the UWMP (which are based on the 
allowed land uses for the project site). The Public Utilities Department local water supply is 
generated from recycled water, local surface supply, and groundwater, which accounts for 
approximately 20 percent of the total water requirements for the City. The City purchases water 
from the San Diego County Water Authority to make up the difference between total water demands 
and local suppl ies (City of San Diego 2015). Therefore. the project wou Id not require new or 
expanded entitlements. No impacts would result. 

e) Result in a determination by the 
wastewater treatment provider which 
serves or may serve the project that It 
has adequate capacity to serve the 
project's projected demand in addition 
to the provider's e)(isting 
commitments? 

□ □ □ 

The project would not adversely affect existing wastewater treatment services. Adequate services 
are available to serve the project site without requiring new or expanded entitlements. No impacts 
would resu lt. 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E-30 See response to comment E-24 above.

E-30
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Potentially 
Less Than 

Less Than 
Significant with 

lssu~ Signlflc,,nt 
Mitigation 

Significant No Impact 

tmp.iict 
Incorporated 

Impact 

n Be served by a landfill with sufficient 
permitted capacity to accommodate 

□ □ ISi D 
the project's solid waste disposal 
needs? 

Construction debris and waste would be generated from the construction of the project. All 

construction waste from the project site would be transported to an appropriate fac ility, which 

would have sufficient permitted capacity to accept that generated by the project. Long-term 

operation of the residential use is anticipated to generate typical amounts of sol id waste associated 

with residential uses. Furthermore, the project would be required to comply with the City's Municipal 

Code requirement for diversion of both construction waste during the short-term, construction 

phase and solid waste during the long-term, operational phase. Impacts are considered to be less 

than significant. 

g) Comply wfth federal, state, ;ind local 
statutes and regulation related to solid 
waste? 

D □ D 

The project would comply with all Federal, State, and local statutes and regulations related to solid 

waste. The project would not result in the generation of large amounts of solid waste, nor generate 

or require the transport of hazardous waste materials, other than minimal amounts generated 

during the construction phase. All demolition activities would comply with any City of San Diego 

requirements for diversion of both construction waste during the demolition phase and solid waste 

during the long-term, operational phase. Impacts would be less than significant. 

XX. WILDFIRE-Would the project: 

a) Substantially impair an adopted 
emergency response plan or 
emergency evacuation plan? 

D D ISi D 

The City of San Diego participates in the San Diego County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation 

Plan. The project complies with the General Plan and is consistent with the La Jolla Community Plan's 

land use and the Land Development Code's zoning designation. The project is located in an 

urbanized area of San Diego and construction of a single-family residence and compan ion un it in 

the place of an existing single-family residence would not disrupt any emergency evacuation routes 

as identified in the Hazard Mitigation Plan. Therefore, the project would have a less-than-significant 

impact on an emergency response and _;?CUation plan during construction and operation. ~ 

b) Dueloslope, prevailingwinds,and l.Jt>~I .s,dt,~~ j~ pm~ P,.: 
other factors, exacerbate wildfire risks, 0- l,..O..r{) W H~ ~ r ~ • 
and thereby expose project occupants O [81 D 
to, pollutant concentrations from a ~ I , L 
wildfireortheuncontrolledspreadof w~ "l-1.t- ,rf)rt-.JL.d I ... r- (Ll\OLJ<:)r\ 
w~~ -t: 1. r J 

0..C..~~ C ~C... q.__ 'r-e.__ 

The project is located in an urbanized neighborhood of similar ,~e:ntia l dev opment and is not 

located in a Very High Fire Severity Zone. Due to the location of the project, the project would not 

have the potential to expose occupants to pollutant concentrations from a wi ldfire or the 

uncontrolled spread of wildfire. Therefore, impacts would remain below a level of significance. 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E-31 See response to comment E-24 above.

E-31

E-32

E-32 See response to comment E-14 and E-24 
above.
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{ 

Issue 

c) Require the installation or maintenance 
of associated Infrastructure (such as 

Pot entially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significa nt with 

Mit igation 
Incorporated 

LKSTh.an 
Significant 

Impact 
No Impact 

sources, power lines or other utihties) ~ D 181 D 
roads, fuel breaks, emergency water ~ 

that may exacerbate fire risk or that \.\ 11 1 
mayresultlntemporaryorongolng Si1/'\(!j_. -<.. f'~ ll_ z..,.._,...0 5J,-b~ ~ 
Impacts to the environment?~. "" ,-r. L\ I.· , _ L. _ I I _,,-,·-er_ 

e,-. 1r~ piDI-"" ''-/ NL, rl'::lt. n~ LJ>Wd ...,_.,-'" . 
The proj ect is located in a residential neighborhood wi th similar development. The site is currently 
serviced by existing infrastructure which would service the site after construction is completed. No 
new construction of roads, fuel breaks, emergency water sources, power lines, or other utilities 
would be constructed that would o/cerbate fire risk, therefore impacts w. ould be less-than-

significant. 1 lu.r- i' ~ aJ"\ (.lr"u:i... ~ -th,._. · ._J. !,Ji~ ~ ' ' ~ ', 
di E>posepeopleorstructuresto~a.cl., Pro~'-/ I~ a.t'~ /or' olJ 

significant nsks, including downslope or ®. 
downstream flooding or landslides. as a >15- D 181 0 
result of runoff, post-fire slope 

,nstab,llty,ordraonagechanges? ~=d!f\5 OAd df'll..·/\~ c.11:1.J\s.a...:s 
Refer to response XX (b) above. Additionally, the project would comply with the City's appropriate 
Best Management Practices (BMP) for drainage and would not expose people or structures to 
significant risks as a resu lt of run-off, post-fire slope instabil ity, or drainage changes. Therefore, 1-ess
than-s ignifi cant impact would result. 

XXI. MANDATORY RN DINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE -

a) Does the project have the potential to 
degrade the quality of the environment. 
substantially reduce the habitat of a 
fish or wildlife species. cause a fish or 
wildlife populatlon to drop below self· 
sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate 
a plant or animal community, reduce 
the number or restrict the range of a 
rare or endangered plant or anlmal or 
eliminate important examples of the 
major periods of California history or 
prehistory? 

□ □ □ 

This analysis has determined that, although there is the potential of significant impacts related t o 
Cultural Resources (Archaeology) and Tribal Cultural Resources. As such, mitigation measures 
included in this document would reduce these potential impacts to a less than significant level as 
outlined within the Mitigated Negative Declaration. 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E-33 Comment contains information referencing other 
projects. Comment does not address adequacy of 
the environmental document.

E-33

E-34

E-34 See response to comment E-2 above. The project 
could result in potential impacts to Cultural 
Resources and Tribal Cultural Resources, but they 
would be mitigated to below a level of 
significance. 
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Issue 

b) Does the project have impacts that are 
Individually limited but cumulatively 
considerable ("'cumulatively 

Potentially 
Slgniflc .. nt 

Impact 

LeHThiln 
Sl1nlfkant with 

Mitigation 
Incorporated 

LeHTh.tn 
Significant 

Impact 
No Impact 

consider able~ means that the @ 
Incremental effects of a project are [81 D O 

{ 

considerable when viewed in 

connectionw;th theeffectsof past P~- prn· ... c:r:s ~~ 0 " I 0 
projects,theeffectsofothercurrent ~l fi. t'~ ua,J C..~ 
proje<1S,andtheeffec1S ofprobableCJ\\/ro 1!U dc,.n'"9 (.D11s.truc1't'b'\ ~ fo 10 I • • .+ 
future projects)? PrDi ... cJ- ~<id ~ W-d-er t...r,d...r h or , · 

i'-fs-~ ~1\JP~ l'>r~ $11'11 "-l/1~.S - m.,~ 

{ 

As documented in this Ini tial Study, the project may have the potential to degrade the quality of 
the environment, notably with respect to Cultural Resources (Archaeology) and Tribal Cultural 
Resources, which may have cumulatively considerable Impacts. As such, mitigation measures have 
been incorporated to reduce impacts to less than significant. Other future projects within the 
surrounding neighborhood or community would be required to comply with applicable local, State, 
and Federal regulations to reduce the potential impacts to less than significant, or to the extent 
possible. As such, the project is not anticipated to contribute potentially significant cumulative 

environmental impacts. ~:1 · P,z; ,z;:.J· ~ d c..a..u~®WoAT; ,iJ ~; 
cJ DoestheprojecthaveenvironmenralOO urn~~ .AtJa...C.4../\T f\a.i9hb.D-r~ ~d .-e_ 

effectsthatwillcausesubstantial ~ L D D 
ad verse effects on human beings, . t ~ d 
e,therdirectlyor,ndirectly' ~fl:J\t1fUJ., ;1-'r ~c,_J l. a.~~UtC::, p~1'<2_:::,__ Q.)I 

daLJ-L4-~ I (I pl'°'.:>Dt0 Li V · 
The project would demohsh an existing smgle-fam1ly residence am:i construct a new single-family 
residence and a companion unit in its place. The project is consistent with the environmental setting 
and with the use as anticipated by the City. Based on the analysis presented above, implementation 
of the mitigation measures would reduce environmental impacts such that no substantial adverse 
effects on humans would occur. 
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E- 35-36 These comments do not address the adequacy 
of this document. Reference material shown 
are boring logs for a different property located 
at 8368 Paseo Del Ocaso. The Preliminary 
Geotechnical Investigation Report completed 
for 8423 El Paseo Grande, by Christian Wheeler 
Engineering (March 2020) has been included as 
a technical appendix. 

E-35
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Comment Letter E (cont.) Response

E- 35-36 See response to comment E-35 above.

E-36
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Comment Letter F Response

F-1 The City of San Diego conducted an Initial Study in accordance 
with CEQA and found that the project could have a significant 
environmental effect to Cultural Resources and Tribal Cultural 
Resources. However, with implementation of mitigation 
measures, the project would reduce impacts to below a level 
of significance.

F-1

F-2

F-3
F-4

F-5
F-6
F-7

F-8

F-2

F-3

The project has been reviewed by qualified City staff. The 
project meets all the requirements according to the LJSPD-
SF zoning regulations and the La Jolla Community Plan. The 
project does not need a Community Planning Group 
recommendation to move forward with a hearing. The 
Initial Study and the Draft MND was prepared in 
accordance with CEQA and was found that there could be 
significant environmental effects to Cultural Resources and 
Tribal Cultural Resources. However, with implementation of 
mitigation measures, the project would reduce impacts to 
below a level of significance. 

The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does 
not have an established minimum required front, side, or rear 
yard setback. Instead, the LJSPDO Municipal Code Section 
1510.0304(b)(4) in the “Siting of Buildings” section states 
“Building & Structure setbacks shall be in general conformity 
with those in the vicinity.” The project’s front yard setback is 15 
feet to 20 feet. The project proposes side yard setbacks within 
the area range from 1.5 – 9.5 feet within a minimum “average” 
of 3.5 feet for side yards. The project proposes a north side 
yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4.0 to 6.0 feet 
and a 0-foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion 
unit.  Section 1510.0304(b)(2) of the PDO specifically allows 
zero (0) foot side yard setbacks and the project would comply 
with this criteria. The proposed south side yard setbacks range 
from 4.0 to 24.3 feet, which is consistent with Municipal Code 
Section 1510.0304(b)(4). 48

November 23, 2020 

Rachael Ferre ll - Environmental Analyst 
City of San Diego 
Development Services Department - Environmental Analyst Section 
1222 First Avenue, MS 501 
San Diego, California 92101 

Email : DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

Re: Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration 
8423 El Paseo Grande 
Project Number 661815 

{ 
Dear Ms. Ferrell and Members of the Development Services Department, 
The proposed construction for 8423 El Paseo Grande should be examined further as the 
find ings in the DRAFT Mitigated Negative Declaration {MND) are not factual. 

{ 
The initial study analys is and conclusion are incorrect because the proposed project does not 
comply with the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance. This project was NOT approved by 
the La Jolla Planning Association or the La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee. The 
personnel al Island Architects have not made suggested changes in the plans and are soon 
seeking approval from you. 

{ The facts show that there are insufficient setbacks in front of the property, the North side yard, 

{ and the rear yard. In addition, the proposed structure does not conform with the character of the 
area and the proposed structure is excessive in both bulk and scale. To my knowledge there are 

{ not any ADU's in the area. This requested construction requires additional off-street parking 
{ which is not in the plan. 

{ This home is directly across from Kellogg Park and should renect the neighborhood character of 
La Jolla Shores. It does not. 

{ 

Lastly, it seems that the drainage in that most immediate crosswalk is already inadequate. The 
crosswalk is normally slippery or partially obscured with water Additional large construction in 
that area should be closely examined before being approved due to groundwater and drainage 
issues. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
Mila Vujovich-La Barre 
milavu@holmail.com 
805-44 1-58 18 



Comment Letter F (cont.) Response

F-4 Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine community 
character and compatibility with existing residential development. 
The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not 
specify FAR or required setbacks, only maximum lot coverage (60 
percent, 1510.0304). The new structure would result in a 49% 
coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood shows a 
comparison of similar gross floor areas and building setbacks to the 
current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are used by staff as a guide 
for determining conformance of a proposed project with surrounding 
development. It is an established DSD review method/practice for 
Staff to consider all development within the survey area when 
determining character of the area, and bulk and scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to regulate 
the scale of new development, apply the applicable development 
regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 60%, Structure 
height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also mention of regulating the 
scale of new development by applying setbacks requirements, 
building articulation, second story step backs, roofline treatment and 
variations within front yard setback requirements. These features are 
implemented within the proposal. 

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from the 
public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff determined the 
proposed structure is compatible in terms of bulk and scale with other 
structures in the neighborhood and would be consistent with the 
purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. The proposed exterior construction 
materials would be compatible with the neighborhood, as specified in 
the LJSPDO and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 
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Comment Letter F (cont.) Response
The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, directing 
that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike nor should two 
adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the architectural unity of 
the area. Unity and variety should not become monotonous or 
chaotic. The La Jolla Shores neighborhood is very diverse and 
comprised of structures with varied bulk, scale, forms, materials and 
color. The proposed structure’s overall form, bulk scale, exterior 
material and colors when viewed from the public right-of-away would 
be compatible with the varied architecture of the La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the LJSPDO, 
and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 

50

Comment is informational in nature, but a response has been 
provided. The project is allowed to construct an ADU per San Diego 
Municipal Code Section 141.0302.

F-5

The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach Overlay Zone 
and has provided two off-street parking in the garage, as required 
for the primary residence. Pursuant to ADU Parking regulations, 
SDMC 141.0302(a)(3) No on-street parking spaces or off-street 
parking spaces are required for ADUs. If the applicant chooses to 
provide off-street parking spaces for ADUs located on the 
premises, those spaces shall comply with the following: (i) Off-
street parking spaces may be located in any configuration, may be 
within the setback areas, and may include tandem spaces (ii) Off-
street parking spaces shall be located within hardscape areas and 
shall comply with the minimum standards and guidelines to 
provide safe and efficient means of vehicular access to the lot. 
Pursuant to 141.0103(b) Where there is a conflict between the 
regulations in the separately regulated article (for Companion 
Units) and other regulations in the Land Development Code, 
separately regulated article shall apply. The project is providing 
adequate parking.

F-6



Comment Letter F (cont.) Response

F-7 See response to comment F-4 above. 

F-8 The proposed development is located on a previously developed 
urbanized lot.  As confirmed in the February 12, 2020 Drainage Study 
for the proposed home included as a technical appendix, runoff from 
the proposed residence will be collected by a series of roof drains that 
discharge into adjacent landscaped areas. An on-site private storm 
drain will collect runoff and discharge it into the gutter along El Paseo 
Grande via a proposed dual sidewalk underdrain system. Runoff will 
then drain southerly to the confluence at Camino del Oro, drain 
westerly across the roadway, and then be collected within the same
grate inlet as in pre-project conditions. City engineering staff 
reviewed the drainage study and agreed with the report findings that 
the proposed drainage patterns would not be substantially altered 
and drainage patterns are adequate.  This development does not 
propose to encroach into any undisturbed or natural areas. Impacts 
would be less than significant.
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Comment Letter G Response

The comment is introductory in nature and does not address the 
adequacy of the environmental document.

G-1

G-1
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FROM T HE DESK O F 

Kristine M. Mc amara 

November 23, 2020 

Ms. Rach.lei Ferrell , Environmental Analyst 
City of San Diego 
Development Sen ~.ces Depamnenl 
Environmental Analysis Section 
1222 First Avenue, MS 501 
San Diego , CA 92101 

Via Email: DSDEAS @sandiego.gov 

Re.: DRAFT Mitigated Negative Declaration 
8423 El Paseo Grande 
Project No. 6661815 

Dear Ms. Ferrell and Ladies and Gentlemen of the Development Setvices 
Department , 

I am writing to you as the property owner who is directly north of this proposed 
project referenced above at 8433 El Pase.o Grande. I ask that you please review 
the letter that was also sent by Phil Merten , as he very concisely summaries the 
issues of this project - both as to the impacts to Drs . Uri and Ayelet Gneezy 
(property owneis east of the project) , to the oornmturi ly and to my home. 

In addition, I would like to bring to yom attention, Mr. Broe, the owner of 8423 El 
Paseo Grande, is the founder and CEO of the Denver-based multi-million dollar 
company, The Broe Group - composed of real estate , transportation , and 
investment assets. His website so eloquentlv states: "Our &oaf is to invest in the 
communities in which we operate. We live here too. We recag11i,£ that there's 
more than one l..i,rd af va/11e - inch«fi11g the value of bei118 &ood 
11ei&lrbors .. . Which means Iha! doi71& good business starts with doing good." In 
1983, they invested in the Tabor Center, it "showed all the weathered years of 
Denver 's history, but none. of its charm." Due to their creative team, they 
"Reirnagined the Center" - it was reopened in 1984 and is an anchor landmark 
for the city of Denver. 

6 4-33 EL PASEO GRANDE LA JOLLA. CA'9203 7 8 1 8. 259.0025 K.MC40 B0 GMA.I L. COM 
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The comment is introductory in nature and does not address the 
adequacy of the environmental document.

G-1

G-1

G-2

G-3

G-4

G-5

G-6

G-2 The comment is introductory in nature and does not address 
the adequacy of the environmental document.

G-3 The comment is introductory in nature and does not address 
the adequacy of the environmental document.

G-4 Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine 
community character and compatibility with existing residential 
development. The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance 
(LJSPDO) does not specify FAR or required setbacks, only maximum 
lot coverage (60 percent, 1510.0304). The new structure would 
result in a 49% coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood 
shows a comparison of similar gross floor areas and building 
setbacks to the current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are used 
by staff as a guide for determining conformance of a proposed 
project with surrounding development. It is an established DSD 
review method/practice for Staff to consider all development 
within the survey area when determining character of the area, 
and bulk and scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to 
regulate the scale of new development, apply the applicable 
development regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 
60%, Structure height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also mention 
of regulating the scale of new development by applying setbacks 
requirements, building articulation, second story step backs, 
roofline treatment and variations within front yard setback 
requirements. These features are implemented within the 
proposal. 
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{ We, bis neighbors in The Shores, have spoken against this project and challe.uged 

Mr_ Broe to rethink and apply his companies philosophy to bis ovm personal 

project - to apply that same concern of being ueighborly and using creativity just 

as he did v.,ith The Tabor Center. 

The over "mausiouazation" needs to stop and who better than Mr. Broe to be the 

one who steps up and does it? He and Islaud Architec.ts have heard from several 

of the neighbors regarding several co ne.ems for his project: inconsistent set backs 

or lack of, over sized FAR, the reduc.ed air flow, lack of shared spac.e and it lists 

1, 102 square feet as a "companion unit" which sits right on the orth property 

line. How can they refer to t,his as au ADU or companion unit - this space bas 

no outs ide access, is only accessible inside the house from both levels, is not 

intended to be re.uted, it especially will not be used as low-income housing and is 

not a separate dwelling unit? Be hones t - it's an additional 1,102 square feel that 

makes this a 5,096 square fool house on a 5,24 1 square foo t lot with a 0 .98% 

FAR. Lt's an elephant on a postage stamp ! As for the additional 1,1 02 square feet 

- it is positioned right on the North property line - that is changing the 

emi:ironmeut, impac-ts air flow, has NO set back, is in immediate line of our 

garage and would be a safety is.sue if a car would back into the wall, if. 

dramatically impac-ts the green and open space and most impo11autly, changing 

the uo1m for eve1y one, whic.h therefore requires CEQA review. 

Mr. Broe says he care about space and being a good neighbor - but. his 

proposed plan only cares about his space and what he wants . What happened to 

his philosophy of being a good neighbor and doing good? As c.oucemed neighbors 

we appeal to you , our City of San Diego Development Se1v ies Department. Both 

the La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee and the La Jolla Planned District 

Advisory Board said no lo this project as it is currently proposed and to any future 

purposed "mansionazation." As the city code describes, oew projects are "To 

preserve the seaside character of the conimunity - designed and built. to protect 

public views." Let's help developers and new owners protect the village seaside 

charm known. as La Jolla Shores - just. as }.,fr Broe did with the Tabor Center! 
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The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does 
not have an established minimum required front, side, or rear 
yard setback. Instead, the LJSPDO Municipal Code Section 
1510.0304(b)(4) in the “Siting of Buildings” section states 
“Building & Structure setbacks shall be in general conformity 
with those in the vicinity.” The project’s front yard setback is 
15 feet to 20 feet. The project proposes side yard setbacks 
within the area range from 1.5 – 9.5 feet within a minimum 
“average” of 3.5 feet for side yards. 

G-5

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from 
the public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff 
determined the proposed structure is compatible in terms of 
bulk and scale with other structures in the neighborhood and 
would be consistent with the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. 
The proposed exterior construction materials would be 
compatible with the neighborhood, as specified in the LJSPDO 
and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 

The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike 
nor should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not 
become monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood is very diverse and comprised of structures with 
varied bulk, scale, forms, materials and color. The proposed 
structure’s overall form, bulk scale, exterior material and colors 
when viewed from the public right-of-away would be 
compatible with the varied architecture of the La Jolla Shores 
neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the 
LJSPDO, and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 
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The project proposes a north side yard setback to the main 
house that ranges from 4.0 to 6.0 feet and a 0-foot side 
setback adjacent to the attached companion unit.  Section 
1510.0304(b)(2) of the LJSPDO specifically allows zero (0) foot 
side yard setbacks and the project would comply with this 
criteria. The proposed south side yard setbacks range from 
4.0 to 24.3 feet, which is consistent with Municipal Code 
Section 1510.0304(b)(4).

The project was reviewed by qualified City staff and would 
not encroach or impact any open space areas. The Draft MND 
prepared in accordance with CEQA addressed all impact areas 
and any potentially significant impacts have been mitigated. 

The comment is general in nature and does not address the 
adequacy of the environmental document.

G-6
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The comment is general in nature and does not address the adequacy 
of the environmental document.

G-7

G-7
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As a side note, iMr. Broe owns several homes - so this will be one of many. The 

Gnee.zy's and my home are our main reside110, . I aru 110! a11 architect or a builder -

I am a widow who is • homeow11er who has lived here for over thirty years. I core 

about our community and our property. Help us protect our homes and the fllh ire 

of this area. If La Jolla is called the Crown Jew el of San D iego . then we need 

your help a11d suppo1t i1l protecting it's name and integrity! Thank you for your 

time and co11Sideration with these important issues regarding the propo ed project 

and its impoct on the environment a11d the community. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kristine M. McNalllllra 

cc: Ors. Uri and Ayelet Gneezy 

Philip A. Merten, AlA 
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H-1

H-1

H-2

H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6

H-7

H-8

H-3

The City of San Diego conducted an Initial Study in accordance 
with CEQA and found that the project could have a significant 
environmental effect to Cultural Resources and Tribal Cultural 
Resources. Implementation of mitigation measures would 
reduce impacts to below a level of significance. In accordance 
with CEQA Guidelines Section 15070, an MND was prepared. 

H-3

Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine 
community character and compatibility with existing residential 
development. The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance 
(LJSPDO) does not specify FAR or required setbacks, only maximum 
lot coverage (60 percent, 1510.0304). The new structure would 
result in a 49% coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood 
shows a comparison of similar gross floor areas and building 
setbacks to the current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are used 
by staff as a guide for determining conformance of a proposed 
project with surrounding development. It is an established DSD 
review method/practice for Staff to consider all development 
within the survey area when determining character of the area, and 
bulk and scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to 
regulate the scale of new development, apply the applicable 
development regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 
60%, Structure height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also mention 
of regulating the scale of new development by applying setbacks 
requirements, building articulation, second story step backs, 
roofline treatment and variations within front yard setback 
requirements. These features are implemented within the 
proposal. 57

H-2 The comment is introductory and general in nature does not 
address the adequacy of the environmental document.

{ 

{ 
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November 23, 2020 

Ms. Rachael Ferrell, Environrner1tal Analyst 
City of San Diego 
Development Services Department 
Environmental Analysis Section 
1 ill First Avenue. MS 501 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Via Email : DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

Re: DRAFT Mitigated N~ative Dedaration -
8423 El Paseo Grande (Project No. 661815) 

Dear Ms. Ferrell and Members of the Development Services Department: 

The La Jolla Shores Association (LJSA) disagree with the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) 
Findings on the project at 8423 El Paseo Grande. La Jolla. This project will have a significant impact on 
the Shores especially location directly across from the Beach at Kellogg Parlt. 

The La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee (LJSPRC), which has 5 of 8 total members appointed by 
LJSA, determined that this project conflicts with the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program 
plus the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO). On July 20,.2020 at their 2nd hearing of 
this project. the LJSPRC voted 6-0-1 to deny the project tor the following reasons: 

D The proposed FAR of 0.96 is 74.5% greater than the average FAR of .55% of 42 properties on El 
Paseo Grande. This excessive bilk and scale violates the requirements in this area. 

D The high, boxy silhouette of the proposed project does not conform to the Design Principal 
Section of the LJSPDO, which requires architectural unity for project in the Shores. 

D The setbacks proposed are: Side setbacks of O & 4', North Side setbacks of 6', and Rear setback 
of 1 O'. Setbacks in the vicinity are substantially larger. These setbacks are not in conformity. 

D The LJSPDO requires smooth transitions between projects.This large, boxy project does not do 
that with the single story residence next to it. The La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coasta l 
Program further shows these requirements in a series of diagrams. This does not comply. 
A total of 3 off-street parking spaces (2 for the dwelling plus 1 for the companion unit) is the 
required minimum for th is area. The current proposal only provides 2 off-street parking spaces. 
This does not comply with the Parking Regulations of the LJSPDO. 

{ 
The La Jolla Community Planning Association has requested that 8423 El Paseo Grande be redesigned 
to confOITil to requirements of the LJSPDO and returned to the LJSPRC for further modifications to 
comply with those requirements. The LJSA fully endorses this position and urges to City to so order. 

Sincerely, 

Janie Emerson , President 
La Jolla Shores Association 
Vice Chair La Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee 
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H-4

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from the 
public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff determined 
the proposed structure is compatible in terms of bulk and scale with 
other structures in the neighborhood and would be consistent with 
the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. The proposed exterior 
construction materials would be compatible with the 
neighborhood, as specified in the LJSPDO and the La Jolla Shores 
Design Manual. 

The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike nor 
should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not become 
monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores neighborhood is very 
diverse and comprised of structures with varied bulk, scale, forms, 
materials and color. The proposed structure’s overall form, bulk 
scale, exterior material and colors when viewed from the public 
right-of-away would be compatible with the varied architecture of 
the La Jolla Shores neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the LJSPDO, 
and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 

See response to comment H-3 above in regards to how the 
project meets the design principles.
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H-5
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The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not have 
an established minimum required front, side, or rear yard 
setback. Instead, the PDO Municipal Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4) in 
the “Siting of Buildings” section states “Building & Structure setbacks 
shall be in general conformity with those in the vicinity.” The project’s 
front yard setback is 15 feet to 20 feet. The project proposes side yard 
setbacks within the area range from 1.5 – 9.5 feet within a minimum 
“average” of 3.5 feet for side yards. The project proposes a north side 
yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4.0 to 6.0 feet and a 
0-foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion unit.  Section 
1510.0304(b)(2) of the PDO specifically allows zero (0) foot side yard 
setbacks and the project would comply with this criteria. The 
proposed south side yard setbacks range from 4.0 to 24.3 feet, which 
is consistent with Municipal Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4).

See response to comment H-3 above.H-6
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The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach Overlay 
Zone and has provided two off-street parking in the garage, as 
required for the primary residence. Pursuant to ADU Parking 
regulations, SDMC 141.0302(a)(3) No on-street parking spaces 
or off-street parking spaces are required for ADUs. If the 
applicant chooses to provide off-street parking spaces for 
ADUs located on the premises, those spaces shall comply with 
the following: (i) Off-street parking spaces may be located in 
any configuration, may be within the setback areas, and may 
include tandem spaces (ii) Off-street parking spaces shall be 
located within hardscape areas and shall comply with the 
minimum standards and guidelines to provide safe and 
efficient means of vehicular access to the lot. Pursuant to 
141.0103(b) Where there is a conflict between the regulations 
in the separately regulated article (for Companion Units) and 
other regulations in the Land Development Code, separately 
regulated article shall apply. The project is providing adequate 
parking.

H-8 Comment noted. See response to comments H-3 through H-7 above 
with how the project conforms with the LJSPDO. 



Comment Letter I Response

The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach Overlay Zone and 
has provided two off-street parking in the garage, as required for the 
primary residence. Pursuant to ADU Parking regulations, SDMC 
141.0302(a)(3) No on-street parking spaces or off-street parking 
spaces are required for ADUs. If the applicant chooses to provide off-
street parking spaces for ADUs located on the premises, those spaces 
shall comply with the following: (i) Off-street parking spaces may be 
located in any configuration, may be within the setback areas, and 
may include tandem spaces (ii) Off-street parking spaces shall be 
located within hardscape areas and shall comply with the minimum 
standards and guidelines to provide safe and efficient means of 
vehicular access to the lot. Pursuant to 141.0103(b) Where there is a 
conflict between the regulations in the separately regulated article 
(for Companion Units) and other regulations in the Land Development 
Code, separately regulated article shall apply. The project is providing 
adequate parking.

I-1

I-2 Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine community 
character and compatibility with existing residential development. 
The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not 
specify FAR or required setbacks, only maximum lot coverage (60 
percent, 1510.0304). The new structure would result in a 49% 
coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood shows a 
comparison of similar gross floor areas and building setbacks to the 
current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are used by staff as a guide 
for determining conformance of a proposed project with surrounding 
development. It is an established DSD review method/practice for 
Staff to consider all development within the survey area when 
determining character of the area, and bulk and scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to regulate 
the scale of new development, apply the applicable development 
regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 60%, Structure 
height 30ft, Landscape 30%). 

I-1

I-2

I-3

I-4
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November 23, 2020 

SUZANNE WEISSMAN 
18S7 Spindrift Dr. 

La Jolla, CA 92037 

Ms. Rachael Ferrell, Environmental Analyst 
Development Services Department 
City of San Diego 

Via Email: DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

Re: Draft mit igated Negat ive Decl arat ion, Proj ect 661815, 8423 El Paseo Grande 

Comments on t he above Draft MMD. 

Sec. XI, b) Land Use and Planning needs to be revised t o "Signif icant Impact" 

This project conf li cts with the San Diego M unicipal Code Sec. 14 1.0302(a){7), parking requ irements 
for companion un its because it does not include an ad dit ional parking space fo r t he companion unit. 
The parking space fo r t he companion unit is in the driveway and does not qual ify as an addit ional 

parking space. SDMC Sec.142.0510(e)(2)(A) clea rly states: ' ... t he use of a driveway to sat isfy off-street 
parking space requirements is not permitted.' 
This is especially important as t he property is located in the Beach Pa rking Overlay Zone where parking 

is lim ited and necessary for bea ch access. 

In addition, t he bulk and sca le - t he size of t he struct ure relat ive to t he size of t he lot - is excessive . The 
La Joll a Shores Planned Ord inance states that · ... no st ructure w ill be approved t hat is so different in 
qua lity, form, mat erials, color, and re lationship as t o disrupt t he architectural unity of the area.• The 
USPDO provides no numerical guide lines to measure t he size relat ionship of a project to ot hers in t he 
area, but the size relationship of one proj ect to anot her in t he area can be judged by t he relat ive Floor 
Rat io Areas of st ructures in t he area. With a FAR of .96 t his proj ect is larger t han any ot her project in the 
area. The FAR of proj ects in t he area present ed by t he applicant were based on data from the 
SCOIJTRED website; this dat a is incorrect because it likely includes living area in basements which 
inflat es t he FAR percentage w it h footage t hat is not included in the FAR calcu lated accord ing to SDMC 
Sec. 113.0234 which does not include basements in t he gross floor area. Even t he largest new 
struct ures in t he area have FAR under .80. This proj ect is significant ly larger t han any other in t he area 
and w il l have a significant impact. Th is sect ion of t he M ND should be revised to "Signif icant Impact.• 

The impact is also greater as t he size of st ructures in La Jolla Shores cont inue to increase eroding t he 
unique architectural charact er of t he area that t he La Jolla Shores Planned Dist rict Ordinance intended 
to protect. 

Thank you for your consideration of t his matte r, 

/s/ Suzanne Weissman 
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There is also mention of regulating the scale of new development by 
applying setbacks requirements, building articulation, second story 
step backs, roofline treatment and variations within front yard 
setback requirements. These features are implemented within the 
proposal. 

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from the 
public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff determined the 
proposed structure is compatible in terms of bulk and scale with 
other structures in the neighborhood and would be consistent with 
the purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. The proposed exterior 
construction materials would be compatible with the neighborhood, 
as specified in the LJSPDO and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 

The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike nor 
should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not become 
monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores neighborhood is very 
diverse and comprised of structures with varied bulk, scale, forms, 
materials and color. The proposed structure’s overall form, bulk 
scale, exterior material and colors when viewed from the public 
right-of-away would be compatible with the varied architecture of 
the La Jolla Shores neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the LJSPDO, 
and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 
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I-3 See response to comment I-2 above. The project has been reviewed 
by qualified City staff. The project meets all the requirements 
according to the LJSPD-SF zoning regulations and the La Jolla 
Community Plan. Any impacts would remain below a level of 
significance.

I-4 Comment is speculation in nature. The project complies with 
the LJSPD-SF zoning requirements and is consistent with the 
General Plan and the La Jolla Community Plan’s land use 
designation.

63
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The comment is introductory and general in nature and does not 
address the adequacy of the environmental document.

J-1

J-2 Staff conducted a comprehensive review of the proposed 
development as it relates to bulk and scale to determine community 
character and compatibility with existing residential development. 
The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not 
specify FAR or required setbacks, only maximum lot coverage (60 
percent, 1510.0304). The new structure would result in a 49% 
coverage of the lot. A survey of the neighborhood shows a 
comparison of similar gross floor areas and building setbacks to the 
current proposal. Neighborhood surveys are used by staff as a guide 
for determining conformance of a proposed project with surrounding 
development. It is an established DSD review method/practice for 
Staff to consider all development within the survey area when 
determining character of the area, and bulk and scale. 

The La Jolla Community Plan (LJCP Pg.76) states, in order to regulate 
the scale of new development, apply the applicable development 
regulations which includes the LJSPDO (Coverage 60%, Structure 
height 30ft, Landscape 30%). There is also mention of regulating the 
scale of new development by applying setbacks requirements, 
building articulation, second story step backs, roofline treatment and 
variations within front yard setback requirements. These features are 
implemented within the proposal. 

The bulk and scale of the proposed structure when viewed from the 
public right-of-way was also evaluated by staff. Staff determined the 
proposed structure is compatible in terms of bulk and scale with other 
structures in the neighborhood and would be consistent with the 
purpose and intent of the LJSPDO. The proposed exterior construction 
materials would be compatible with the neighborhood, as specified in 
the LJSPDO and the La Jolla Shores Design Manual. 

J-1

J-2

J-3

J-4

J-5

J-6
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La Jolla Community Plann ing Association 

20 Nov 2020 

Ms. Rachael Ferrell, Environmental Analyst 

Environmental Anatysis Section , Development Services Department 

City of San Diego 

1222 First Avenue, MS 501 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Via Ema il: DSDEAS@sandiego.gov 

Re: DRAFT Mitigated Negative Declaration, 8423 El Paseo Grande, Project 661815 

Dear Ms. Ferrell and Mem bers of t he Development Services Department: 

The La Joll a Community Planning Associal ion would like to comment on lhe Draft M itigated Negative 
Declaration provided for 8423 El Paseo Grande in La Jolla. We disagree with the M ND Findings that the 

project will not have a significant impact in the following areas: 

Sec. XI. Land Use and Planning. The project conflicts with the La Joll a Community Plan and Local Coastal 

Program and the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance in the following areas: 

Excessive Bulk and Sca le. The proposed FAR of 0.96 is 74.5% greater tllan t he average FAR 

of 55% of 42 properties on El Pa seo Grande reviewed by t he La Jolla Sh ores Penni! Review 

Committee during its meetings of 15 June 2020 and 20 July 2020 (relevant excerpts from 

meeting minutes anached). 

Neighborhood Character. In its high, boxy silhouen e, the proposed project does not 

conform to th e Design Principle Section of the LI Shores Planned Di.strict Ordinance, which 

calls for architectura l unity through low, rambling siltiouenes. 
Insufficient Setbac,ks. The proposed 0- and 4-foot side setbacks., &-foot north side yard 

setbacks, and 10-foot rear setback for the t wo-story companion unit are not in general 

conformity with th e substantially larger setbacks in the vicin ity. 

Transition Between New and Existing Structures. The large size, boxy massing and 

inadequate setbacks preclude a gracious tra nsition between this project and its adjacent 

single-story neighbors, as envisioned in til e Residential Community Character 

recommendations of the La Jolla Community Plan and Local Coastal Program. 

Inadequate Parking. The project only provides 2 off-street parking space where a total of 3 

of-street parking spaces {2 space.s for ttie dwelling, and 1 space for the companion unit) is 
the minimum required. As currently proposed the project does not comply with the Pa rking 

Regulat ions of the La Jolla Stiores Planned District Ordinance. 

PO Box 889, La Jolla CA 92038 I https://lajollacpa.org I info @lajollacpa.org 
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The LJSPDO “Design Principle” theme is “unity with variety”, 
directing that no adjacent homes should be substantially alike nor 
should two adjacent homes be so different as to disrupt the 
architectural unity of the area. Unity and variety should not become 
monotonous or chaotic. The La Jolla Shores neighborhood is very 
diverse and comprised of structures with varied bulk, scale, forms, 
materials and color. The proposed structure’s overall form, bulk 
scale, exterior material and colors when viewed from the public 
right-of-away would be compatible with the varied architecture of 
the La Jolla Shores neighborhood. 

The proposed project complies with the regulations of the LJSPDO, 
and applicable land use plan policies and goals. 

The La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance (LJSPDO) does not have 
an established minimum required front, side, or rear yard 
setback. Instead, the LJSPDO Municipal Code Section 1510.0304(b)(4) 
in the “Siting of Buildings” section states “Building & Structure 
setbacks shall be in general conformity with those in the vicinity.” The 
project’s front yard setback is 15 feet to 20 feet. The project proposes 
side yard setbacks within the area range from 1.5 – 9.5 feet within a 
minimum “average” of 3.5 feet for side yards. The project proposes a 
north side yard setback to the main house that ranges from 4.0 to 6.0 
feet and a 0-foot side setback adjacent to the attached companion 
unit.  Section 1510.0304(b)(2) of the LJSPDO specifically allows zero 
(0) foot side yard setbacks and the project would comply with this 
criteria. The proposed south side yard setbacks range from 4.0 to 24.3 
feet, which is consistent with Municipal Code Section 
1510.0304(b)(4). The comment incorrectly called out that the 
companion unit has two-floors. The attached ADU is single story with 
no part of the primary dwelling above it. The second story of the 
primary residence is stepped back 10’, adhering to the step back 
regulations of the LJSPDO.

J-4

See response to comments J-3 and J-4 above.J-5

See response to comment J-2 above in regards to conformity with 
the design principles.

J-3
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J-6 The project is located in the Parking Impact Beach Overlay Zone 
and has provided two off-street parking in the garage, as 
required for the primary residence. Pursuant to ADU Parking 
regulations, SDMC 141.0302(a)(3) No on-street parking spaces 
or off-street parking spaces are required for ADUs. If the 
applicant chooses to provide off-street parking spaces for ADUs 
located on the premises, those spaces shall comply with the 
following: (i) Off-street parking spaces may be located in any 
configuration, may be within the setback areas, and may include 
tandem spaces (ii) Off-street parking spaces shall be located 
within hardscape areas and shall comply with the minimum 
standards and guidelines to provide safe and efficient means of 
vehicular access to the lot. Pursuant to 141.0103(b) Where 
there is a conflict between the regulations in the separately 
regulated article (for Companion Units) and other regulations in 
the Land Development Code, separately regulated article shall 
apply. The project is providing adequate parking.

J-7 See response to comments J-2 through J-6 above with how the 
project conforms with the LJSPDO.

J-8

Mr. Merten’s letter has been included in the response to 
comments under Letter A.

J-7

J-8
J-9

J-9

The Committee issues regarding FAR and conformity 
with neighborhood setbacks have been responded to in 
comments J-2 through J-6 above.
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{ 

{ 
{ 

Page 2 

The La Jolla Community Plann ing Association requests that 8423 E.I Paseo Grande be redesigned to 

confonn to requirements of the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ord inance and returned to t he La Jolla 

Shore.s Permit Review Commin ee for funhe.r review. 

Sincerety, 

/s f 

Diane Kane, President 

La Jol la Community Plann ing Association 

Attachments : 

La Jo lla Shores Perm it Review Committee minutes excerpt 

Draft MND Comments, Phi l Merten, AIA 



Comment Letter J (cont.) Response

J-8
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Excer pt from Minutes 
l a Jolla Shores Permit Review Committee 
20 July 2020 

8423 El Pa,eo Gra nde- (2nd Review) 

Page 3 

Island Arch itects (representing applicants) : Ther e have bee n some la modifications to th e project - 10' 

set back on t he 2nd story, 21/ 2' N. side set back, grasscrete in driveway and move th e N. fence to S. of 

property line. 

Public Comment 

Merten: discusses th e FA.Rs in the neighbor hood using inaccurate numbers from Scoutred. Setbacks tn 

the N. & E. not in conformity with the neighborhood. U Community Plan (UCPJ requires a 2' set back on 

the 2nd story and none here. Tot al FAR of .96 (.76 house & .2 CPU ). States USPDAC rejected the project 

because not consistent wit h neighbors and setbacks. 

Davis : 33 of 60 homes are with in FAR of .7. A.l,o mentions the counting of basements. 

Uri Gnezy (neighbor behind): Project is a huge wall 10' from property line ,o no sunlight nor air. All the 

area have basements and still stay under the FAR standard. 

Kris McNanara (N neighbor): Wants to clar ify that Me .. Brad (applicant) t akes pride in his business as a 

good neighbor. Needs to do the same here. If built, th is wil l be a 2 story wall without articulat ion all 

along the S. of her home. Calls it "Elephant on a postage stamp" without charm nor character. Way too 

large for lot and area. 

Jung: States ADU county descript ion requires if connected to primary residence must comply with 

regular set backs. 

Nick: Muni Code 1510-0304 sect. 3.2 from UPDO provide "see th ru". Al,o notes Ch 1510.0301c. 

Committee Comments 

Consensus is that th e project is too large, bulk and scale are an issue, and the FAR is excessive. 

M OTION to deny th e project due to Bu lk & Scale and exc.es sive FAR of .96 as inoompst ible with t he 

ne ighborhood. M ot i on by M. Naegle, 2nd D. Courtney, Vote 6-0-1 



Comment Letter K Response

K-1

K-2

K-1 The comment is introductory and general in nature 
and does not address the adequacy of the 
environmental document.

K-2 Comment noted.
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To: 

Subject: 

San Diego County Archaeological Society, Inc. 
Environmental Review Committee 

28 October 2020 

Ms. Rachael Ferrell 
Development Services Department 
City of San Diego 
1222 First Avenue, Mail Station 501 
San Diego, California 92 101 

Draft Mitigated egative Declaration 
8423 El Paseo Grande CDP SOP 
Project No. 6618 15 

Dear Ms Ferrell : 

{ I have reviewed the subject DMND on behalf of this committee of the San Diego County 
Archaeological Society. 

{ Based on the informa tion contained in the DMND and in itial study, we agree with the 
included monitoring program to be required as mitigation for poleutial impacts to cultural 
resources. 

Thank you for the opportunity LO review this project's environmental documents and to 
offer our comments. 

cc: SDCAS President 
File 

incerely, 

~o~ , Chai rson 
Environmental Review Committee 
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INITIAL STUDY CHECKLIST 
 

 
1.  Project title/Project number: 8423 El Paseo Grande CDP SDP / 661815 
 
2.  Lead agency name and address:  City of San Diego, 1222 First Avenue, MS-501, San Diego, 

California 92101 
 
3.  Contact person and phone number:  Rachael Ferrell / (619) 446-5129  
 
4.  Project location: 8423 El Paseo Grande, San Diego, CA 92037 
 
5.  Project Applicant/Sponsor's name and address: Nick Wilson, 7632 Herschel Ave, San Diego, CA 92037, 

(858) 459-9291 
 
6.  General/Community Plan designation:  Residential/ Low Density Residential (5-9 du/ac) 
 
7.  Zoning:  La Jolla Shores Planned District Single Family (LJSPD-SF)  
 
8.  Description of project (Describe the whole action involved, including but not limited to, later phases of the project, 

and any secondary, support, or off-site features necessary for its implementation.):  
 
 The project requests a Coastal Development Permit (CDP) and Site Development Permit 

(SDP) to demolish an existing 1,528 square-foot single-family residence, and to construct a 
new 3,989 square-foot two-story single-family residence with a new attached 1,090 square-
foot companion unit located at 8423 El Paseo Grande. 

 
The project’s landscaping has been reviewed by staff and would comply with all applicable 
City of San Diego Landscape ordinances and standards. Drainage would be directed into 
appropriate storm drain systems designated to carry surface runoff, which has been 
reviewed and accepted by City Engineering staff. Ingress to the project site would be via El 
Paseo Grande. All parking would be provided on-site. 

 
9. Surrounding land uses and setting: 
 
 The 0.12-acre site is designated Low Density Residential (5-9 du/ac) and is subject to the La 

Jolla Shores Planned District Single-Family Zone (LJSPD-SF) pursuant to the La Jolla 
Community Plan area. The project is also subject to the Coastal (Appealable) Overlay Zone, 
Coastal Height Limit Overlay Zone, Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Beach & Coastal Impact), 
Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and Council District 1. 
 
The project site is situated East of La Jolla Shores Drive, West of La Jolla Shores/Kellogg Park, 
South of Camino Del Collado, and North of Camino Del Oro. The project is located in a 
residential area of similar residential development. 

 
10.  Other public agencies whose approval is required (e.g., permits, financing approval, or participation agreement): 
 

List or None required. 
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11. Have California Native American tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated with the project area requested 

consultation pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21080.3.1? If so, has consultation begun? 
 

Note: Conducting consultation early in the CEQA process allows tribal governments, lead agencies, and project 
proponents to discuss the level of environmental review, identify and address potential adverse impacts to tribal 
cultural resources, and reduce the potential for delay and conflict in the environmental review process. (See Public 
Resources Code section 21083.3.2.) Information may also be available from the California Native American Heritage 
Commission’s Sacred Lands File per Public Resources Code section 5097.96 and the California Historical Resources 
Information System administered by the California Office of Historic Preservation. Please also note that Public 
Resources Code section 21082.3(c) contains provisions specific to confidentiality. 

 
In accordance with the requirements of Assembly Bill (AB) 52, the City of San Diego sent 
Notifications via email to the Native American Tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated 
with the project area. Both tribes responded within the 30-day time period requesting 
consultation. Consultation began on May 20, 2020 and concluded via email on June 18, 2020. 
Please see Section XVII of the Initial Study for more detail.   
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED: 
 
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at least one impact that is a 
"Potentially Significant Impact" as indicated by the checklist on the following pages. 
  

 Aesthetics    Greenhouse Gas   Population/Housing 
     Emissions 
 

 Agriculture and   Hazards & Hazardous  Public Services 
 Forestry Resources   Materials 
 

 Air Quality   Hydrology/Water Quality  Recreation 
 

 Biological Resources  Land Use/Planning   Transportation/Traffic 
 

 Cultural Resources   Mineral Resources   Tribal Cultural Resources 
 

 Energy     Noise    Utilities/Service System 
 

 Geology/Soils   Mandatory Findings   Wildfire 
Significance    

             
  
 
 
DETERMINATION: (To be completed by Lead Agency) 
 
On the basis of this initial evaluation: 
 

 The proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will 
be prepared. 

 
 Although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, there will not be a significant 

effect in this case because revisions in the project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A 
MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared. 

 
 The proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 

is required. 
 

 The proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially significant unless mitigated” impact 
on the environment, but at least one effect (a) has been adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to 
applicable legal standards, and (b) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as 
described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required. 

 
 Although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, because all potentially significant 

effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or (MITIGATED) NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to 
applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or (MITIGATED) NEGATIVE 
DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing 
further is required.   

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 
~ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 
~ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 
~ 

□ 

□ 
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EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: 
 
1) A brief explanation is required for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are adequately supported by the 

information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each question. A “No Impact” answer is adequately 
supported if the referenced information sources show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one 
involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone). A “No Impact answer should be explained where it is based 
on project specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants, 
based on a project-specific screening analysis.) 

 
2) All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site, cumulative as well as 

project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as operational impacts. 
 
3) Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then the checklist answers must 

indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than significant with mitigation, or less than significant. 
“Potentially Significant Impact” is appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are 
one or more “Potentially Significant Impact” entries when the determination is made, an EIR is required. 

 
4) “Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated” applies where the incorporation of mitigation 

measures has reduced an effect from “Potentially Significant Impact” to a “Less Than Significant Impact.” The lead agency 
must describe the mitigation measures, and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level 
(mitigation measures from “Earlier Analyses”, as described in (5) below, may be cross-referenced). 

 
5) Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process, an effect has been 

adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or (mitigated) negative declaration. Section 15063(c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief 
discussion should identify the following: 

 
a. Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for review. 
 
b. Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklist were within the scope of and 

adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and state whether such 
effects were addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis. 

 
c. Mitigation Measures. For effects that are “Less Than Significant With Mitigation Measures Incorporated”, 

describe the mitigation measures that were incorporated or refined from the earlier document and the extent 
to which they address site-specific conditions for the project. 

 
6) Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information sources for potential impacts 

(e.g., general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a previously prepared or outside document should, where 
appropriate, include a reference to the page or pages where the statement is substantiated. 

 
7) Supporting Information Sources: A source list should be attached, and other sources used or individuals contacted 

should be cited in the discussion. 
 
8) This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead agencies should 

normally address the questions from this checklist that are relevant to a project’s environmental effects in whatever 
format is selected.  

 
9) The explanation of each issue should identify: 
 

a. The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and 
 
b. The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significant. 

 



Issue 
Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant with 

Mitigation 
Incorporated 

Less Than 
Significant 

Impact 
No Impact 
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I.  AESTHETICS – Would the project:     

 a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a 
scenic vista? 

    

 
The project proposes to demolish an existing single-family residence and construct a new single-
family residence and companion unit in its place, in a residential neighborhood with similar 
development. The project is located on El Paseo Grande, which is categorized as a road from which a 
coastal body of water can be seen, according to the La Jolla Community Plan. The project is also 
located in the La Jolla Beach View Corridor with an unobstructed framed view down the El Paseo 
Grande public right-of-way. The project would be required to meet all required setback and height 
requirements. Additionally, the project must comply with any design guidelines that are in the La 
Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance. Therefore, the project would not have a substantial adverse 
effect on a scenic vista. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 b) Substantially damage scenic resources, 
including but not limited to, trees, rock 
outcroppings, and historic buildings 
within a state scenic highway? 

    

 
The project is situated within a developed residential neighborhood. The project is not located 
within or adjacent to a state scenic highway and would be required to meet all setback and height 
requirements; therefore, the project would not substantially damage such scenic resources. Impacts 
would be less than significant. 
 

 c) Substantially degrade the existing visual 
character or quality of the site and its 
surroundings? 

    

 
The project site contains an existing single-family residence and would construct a new single-family 
residence and companion unit in its place, located in a neighborhood of similar development. The 
project is compatible with the surrounding development and permitted by the community plan and 
zoning designation. The project would not degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site 
and its surroundings; therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 d) Create a new source of substantial light 
or glare that would adversely affect day 
or nighttime views in the area? 

    

 
The project would comply with the outdoor lighting standards contained in Municipal Code 
Section 142.0740 (Outdoor Lighting Regulations) that requires all outdoor lighting be installed, 
shielded, and adjusted so that the light is directed in a manner that minimizes negative impacts 
from light pollution, including trespass, glare, and to control light from falling onto surrounding 
properties. Therefore, lighting installed with the project would not adversely affect day or nighttime 
views in the area, resulting in a less than significant lighting impact. 
 
The project would comply with Municipal Code Section 142.0730 (Glare Regulations) that requires 
exterior materials utilized for proposed structures be limited to specific reflectivity ratings. The 
project would have a less than significant glare impact. 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 
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Impact 
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Significant with 
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Less Than 
Significant 

Impact 
No Impact 
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II. AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST RESOURCES: In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant 

environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment 
Model (1997) prepared by the California Department of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing 
impacts on agriculture and farmland. In determining whether impacts to forest resources, including timberland, are 
significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled by the California Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state’s inventory of forest land, including the Forest and Range Assessment 
Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment project; and forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest 
Protocols adopted by the California Air Resources Board. – Would the project: 

 
 a) Converts Prime Farmland, Unique 

Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide 
Importance (Farmland), as shown on 
the maps prepared pursuant to the 
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring 
Program of the California Resources 
Agency, to non-agricultural use?  

    

 
The project is consistent with the community plan’s land use designation and is located within a 
developed residential neighborhood. As such, the project site does not contain, and is not adjacent 
to, any lands identified as Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance 
(Farmland), as show on maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program 
of the California Resource Agency. Therefore, the project would not result in the conversion of such 
lands to non-agricultural use. No significant impacts would occur, and no mitigation measures are 
required. 
 

 b) Conflict with existing zoning for 
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act 
Contract? 

    

 
Refer to response II (a), above. There are no Williamson Act Contract lands on or within the vicinity of 
the project. The project is consistent with the existing land use and the underlying zone. The project 
would not conflict with any properties zoned for agricultural use or be affected by a Williamson Act 
Contract. Therefore, no impacts would result. 
 

 c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or 
cause rezoning of, forest land (as 
defined in Public Resources Code 
section 1220(g)), timberland (as defined 
by Public Resources Code section 
4526), or timberland zoned Timberland 
Production (as defined by Government 
Code section 51104(g))? 

    

 
The project would not conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land, timberland, 
or timberland zoned Timberland Production. No designated forest land or timberland occur onsite 
as the project is consistent with the community plan, and the underlying zone. No impacts would 
result. 
 

 d) Result in the loss of forest land or 
conversion of forest land to non-forest 
use? 

    

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 
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Refer to response II (c) above. Additionally, the project would not contribute to the conversion of any 
forested land to non-forest use, as surrounding properties are developed and land uses are 
generally built out. No impacts would result. 
 

 e) Involve other changes in the existing 
environment, which, due to their 
location or nature, could result in 
conversion of Farmland to non-
agricultural use or conversion of forest 
land to non-forest use? 

    

 
Refer to response II (a) and II (c), above. The project and surrounding areas do not contain any 
farmland or forest land. No changes to any such lands would result from project implementation. 
Therefore, no impact would result. 
 

III. AIR QUALITY – Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management or air 
pollution control district may be relied on to make the following determinations – Would the project: 

 
 a) Conflict with or obstruct 

implementation of the applicable air 
quality plan? 

    

 
The San Diego Air Pollution Control District (SDAPCD) and San Diego Association of Governments 
(SANDAG) are responsible for developing and implementing the clean air plan for attainment and 
maintenance of the ambient air quality standards in the San Diego Air Basin (SDAB). The County 
Regional Air Quality Strategy (RAQS) was initially adopted in 1991, and is updated on a triennial basis 
(most recently in 2009). The RAQS outlines the SDAPCD’s plans and control measures designed to 
attain the state air quality standards for ozone (O3). The RAQS relies on information from the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) and SANDAG, including mobile and area source emissions, as 
well as information regarding projected growth in San Diego County and the cities in the county, to 
project future emissions and then determine the strategies necessary for the reduction of emissions 
through regulatory controls. CARB mobile source emission projections and SANDAG growth 
projections are based on population, vehicle trends, and land use plans developed by San Diego 
County and the cities in the county as part of the development of their general plans. 
 
The RAQS relies on SANDAG growth projections based on population, vehicle trends, and land use 
plans developed by the cities and by the county as part of the development of their general plans. As 
such, projects that propose development that is consistent with the growth anticipated by local 
plans would be consistent with the RAQS. However, if a project proposes development that is 
greater than that anticipated in the local plan and SANDAG’s growth projections, the project might 
be in conflict with the RAQS and may contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on air 
quality. 
 
The project would demolish an existing single-family residence and construct a new single-family 
residence and companion unit in its place, within a developed neighborhood of similar residential 
uses. The project is consistent with the General Plan, community plan, and the underlying zoning for 
single-family residential development. Therefore, the project would be consistent at a sub-regional 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 
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level with the underlying growth forecasts in the RAQS and would not obstruct implementation of 
the RAQS. As such, no impacts would result. 
 

 b) Violate any air quality standard or 
contribute substantially to an existing 
or projected air quality violation?  

    

 
Short-Term (Construction) Emissions 
Construction-related activities are temporary, short-term sources of air emissions. Sources of 
construction-related air emissions include fugitive dust from grading activities; construction 
equipment exhaust; construction-related trips by workers, delivery trucks, and material-hauling 
trucks; and construction-related power consumption. 
 
Variables that factor into the total construction emissions potentially generated include the level of 
activity, length of construction period, number of pieces and types of equipment in use, site 
characteristics, weather conditions, number of construction personnel, and the amount of materials 
to be transported on or offsite. 
 
Fugitive dust emissions are generally associated with land-clearing and grading operations. 
Construction operations would include standard measures as required by City of San Diego grading 
permit to limit potential air quality impacts. Any impacts associated with fugitive dust are considered 
less than significant and would not violate an air quality standard or contribute substantially to an 
existing or projected air quality violation. No mitigation measures are required. 
 
Long-Term (Operational) Emissions  
Long-term air emission impacts are those associated with stationary sources and mobile sources 
related to any change caused by a project. The project would produce minimal stationary sources 
emissions. The project is compatible with the surrounding development and is permitted by the 
community plan and zone designation. Based on the residential land use, project emissions over the 
long-term are not anticipated to violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an 
existing or projected air quality violation. Impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation 
measures are required. 
 

 c) Result in a cumulatively considerable 
net increase of any criteria pollutant for 
which the project region is non-
attainment under an applicable federal 
or state ambient air quality standard 
(including releasing emissions which 
exceed quantitative thresholds for 
ozone precursors)? 

    

 
As described in III (b) above, construction operations could temporarily increase the emissions of 
dust and 
other pollutants. However, construction emissions would be temporary and short-term in duration; 
implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) would reduce potential impacts related to 
construction activities to a less than significant level. Therefore, the project would not result in a 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 
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cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is a 
nonattainment under applicable federal or state ambient air quality standards. Impacts would be 
less than significant. 
 

 d) Create objectionable odors affecting a 
substantial number of people? 

    

 
Short-term (Construction) 
Odors would be generated from vehicles and/or equipment exhaust emissions during construction 
of the project. Odors produced during construction would be attributable to concentrations of 
unburned hydrocarbons from tailpipes of construction equipment and architectural coatings. Such 
odors are temporary and generally occur at magnitudes that would not affect a substantial number 
of people. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 
 
Long-term (Operational) 
Typical long-term operational characteristics of the project are not associated with the creation of 
such odors nor anticipated to generate odors affecting a substantial number of people. The project 
would construct a single-family residence. Residential units, in the long-term operation, are not 
typically associated with the creation of such odors nor are they anticipated to generate odors 
affecting a substantial number or people. Therefore, project operations would result in less than 
significant impacts. 
 

IV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – Would the project:  
 
 a) Have substantial adverse effects, either 

directly or through habitat 
modifications, on any species identified 
as a candidate, sensitive, or special 
status species in local or regional plans, 
policies, or regulations, or by the 
California Department of Fish and 
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service? 

    

 
The project site is located in a developed residential neighborhood and is currently developed with a 
single-family residence. On-site landscaping is non-native, and the project site does not contain any 
sensitive biological resources nor does it contain any candidate, sensitive or special status species. 
No impacts would occur, and no mitigation measures are required. 
 

 b) Have a substantial adverse effect on 
any riparian habitat or other 
community identified in local or 
regional plans, policies, and regulations 
or by the California Department of Fish 
and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service? 

    

 
The project site is within an urbanized developed residential setting, no such habitats exist on or 
near the project site. Refer to Response IV (a), above. The project site does not contain any riparian 
habitat or other identified community, as the site currently supports non-native landscaping. No 
impacts would occur, and no mitigation measures are required. 
 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 
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 c) Have a substantial adverse effect on 
federally protected wetlands as defined 
by section 404 of the Clean Water Act 
(including but not limited to marsh, 
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct 
removal, filling, hydrological 
interruption, or other means? 

    

 
Wetlands or waters do not occur on-site. Wetlands or waters as regulated by the United States Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE), the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) or the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) do not occur on-site and therefore will not be impacted by 
the project. No impacts would occur, and no mitigation measures are required. 
 

 d) Interfere substantially with the 
movement of any native resident or 
migratory fish or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or 
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede 
the use of native wildlife nursery sites? 

    

 
The project site is surrounded by existing residential development and is not located adjacent to any 
established wildlife corridor and would not impede the movement of any wildlife or the use of any 
wildlife nursery sites. Therefore, no impact would occur, and no mitigation measures are required. 
 

 e) Conflict with any local policies or 
ordinances protecting biological 
resources, such as a tree preservation 
policy or ordinance? 

    

 
Refer to response IV (a), above. The project site is designated Low Density Residential (5-9 du/ac) 
pursuant to the La Jolla Community Plan and zoned LJSPD-SF. The project is located on a developed 
residential site and there are no local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources that 
apply to the project site. Therefore, no impacts would occur. 
 

 f) Conflict with the provisions of an 
adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, 
Natural Community Conservation Plan, 
or other approved local, regional, or 
state habitat conservation plan? 

    

 
Please refer to IV (e) above. The project is located in a developed urban area and is not within or 
directly adjacent to the City’s Multi-Habitat Planning Area (MHPA) and no other adopted 
conservation plans affect the subject site. The project does not conflict with any other local, regional, 
or state habitat conservation plan. No impacts would result. 
 

V. CULTURAL RESOURCES – Would the project: 
 
 a) Cause a substantial adverse change in 

the significance of an historical 
resource as defined in §15064.5? 

    

 
The purpose and intent of the Historical Resources Regulations of the Land Development Code 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 
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(Chapter 14, Division 3, and Article 2) is to protect, preserve and, where damaged, restore the 
historical resources of San Diego.  The regulations apply to all proposed development within the City 
of San Diego when historical resources are present on the premises.  Before approving discretionary 
projects, CEQA requires the Lead Agency to identify and examine the significant adverse 
environmental effects which may result from that project.  A project that may cause a substantial 
adverse change in the significance of a historical resource may have a significant effect on the 
environment (sections 15064.5(b) and 21084.1).  A substantial adverse change is defined as 
demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration activities, which would impair historical significance 
(sections 15064.5(b)(1)).  Any historical resource listed in, or eligible to be listed in the California 
Register of Historical Resources, including archaeological resources, is considered to be historically 
or culturally significant.  
   
The City of San Diego criteria for determination of historic significance, pursuant to CEQA, is 
evaluated based upon age (over 45 years), location, context, association with an important event, 
uniqueness, or structural integrity of the building. Projects requiring the demolition and/or 
modification of structures that are 45 years or older have the potential to result in potential impacts 
to a historical resource.  
 
The project site contains a single-family residence over 45 years old. The project site was reviewed 
by Historic staff and according to their review, the property does not meet the local designation 
criteria as an individually significant resource under any of the adopted Historical Resource Board 
criteria. Their determination was made on July 6, 2020 and is good for five years. As such, any 
impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 b) Cause a substantial adverse change in 
the significance of an archaeological 
resource pursuant to §15064.5? 

    

 
Many areas of San Diego County, including mesas and the coast, are known for intense and diverse 
prehistoric occupation and important archaeological and historical resources. The region has been 
inhabited by various cultural groups spanning 10,000 years or more. The project area is located 
within an area identified as sensitive on the City of San Diego’s Historical Resources Sensitivity Maps.  
 
Therefore, a record search of the California Historic Resources Information System (CHRIS) digital 
database was reviewed to determine presence or absence of potential resources within the project 
site by qualified archaeological City staff. Previously recorded historic and prehistoric sites 
have been identified in the near project vicinity.  
 
The project is located in La Jolla Shores, in an area called Spindrift, that has been known to contain 
sensitive cultural resources in the soil at shallow depths. The project proposes to demolish an 
existing single-family residence and construct a new residence in its place. Due to the scope of work 
in this location of La Jolla, impacts to any unknown resources buried beneath the surface could rise 
to a level of significance, according to the City of San Diego’s Cultural Resources Guidelines. As such, 
an archaeological and Native American monitor must be present during all grading activities in order 
to reduce any potential impacts to a level below significance. 
 
A Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, as detailed within Section V of the Mitigated 
Negative Declaration would be implemented to reduce impacts related to Historical Resources 
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(archaeology) to below a level of significance. 
 

 c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique 
paleontological resource or site or 
unique geologic feature? 

    

 
According to the "Geology of the San Diego Metropolitan Area, California, La Jolla, 7.5 Minute 
Quadrangle Maps" (Kennedy and Peterson, 1975), the project site is mostly underlain with the low 
sensitive rating Young Colluvial formation, which has a low probability of containing important 
paleontological resources. The City’s Significance Determination Thresholds state paleontological 
monitoring during grading activities may be required if it is determined that the project’s earth 
movement quantity exceeds the Paleontological threshold (if greater than 1,000 cubic yards and ten 
feet deep for formations with a high sensitivity rating and if greater than 2,000 cubic yards and ten 
feet deep for formations with a moderate sensitivity rating). The project does not propose any 
grading activities which would exceed the grading thresholds in a moderate or high sensitive 
formation. Therefore, impacts would remain less than significant.   
 

 d) Disturb human remains, including 
those interred outside of dedicated 
cemeteries? 

    

 
Refer to response V (b) above. Section V of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
contains provisions for the discovery of human remains. If human remains are discovered, work 
shall halt in that area and no soil shall be exported off-site until a determination can be made 
regarding the provenance of the human remains; and the following procedures as set forth in CEQA 
Section 15064.5(e), the California Public Resources Code (Sec. 5097.98) and State Health and Safety 
Code (Sec. 7050.5) shall be undertaken. Based upon the required mitigation measure impacts would 
be less than significant.  
 

VI.  ENERGY – Would the project:     

 a) Result in potentially significant 
environmental impact due to wasteful, 
inefficient, or unnecessary 
consumption of energy resources, 
during project construction or 
operation? 

    

 
The project would be required to meet mandatory energy standards of the current California energy 
code. Construction of the single-family residence would require operation of heavy equipment but 
would be temporary and short-term in duration. Additionally, long-term energy usage from the 
building would be reduced through design measures that incorporate energy conservation features 
in heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems, lighting and window treatments, and insulation 
and weather stripping. The project would also incorporate cool-roofing materials and solar panels. 
Development of the project would not result in a significant environmental impact due to wasteful, 
inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources. Impacts would remain less than 
significant.  
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 b) Conflict with or obstruct a state or local 
plan for renewable energy or energy 
efficiency? 

    

 
The project is consistent with the General Plan and the La Jolla Community Plan’s land use 
designation. The project is required in comply with the City’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) by 
implementing energy reducing design measures, therefore the project would not obstruct a state or 
local plan for renewable energy or energy efficiency. No impacts would result.  
 

VII. GEOLOGY AND SOILS – Would the project:  
 
 a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death 

involving: 
 
  i) Rupture of a known earthquake 

fault, as delineated on the most 
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake 
Fault Zoning Map issued by the 
State Geologist for the area or 
based on other substantial 
evidence of a known fault? Refer to 
Division of Mines and Geology 
Special Publication 42. 

    

 
According to the Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation Report (March 11, 2020), the closest known 
active fault is the Rose Canyon fault located 0.6 miles south of the site. The site is not located in an 
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. No active faults are known to underlie or project toward the 
site. Therefore, the probability of fault rupture is considered low. Additionally, the project would be 
required to comply with seismic requirement of the California Building Code, utilize proper 
engineering design and utilization of standard construction practices, to be verified at the building 
permit stage, in order to ensure that potential impacts based on regional geologic hazards would 
remain less than significant. 
 

  ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?     

 
The site could be affected by seismic activity as a result of earthquakes on major active faults 
located throughout the Southern California area. The project would utilize proper engineering 
design and utilization of standard construction practices, to be verified at the building permit stage, 
in order to ensure that potential impacts from regional geologic hazards would remain less than 
significant. 
 

  iii) Seismic-related ground failure, 
including liquefaction? 

    

 
Liquefaction generally occurs when loose, unconsolidated, water-laden soils are subject to shaking, 
causing the soils to lose cohesion. The potential for soil liquefaction at the subject site is low to 
moderate due to presence of shallow groundwater. The project would be required to comply with 
the California Building Code that would reduce impacts to people or structures to an acceptable 
level of risk. Implementation of proper engineering design and utilization of standard construction 
practices, to be verified at the building permit stage, would ensure that the potential for impacts 
from regional geologic hazards would remain less than significant. 

□ □ □ 
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  iv) Landslides?     

 
According to the Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation Report (March 11, 2020), no evidence of 
landslides or slope instabilities were observed on-site. The report concluded that due to the 
relatively level terrain of the site, the possibility of deep-seated slope stability problems at the site is 
low. Implementation of proper engineering design and utilization of standard construction practices, 
to be verified at the building permit stage, would ensure that the potential for impacts would be 
reduced to an acceptable level of risk. Impacts would be less than significant.  
 

 b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the 
loss of topsoil? 

    

 
Demolition and construction activities would temporarily expose soils to increased erosion 
potential. The project would be required to comply with the City’s Storm Water Standards which 
requires the implementation of appropriate Best Management Practices (BMPs). Grading activities 
within the site would be required to comply with the City of San Diego Grading Ordinance as well as 
the Storm Water Standards, which would ensure soil erosion and topsoil loss is minimized to less 
than significant levels. Furthermore, permanent storm water BMPs would also be required 
postconstruction consistent with the City’s regulations, along with landscape regulations. Therefore, 
the project would not result in substantial soils erosion or loss of topsoil. Impacts would be less than 
significant. 
 

 c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil 
that is unstable, or that would become 
unstable as a result of the project, and 
potentially result in on- or off-site 
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, 
liquefaction or collapse? 

    

 
As discussed in Section VII (a) and VII (b), the project site is not likely to be subject to landslides, and 
the potential for liquefaction and subsidence is low. The soils and geologic units underlying the site 
are considered to have a “low” expansion potential. The project design would be required to comply 
with the requirements of the California Building Code, ensuring hazards associated with expansive 
soils would be reduced to an acceptable level of risk. As such, impacts are expected to be less than 
significant. 
 

 d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined 
in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building 
Code (1994), creating substantial risks 
to life or property? 

    

 
According to the Geotechnical Report, the project site is considered to have low to moderate 
expansive soil potential. The project would be required to comply with seismic requirements of the 
California Building Code that would reduce impacts to people or structures due to local seismic 
events to an acceptable level of risk. Implementation of proper engineering design and utilization of 
standard construction practices, to be verified at the building permit stage, would ensure that the 
potential for impacts from regional geologic hazards would remain less than significant. 
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 e) Have soils incapable of adequately 
supporting the use of septic tanks or 
alternative waste water disposal 
systems where sewers are not available 
for the disposal of waste water? 

    

 
The project site is located within an area that is already developed with existing infrastructure (i.e., 
water and sewer lines) and does not propose any septic system. In addition, the project does not 
require the construction of any new facilities as it relates to wastewater, as services are available to 
serve the project. No impact would occur. 
 

VIII.  GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS – Would the project: 
 
 a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, 

either directly or indirectly, that may 
have a significant impact on the 
environment? 

    

 
The City’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) outlines the actions that the City will undertake to achieve its 
proportional share of State greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions. A CAP Consistency Checklist 
is part of the CAP and contains measures that are required to be implemented on a project-by-
project basis to ensure that the specified emission targets identified in the CAP are achieved. The 
project is consistent with the General Plan and the La Jolla Community Plan’s land use and zoning 
designations. Further, based upon review and evaluation of the completed CAP Consistency 
Checklist, the project is consistent with the applicable strategies and actions of the CAP. 
 
Based on the project’s consistency with the City’s CAP Checklist, the project’s contribution of GHG’s 
to cumulative statewide emissions would be less than cumulatively considerable. Therefore, the 
projects direct and cumulative GHG emissions would have a less than significant impact. 
 

 b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy, 
or regulation adopted for the purpose 
of reducing the emissions of 
greenhouse gases? 

    

 
The project would not conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purposes 
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gasses. The project is consistent with the existing General 
Plan and Community Plan land use and zoning designations. Further based upon review and 
evaluation of the completed CAP Consistency Checklist for the project, the project is consistent with 
the applicable strategies and actions of the CAP. Therefore, the project is consistent with the 
assumptions for relevant CAP strategies toward achieving the identified GHG reduction targets. 
Impacts are considered less than significant. 
 

IX. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS – Would the project: 
 
 a) Create a significant hazard to the public 

or the environment through routine 
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous 
materials? 
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The project would demolish a single-family residence and construct a single-family residence and 
companion unit in its place. Although minimal amounts of such substances may be present during 
construction, they are not anticipated to create a significant public hazard. Once constructed, due to 
the nature of the project, the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials on or 
through the subject site is not anticipated. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 b) Create a significant hazard to the public 
or the environment through reasonably 
foreseeable upset and accident 
conditions involving the release of 
hazardous materials into the 
environment? 

    

 
Refer to response IX (a) above. Impacts would be less than significant.  
 

 c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle 
hazardous or acutely hazardous 
materials, substances, or waste within 
one-quarter mile of an existing or 
proposed school? 

    

 
Refer to response IX (a) above. The project site is not within one quarter mile of a school. Future risk 
of releases of hazardous substances would not occur as a result of project operations because it is 
anticipated that future on-site operations would not require the routine use or transport of acutely 
hazardous materials. Construction of the project may require the use of hazardous materials (fuels, 
lubricants, solvents, etc.), which would require proper storage, handling, use and disposal. Further, 
the project would be required to comply with all federal, state and local requirements associated 
with hazardous materials; therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 d) Be located on a site which is included 
on a list of hazardous materials sites 
compiled pursuant to Government 
Code section 65962.5 and, as a result, 
would it create a significant hazard to 
the public or the environment? 

    

 
A hazardous waste site record search was completed in May 2020 using Geo Tracker, an online 
website which discloses any type of hazardous clean-up site pursuant to Government Code section 
65962.5: http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/ The records search identified that no hazardous 
waste sites exist onsite or in the surrounding area. No Impacts would result.  
 

 e) For a project located within an airport 
land use plan or, where such a plan has 
not been adopted, within two mile of a 
public airport or public use airport, 
would the project result in a safety 
hazard for people residing or working 
in the project area? 

    

 
The proposed project is not located within an airport land use plan, or within two miles of a public 
airport or public use airport. No impacts would result.  

□ □ □ 
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 f) For a project within the vicinity of a 

private airstrip, would the project result 
in a safety hazard for people residing 
or working in the project area? 

    

 
The project site is not located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, nor would the project result in a 
safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area. No impacts would result.  
 

 g) Impair implementation of or physically 
interfere with an adopted emergency 
response plan or emergency 
evacuation plan? 

    

 
The project would not impair the implementation of, or physically interfere with an adopted 
emergency response plan or evacuation plan. No roadway improvements are proposed that would 
interfere with circulation or access, and all construction would take place on-site. No impacts would 
result. 
 

 h) Expose people or structures to a 
significant risk of loss, injury or death 
involving wildland fires, including 
where wildlands are adjacent to 
urbanized areas or where residences 
are intermixed with wildlands? 

    

 
The project is located within a developed residential neighborhood, adjacent to the Pacific Ocean, on 
a lot that is currently developed. The project would not expose people or structures to a significant 
loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires because the project is not adjacent to any wildlands. 
Further discussion can be found in Section XX below. Any impacts would be less than significant.  
 

X. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY - Would the project: 
 
 a) Violate any water quality standards or 

waste discharge requirements? 
    

 
The project would comply with the City’s Storm Water Regulations during and after construction, 
and appropriate best management practices (BMP’s) would be utilized. Implementation of project 
specific BMP’s would preclude violations of any existing water quality standards or discharge 
requirements. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 b) Substantially deplete groundwater 
supplies or interfere substantially with 
groundwater recharge such that there 
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume 
or a lowering of the local groundwater 
table level (e.g., the production rate of 
pre-existing nearby wells would drop to 
a level which would not support 
existing land uses or planned uses for 
which permits have been granted)? 
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The project does not require the construction of wells or the use of groundwater. Furthermore, the 
project would include pervious design features and appropriate drainage. Therefore, the project 
would not introduce a significant amount of new impervious surfaces that could interfere with 
groundwater recharge. The project as designed was reviewed by qualified City staff and would not 
substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge. 
The project is located in a residential neighborhood where all infrastructures exist. The project 
would connect to the existing public water system. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 c) Substantially alter the existing drainage 
pattern of the site or area, including 
through the alteration of the course of 
a stream or river, in a manner, which 
would result in substantial erosion or 
siltation on- or off-site?  

    

 
Proper landscaping would prevent substantial erosion onsite. No stream or river is located on or 
adjacent to the site, all runoff would be routed to the existing storm drain system and would 
therefore not substantially alter existing drainage patterns. The project would be required to 
implement BMPs to ensure that substantial erosion or siltation on or off-site during construction 
activities would not occur. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 d) Substantially alter the existing drainage 
pattern of the site or area, including 
through the alteration of the course of 
a stream or river, or substantially 
increase the rate or amount of surface 
runoff in a manner, which would result 
in flooding on- or off-site? 

    

 
Refer to response X (c) above. No flooding would occur. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 e) Create or contribute runoff water, 
which would exceed the capacity of 
existing or planned stormwater 
drainage systems or provide 
substantial additional sources of 
polluted runoff? 

    

 
The project would be required to comply with all City storm water standards during and after 
construction. Appropriate BMPs would be implemented to ensure that water quality is not 
degraded; therefore, ensuring that project runoff is directed to appropriate drainage systems. Any 
runoff from the site is not anticipated to exceed the capacity of existing storm water systems or 
provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff. Impacts would be less than significant, and 
no mitigation measures are required. 
 

 f) Otherwise substantially degrade water 
quality? 
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Refer to response X (a) above. The project would be required to comply with all City storm water 
standards both during and after construction, using appropriate BMP’s that would ensure that water 
quality is not degraded. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 g) Place housing within a 100-year flood 
hazard area as mapped on a federal 
Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood 
Insurance Rate Map or other flood 
hazard delineation map? 

    

 
The project site is not located within a 100-year flood hazard area or any other known flood area. 
The project has been reviewed by the proper engineering staff and would be conditioned to follow 
building construction guidelines to avoid flooding. Any impacts would remain below a level of 
significance. 
 

 h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard 
area, structures that would impede or 
redirect flood flows? 

    

 
Refer to X (g) above. The project site is not located within a 100-year flood hazard area or any other 
known flood area. Impacts would remain below a level of significance.  
 

XI. LAND USE AND PLANNING – Would the project:   
 
 a) Physically divide an established 

community? 
    

 
The project would construct a new single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence. The project is consistent with the General Plan and the La Jolla 
Community Plan’s land use designation (Low Density Residential, 5-9 du/ac) and is within a 
previously developed lot with access to a public roadway. The project site is located within a 
developed residential neighborhood and surrounded by similar residential development. The 
project would not substantially change the nature of the surrounding area and would not introduce 
any barriers or project features that could physically divide the community. No impacts would result.  
 

 b) Conflict with any applicable land use 
plan, policy, or regulation of an agency 
with jurisdiction over the project 
(including but not limited to the general 
plan, specific plan, local coastal 
program, or zoning ordinance) adopted 
for the purpose of avoiding or 
mitigating an environmental effect? 

    

 
The project is consistent with the General Plan and the La Jolla Community Plan’s land use 
designation which allows up to 5-9 dwelling units per acre. The project is located on a 0.12-acre lot 
and proposes one unit therefore it is consistent. The project also complies with the LJSPD-SF zoning 
requirements. Since there are no conflicts with the applicable land use plan, policy, or regulations, 
impacts would remain below a level of significance. 
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 c) Conflict with any applicable habitat 
conservation plan or natural 
community conservation plan? 

    

 
Please refer to section IV (e) above. The project is located within a developed residential 
neighborhood and would not conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural 
community conservation plan. Impacts would be less than significant.  
 

XII. MINERAL RESOURCES – Would the project: 
 
 a) Result in the loss of availability of a 

known mineral resource that would be 
of value to the region and the residents 
of the state? 

    

 
There are no known mineral resources located on the project site. The urbanized and developed 
nature of the project site and vicinity would preclude the extraction of any such resources. No 
impacts would result. 
 

 b) Result in the loss of availability of a 
locally important mineral resource 
recovery site delineated on a local 
general plan, specific plan or other land 
use plan? 

    

 
See XII (a), above. The project site has not been delineated on a local general, specific or other land 
use plan as a locally important mineral resource recovery site, and no such resources would be 
affected with project implementation. Therefore, no impacts were identified. 
 

XIII. NOISE – Would the project result in: 
 

    

 a) Generation of, noise levels in excess of 
standards established in the local 
general plan or noise ordinance, or 
applicable standards of other agencies? 

    

 
Short-term (Construction) 
Short-term noise impacts would be associated with onsite grading, and construction activities of the 
project. Construction-related short-term noise levels would be higher than existing ambient noise 
levels in the project area but would no longer occur once construction is completed. Sensitive 
receptors (e.g. residential uses) occur in the immediate area and may be temporarily affected by 
construction noise; however, construction activities would be required to comply with the 
construction hours specified in the City’s Municipal Code (Section 59.5.0404, Construction Noise) 
which are intended to reduce potential adverse effects resulting from construction noise. Impacts 
would remain below a level of significance. 
 
Long-term (Operation) 
For the long-term, typical noise levels associated with residential uses are anticipated, and the 
project would not result in an increase in the existing ambient noise level. The project would not 
result in noise levels in excess of standards established in the City of San Diego General Plan or 
Noise Ordinance. Impacts would remain below a level of significance. 
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 b) Generation of, excessive ground borne 

vibration or ground borne noise levels? 
    

 
Potential effects from construction noise would be reduced through compliance with the City 
restrictions. Pile driving activities that would potentially result in ground borne vibration or ground 
borne noise are not anticipated with construction of the project. Impacts would be less than 
significant.  
 

 c) A substantial permanent increase in 
ambient noise levels in the project 
vicinity above levels existing without 
the project? 

    

 
The project would not significantly increase long-term (ambient) noise levels. The project would not 
introduce a new land use or significantly increase the intensity of the allowed land use. Post 
construction noise levels and traffic would be generally unchanged as compared to noise with the 
existing residential use. Therefore, no substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels is 
anticipated. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

 d) A substantial temporary or periodic 
increase in ambient noise levels in the 
project vicinity above existing without 
the project?  

    

 
The project would not expose people to a substantial increase in temporary or periodic ambient 
noise levels. Construction noise would result during construction activities but would be temporary 
in nature. Construction-related noise impacts from the project would generally be higher than 
existing ambient noise levels in the project area but would no longer occur once construction is 
completed. In addition, the project would be required to comply with the San Diego Municipal Code, 
Article 9.5 “Noise Abatement and Control.” Implementation of these standard measures would 
reduce potential impacts from an increase in ambient noise level during construction to a less than 
significant level. 
 

 e) For a project located within an airport 
land use plan, or, where such a plan 
has not been adopted, within two miles 
of a public airport or public use airport 
would the project expose people 
residing or working in the area to 
excessive noise levels? 

    

 
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan. The project site is also not located 
within two miles of a public airport or public use airport. No impacts would result. 
 

 f) For a project within the vicinity of a 
private airstrip, would the project 
expose people residing or working in 
the project area to excessive noise 
levels? 
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The project site is not located within the vicinity of a private airstrip. No impacts would result.  
 

XIV. POPULATION AND HOUSING – Would the project: 
 
 a) Induce substantial population growth in 

an area, either directly (for example, by 
proposing new homes and businesses) 
or indirectly (for example, through 
extension of roads or other 
infrastructure)? 

    

 
The project would construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence. The project is consistent with the underlying zone and is consistent 
with the La Jolla Community Plan. The project site is currently developed with the connections to 
receive water and sewer service from the City, and no extension of infrastructure to new areas is 
required. As such, the project would not substantially increase housing or population growth in the 
area. No roadway improvements are proposed as part of the project. No impacts would result. 
 

 b) Displace substantial numbers of 
existing housing, necessitating the 
construction of replacement housing 
elsewhere?  

    

 
The project would construct a new single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence, located in a neighborhood of similar residential development; 
therefore, no such displacement would occur. No impacts would result. 
 

 c) Displace substantial numbers of 
people, necessitating the construction 
of replacement housing elsewhere?  

    

 
Refer to response XIV (b) above. No impacts would result. 
 

XV. PUBLIC SERVICES   
 

    

 a) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provisions of new or 
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the 
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service 
rations, response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services:  

 
  i) Fire protection     

 
The project site is located in an urbanized and developed area where fire protection services are 
already provided. The project proposes to demolish an existing single-family residence and 
construct a new single-family residence with a companion unit in its place. Therefore, the project 
would not adversely affect existing levels of fire protection services to the area and would not 
require the construction of new or expansion of existing governmental facilities. Impacts would be 
less than significant. 
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  ii) Police protection     

 
The project site is located in an urbanized and developed area within the City of San Diego where 
police protection services are already provided. The project proposes to demolish an existing single-
family residence and construct a new single-family residence with a companion unit in its place. 
Therefore, the project would not adversely affect existing levels of police protection services or 
create a new significant demand and would not require the construction of new or expansion of 
existing governmental facilities. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

  iii) Schools     

 
The project would not affect existing levels of public services and would not require the construction 
or expansion of a school facility. The project site is located in an urbanized and developed area 
where public school services are available. The project proposes to demolish an existing single-
family residence and construct a new single-family residence with a companion unit in its place. 
Therefore, the project would not significantly increase the demand on public schools over that which 
currently exists and is not anticipated to result in a significant increase in demand for public 
educational services. Impacts would be less than significant.  
 

  iv) Parks     

 
The project site is located in an urbanized and developed area where City-operated parks are 
available. The project proposes to demolish an existing single-family residence and construct a new 
single-family residence with a companion unit in its place. Therefore, the project would not 
significantly increase the demand on existing neighborhood or regional parks or other recreational 
facilities over that which presently exists. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

  v) Other public facilities     

 
The project site is located in an urbanized and developed area where City services are already 
available. The project proposes to demolish an existing single-family residence and construct a new 
single-family residence with a companion unit in its place. Therefore, the project would not 
adversely affect existing levels of public services and not require the construction or expansion of an 
existing governmental facility. Impacts would be less than significant.  
 

XVI. RECREATION  
 

    

 a) Would the project increase the use of 
existing neighborhood and regional 
parks or other recreational facilities 
such that substantial physical 
deterioration of the facility would occur 
or be accelerated? 

    

 
The project proposes to demolish an existing single-family residence and construct a new single-
family residence with a companion unit in its place. The project would not adversely affect the 
availability of and/or need for new or expanded recreational resources. The project would not 
adversely affect existing levels of public services and would not require the construction or 
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expansion of an existing park facility. The project would not significantly increase the use of existing 
neighborhood or regional parks or other 
recreational facilities. Therefore, the project is not anticipated to result in the use of available parks 
or facilities such that substantial deterioration occurs, or that would require the construction or 
expansion of recreational facilities to satisfy demand. As such, impacts would remain less than 
significant.  
 

 b) Does the project include recreational 
facilities or require the construction or 
expansion of recreational facilities, 
which might have an adverse physical 
effect on the environment? 

    

 
Refer to XVI (a) above. The project does not propose recreation facilities nor require the construction 
or expansion of any such facilities. As such, impacts would remain less than significant.  
 

XVII. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC – Would the project? 
 
 a) Would the project or plan/policy conflict 

with an adopted program, plan, 
ordinance or policy addressing the 
transportation system, including transit, 
roadways, bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities? 

    

 
The project proposes to construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence, in a neighborhood with similar development, therefore, the project 
would not result in design measures that would conflict with existing policies, plan, or programs 
supporting alternative transportation. No impacts would result. 
 

 b) Would the project or plan/policy result 
in VMT exceeding thresholds identified 
in the City of San Diego Transportation 
Study Manual? 

    

 
On September 27, 2013, Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. signed SB-743 into law, starting a process 
that fundamentally changes the way transportation impact analysis is conducted under CEQA. 
Related revisions to the State’s CEQA Guidelines include elimination of auto delay, level of service 
(LOS), and similar measurements of vehicular roadway capacity and traffic congestion as the basis 
for determining significant impacts. 
 
In December 2018, the California Resources Agency certified and adopted revised CEQA Guidelines, 
including new section 15064.3. Under the new section, vehicle miles traveled (VMT), which includes 
the amount and distance of automobile traffic attributable to a project, is identified as the “most 
appropriate measure of transportation impacts.” As of July 1, 2020, all CEQA lead agencies must 
analyze a project’s transportation impacts using VMT. 
 
The Draft City of San Diego Transportation Study Manual (TSM) dated June 10, 2020 is consistent 
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines and utilizes VMT as a metric for 
evaluating transportation-related impacts. Based on these guidelines, all projects shall go through a 
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screening process to determine the level of transportation analysis that is required. 
 
The project would construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence in a neighborhood which serves similar residential development. A 
“Small Project” is defined as a project generating less than 300 daily unadjusted driveway trips using 
the City of San Diego trip generation rates/procedures.  
 
Based upon the screening criteria identified above, the project qualifies as a “Small Project” and is 
screened out from further VMT analysis. Therefore, as recommended in the City of San Diego Draft 
TSM, June 10, 2020, the project would have a less than significant impact.  
 

 c) Would the project or plan/policy 
substantially increase hazards due to a 
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or 
dangerous intersections) or 
incompatible uses (e.g., farm 
equipment)? 

    

 
The project would construct a single-family residence and a companion unit in the place of an 
existing single-family residence, in a neighborhood with similar residential development. The project 
complies with the La Jolla Community Plan and is consistent with the land use and underlying 
zoning, therefore, the project does not include any design features that would substantially increase 
hazards. No impacts would result. 
 

 d) Result in inadequate emergency 
access? 

    

 
Adequate emergency access would be provided during both short-term construction (with 
construction operating protocols) and long-term operations of the project. Emergency access to the 
site would be provided from the driveway entrance on El Paseo Grande. As such, the project would 
not impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or 
emergency evacuation plan. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 
 

XVIII.  TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES –  Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal 
cultural resource, defined in Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape that is 
geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a 
California Native American tribe, and that is: 
 
 a) Listed or eligible for listing in the 

California Register of Historical 
Resources, or in a local register of 
historical resources as defined in Public 
Resources Code section 5020.1(k), or 

    

 
The project site is not listed nor is it eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical 
Resources, or in a local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 
5020.1 (k). In addition, please see section V (b) above. Impacts would not result. 
 

 b) A resource determined by the lead 
agency, in its discretion and supported 
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by substantial evidence, to be 
significant pursuant to criteria set forth 
in subdivision (c) of Public Resources 
Code section 5024.1. In applying the 
criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of 
Public Resource Code section 5024.1, 
the lead agency shall consider the 
significance of the resource to a 
California Native American tribe. 

 
Tribal Cultural Resources include sites, features, places, cultural landscapes, and sacred places or 
objects that have cultural value or significance to a Native American Tribe. Tribal Cultural Resources 
include “non-unique archaeological resources” that, instead of being important for “scientific” value 
as a resource, can also be significant because of the sacred and/or cultural tribal value of the 
resource. Tribal representatives are considered experts appropriate for providing substantial 
evidence regarding the locations, types, and significance of tribal cultural resources within their 
traditionally and cultural affiliated geographic area (PRC § 21080.3.1(a)). 
 
In accordance with the requirements of Assembly Bill (AB) 52, The City of San Diego sent notification 
to the Native American Tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated with the project area on May 20, 
2020. The Jamul Indian Village and the Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel responded requesting 
consultation. Consultation took place and concluded via email on June 18, 2020. It was determined 
that there are no sites, features, places or cultural landscapes that would be substantially adversely 
impacted by the proposed project. Although no Tribal Cultural Resources were identified within the 
project site, there is a potential for the construction of the project to impact buried and unknown 
Tribal Cultural Resources due to its location to known recorded resources in the near vicinity, and 
location within the Spindrift area of La Jolla Shores. Therefore, it was agreed upon that 
archaeological and Native American monitoring should be included in the MMRP. The Jamul Indian 
Village identified that no further evaluation was required and concluded consultation. Mitigation in 
the form of archaeological and Native American monitoring would reduce all impacts to Tribal 
Cultural Resources to below a level of significance. See section V of the MND and the Mitigation, 
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for further details. 
 

XIX. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS – Would the project:  
 
 a) Exceed wastewater treatment 

requirements of the applicable 
Regional Water Quality Control Board? 

    

 
Implementation of the project would not interrupt existing sewer service to the project site or other 
surrounding uses. No significant increase in demand for wastewater disposal or treatment would be 
created by the project, as compared to current conditions. The project is not anticipated to generate 
significant amounts of wastewater. Wastewater facilities used by the project would be operated in 
accordance with the applicable wastewater treatment requirements of the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (RWQCB). Additionally, the project site is located in an urbanized and developed area. 
Adequate services are already available to serve the project. Impacts would remain below a level of 
significance. 
 

 b) Require or result in the construction of 
new water or wastewater treatment 
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facilities or expansion of existing 
facilities, the construction of which 
could cause significant environmental 
effects? 

 
Refer to response XIX (a) above. Adequate services are available to serve the project site. 
Additionally, the project would not significantly increase the demand for water or wastewater 
treatment services and thus, would not trigger the need for new treatment facilities. No impacts 
would result. 
 

 c) Require or result in the construction of 
new storm water drainage facilities or 
expansion of existing facilities, the 
construction of which could cause 
significant environmental effects? 

    

 
The project would not exceed the capacity of the existing storm water drainage systems and 
therefore, would not require construction of new or expansion of existing storm water drainage 
facilities of which could cause significant environmental effects. The project was reviewed by 
qualified City staff who determined that the existing facilities are adequately sized to accommodate 
the proposed development. No impacts would result. 
 

 d) Have sufficient water supplies available 
to serve the project from existing 
entitlements and resources, or are new 
or expanded entitlements needed? 

    

 
The 2015 City Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) serves as the water resources planning 
document for the City’s residents, businesses, interest groups, and public officials. The UWMP assess 
the current and future water supply and needs for the City. Implementation of the project would not 
result in new or expanded water entitlements from the water service provider, as the project is 
consistent with existing demand projections contained in the UWMP (which are based on the 
allowed land uses for the project site). The Public Utilities Department local water supply is 
generated from recycled water, local surface supply, and groundwater, which accounts for 
approximately 20 percent of the total water requirements for the City. The City purchases water 
from the San Diego County Water Authority to make up the difference between total water demands 
and local supplies (City of San Diego 2015). Therefore, the project would not require new or 
expanded entitlements. No impacts would result.  
 

 e) Result in a determination by the 
wastewater treatment provider which 
serves or may serve the project that it 
has adequate capacity to serve the 
project’s projected demand in addition 
to the provider’s existing 
commitments? 

    

 
The project would not adversely affect existing wastewater treatment services. Adequate services 
are available to serve the project site without requiring new or expanded entitlements. No impacts 
would result. 
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 f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient 
permitted capacity to accommodate 
the project’s solid waste disposal 
needs?  

    

 
Construction debris and waste would be generated from the construction of the project. All 
construction waste from the project site would be transported to an appropriate facility, which 
would have sufficient permitted capacity to accept that generated by the project. Long-term 
operation of the residential use is anticipated to generate typical amounts of solid waste associated 
with residential uses. Furthermore, the project would be required to comply with the City’s Municipal 
Code requirement for diversion of both construction waste during the short-term, construction 
phase and solid waste during the long-term, operational phase. Impacts are considered to be less 
than significant. 
 

 g) Comply with federal, state, and local 
statutes and regulation related to solid 
waste? 

    

 
The project would comply with all Federal, State, and local statutes and regulations related to solid 
waste. The project would not result in the generation of large amounts of solid waste, nor generate 
or require the transport of hazardous waste materials, other than minimal amounts generated 
during the construction phase. All demolition activities would comply with any City of San Diego 
requirements for diversion of both construction waste during the demolition phase and solid waste 
during the long-term, operational phase. Impacts would be less than significant. 
 

XX. WILDFIRE – Would the project:  
 
 a) Substantially impair an adopted 

emergency response plan or 
emergency evacuation plan? 

    

 
The City of San Diego participates in the San Diego County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation 
Plan. The project complies with the General Plan and is consistent with the La Jolla Community Plan’s 
land use and the Land Development Code’s zoning designation. The project is located in an 
urbanized area of San Diego and construction of a single-family residence and companion unit in 
the place of an existing single-family residence would not disrupt any emergency evacuation routes 
as identified in the Hazard Mitigation Plan. Therefore, the project would have a less-than-significant 
impact on an emergency response and evacuation plan during construction and operation. 
 

 b) Due to slope, prevailing winds, and 
other factors, exacerbate wildfire risks, 
and thereby expose project occupants 
to, pollutant concentrations from a 
wildfire or the uncontrolled spread of 
wildfire? 

    

     
The project is located in an urbanized neighborhood of similar residential development and is not 
located in a Very High Fire Severity Zone. Due to the location of the project, the project would not 
have the potential to expose occupants to pollutant concentrations from a wildfire or the 
uncontrolled spread of wildfire. Therefore, impacts would remain below a level of significance. 
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 c) Require the installation or maintenance 
of associated infrastructure (such as 
roads, fuel breaks, emergency water 
sources, power lines or other utilities) 
that may exacerbate fire risk or that 
may result in temporary or ongoing 
impacts to the environment? 

    

     
The project is located in a residential neighborhood with similar development. The site is currently 
serviced by existing infrastructure which would service the site after construction is completed. No 
new construction of roads, fuel breaks, emergency water sources, power lines, or other utilities 
would be constructed that would exacerbate fire risk, therefore impacts would be less-than-
significant.  
 

 d) Expose people or structures to 
significant risks, including downslope or 
downstream flooding or landslides, as a 
result of runoff, post-fire slope 
instability, or drainage changes? 

    

 
Refer to response XX (b) above. Additionally, the project would comply with the City’s appropriate 
Best Management Practices (BMP) for drainage and would not expose people or structures to 
significant risks as a result of run-off, post-fire slope instability, or drainage changes. Therefore, less-
than-significant impact would result.  
 

XXI. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE –  
 
 a) Does the project have the potential to 

degrade the quality of the environment, 
substantially reduce the habitat of a 
fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or 
wildlife population to drop below self-
sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate 
a plant or animal community, reduce 
the number or restrict the range of a 
rare or endangered plant or animal or 
eliminate important examples of the 
major periods of California history or 
prehistory? 

    

 
This analysis has determined that, although there is the potential of significant impacts related to 
Cultural Resources (Archaeology) and Tribal Cultural Resources. As such, mitigation measures 
included in this document would reduce these potential impacts to a less than significant level as 
outlined within the Mitigated Negative Declaration. 
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 b) Does the project have impacts that are 
individually limited but cumulatively 
considerable (“cumulatively 
considerable” means that the 
incremental effects of a project are 
considerable when viewed in 
connection with the effects of past 
projects, the effects of other current 
projects, and the effects of probable 
future projects)? 

    

 
As documented in this Initial Study, the project may have the potential to degrade the quality of 
the environment, notably with respect to Cultural Resources (Archaeology) and Tribal Cultural 
Resources, which may have cumulatively considerable impacts. As such, mitigation measures have 
been incorporated to reduce impacts to less than significant. Other future projects within the 
surrounding neighborhood or community would be required to comply with applicable local, State, 
and Federal regulations to reduce the potential impacts to less than significant, or to the extent 
possible. As such, the project is not anticipated to contribute potentially significant cumulative 
environmental impacts. 
 

 c) Does the project have environmental 
effects that will cause substantial 
adverse effects on human beings, 
either directly or indirectly?  

    

 
The project would demolish an existing single-family residence and construct a new single-family 
residence and a companion unit in its place. The project is consistent with the environmental setting 
and with the use as anticipated by the City. Based on the analysis presented above, implementation 
of the mitigation measures would reduce environmental impacts such that no substantial adverse 
effects on humans would occur. 
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INITIAL STUDY CHECKLIST 

REFERENCES 
 
I. Aesthetics / Neighborhood Character 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plans: La Jolla 
 
II. Agricultural Resources & Forest Resources 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
       U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Survey - San Diego Area, California, Part I and II, 1973 
       California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997) 
       Site Specific Report:      
 
III. Air Quality 
       California Clean Air Act Guidelines (Indirect Source Control Programs) 1990 
  X    Regional Air Quality Strategies (RAQS) - APCD 
       Site Specific Report: 
 
IV. Biology 
  X    City of San Diego, Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP), Subarea Plan, 1997 
  X    City of San Diego, MSCP, "Vegetation Communities with Sensitive Species and Vernal Pools" 

Maps, 1996 
  X    City of San Diego, MSCP, "Multiple Habitat Planning Area" maps, 1997 
       Community Plan - Resource Element 
       California Department of Fish and Game, California Natural Diversity Database, "State and  

Federally-listed Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Plants of California," January 2001 
       California Department of Fish and Game, California Natural Diversity Database, "State and  

Federally-listed Endangered and Threatened Animals of California, "January 2001 
       City of San Diego Land Development Code Biology Guidelines 
       Site Specific Report:  
 
V. Cultural Resources (includes Historical Resources) 
  X    City of San Diego Historical Resources Guidelines 
  X    City of San Diego Archaeology Library 
  X    Historical Resources Board List 
       Community Historical Survey: 
       Site Specific Report:  

 
VI. Energy 
    X    City of San Diego Climate Action Plan (CAP), (City of San Diego 2015)          
   X    City of San Diego Climate Action Plan Consistency Checklist – 8423 El Paseo Grande Project 
 
VII. Geology/Soils 
  X    City of San Diego Seismic Safety Study 
  X    U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Survey - San Diego Area, California, Part I and II, 

December 1973 and Part III, 1975 
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X    Site Specific Report: Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation, prepared by Christian Wheeler 
Engineering (March 11, 2020) 

 
VIII. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
    X    City of San Diego Climate Action Plan (CAP), (City of San Diego 2015)          
   X    City of San Diego Climate Action Plan Consistency Checklist – 8423 El Paseo Grande Project 
 
IX. Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
  X    San Diego County Hazardous Materials Environmental Assessment Listing 
  X    San Diego County Hazardous Materials Management Division 
       FAA Determination 
  X    State Assessment and Mitigation, Unauthorized Release Listing, Public Use Authorized, 

GeoTracker: https://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/ 
  X    State Assessment and Mitigation, Unauthorized Release Listing, Public Use Authorized 
       Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan 
       Site Specific Report:   
 
X. Hydrology/Drainage 
       Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) 
  X    Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), National Flood Insurance Program-Flood  

Boundary and Floodway Map 
       Clean Water Act Section 303(b) list, http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/tmdl/303d_lists.html 
       Site Specific Report:  
 
XI. Land Use and Planning 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla 
       Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan 
  X    City of San Diego Zoning Maps 
       FAA Determination 
       Other Plans: 
 
XII. Mineral Resources 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    California Department of Conservation - Division of Mines and Geology, Mineral Land  

Classification 
       Division of Mines and Geology, Special Report 153 - Significant Resources Maps 
       Site Specific Report: 
 
XIII. Noise 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla 
        San Diego International Airport - Lindbergh Field CNEL Maps 
        Brown Field Airport Master Plan CNEL Maps 
        Montgomery Field CNEL Maps 
  X    San Diego Association of Governments - San Diego Regional Average Weekday Traffic  

Volumes 

http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/tmdl/303d_lists.html
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  X    San Diego Metropolitan Area Average Weekday Traffic Volume Maps, SANDAG 
       Site Specific Report:   
 
XIV. Paleontological Resources 
  X    City of San Diego Paleontological Guidelines 
       Deméré, Thomas A., and Stephen L. Walsh, "Paleontological Resources City of San Diego,"  

Department of Paleontology San Diego Natural History Museum, 1996 
  X    Kennedy, Michael P., and Gary L. Peterson, "Geology of the San Diego Metropolitan Area,  

California.  Del Mar, La Jolla, Point Loma, La Mesa, Poway, and SW 1/4 Escondido 7 1/2  
Minute Quadrangles," California Division of Mines and Geology Bulletin 200, Sacramento, 1975 

       Kennedy, Michael P., and Siang S. Tan, "Geology of National City, Imperial Beach and Otay  
Mesa Quadrangles, Southern San Diego Metropolitan Area, California," Map Sheet 29, 1977 

       Site Specific Report:   
 
XV. Population / Housing 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla 
        Series 11/Series 12 Population Forecasts, SANDAG 
        Other:      
 
XVI. Public Services 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla 
 
XVII. Recreational Resources 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla 
        Department of Park and Recreation 
        City of San Diego - San Diego Regional Bicycling Map 
        Additional Resources: 
 
XVIII. Transportation / Circulation 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla 
  X    San Diego Metropolitan Area Average Weekday Traffic Volume Maps, SANDAG 
  X    San Diego Region Weekday Traffic Volumes, SANDAG 
  X    City of San Diego Draft Transportation Manual 
        Site Specific Report: 
 
XIX. Utilities 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla 
        Site Specific Report:   
 
XX. Water Conservation 
        Sunset Magazine, New Western Garden Book, Rev. ed. Menlo Park, CA:  Sunset Magazine 
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XXI. Water Quality 
  X    Clean Water Act Section 303(b) list, http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/tmdl/303d_lists.html 
       Site Specific Report:   

 
XXII. Wildfire 
  X    City of San Diego General Plan 
  X    Community Plan: La Jolla  
  X    San Diego County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan 
  X    Very High Fire Severity Zone Map, City of San Diego 
  X    City of San Diego Brush Management Regulations, Landscape Regulations (SDMC 142.0412) 
       Site Specific Report:   
 

http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/tmdl/303d_lists.html
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ATTACHMENT 7



Attachment 1 

8423 El Paseo Grande 

Project# 661815 

This project was denied by the La Jolla Shores Planned District Advisory Board 4-0-0 

This project was denied by the La Jolla Community Planning Association Subcommittee 6-0-1 

The significant reasons for denial by both community groups were: 

• The bulk and scale of the structure is significantly greater than the average size of

other structures in the vicinity.

• Using Floor Area Ratio as a measurement the structure with a FAR of .96 is greater

than the average FAR of .55 of other properties in the area.

• It violates the Design Principal Section §1510.0301(b) states that no structure will be

approved that is so different in •.. relationship as to disrupt the architectural unity of·

the area.
• Insufficient rear yard second story setback only 10 feet from property line.

• Second story on north side yard does not step back from the property line sufficient to

provide a transition from older adjacent property.

• Scou.tred website data used by applicant for the FAR of structures in the vicinity is

incorrect and does not reflect the correct FARs for comparison. It is misleading.
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City of San Diego FORM 

Development Services Ownership Disclosure 
DS-318 1222 First Ave., MS 302 

Statement San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 446-5000

Octol,er 2017 

Approval Typo: Check appropriate box for (ype of approva/(sJ requested: q Neighborhood Use l'ormlt l!9 Coastal D.evelopmont Permit 
□ Neighborhood Development Permit □ Site Development Permit □ Planned Development Permit q conditional Use Permit □ Variance
□ Tentative Map □ Vesting Tentative Map □ Map Waiver □ Land Use Plan Amendment • □ Other

Project Tltle: 8423 El Paseo Grande R�sldemi;:e Project No, For C:ity use only: 
ProJoc:t Address: 6423 61 Paseo Grande Residence 

LaJolla, CA 92037 
specify Form of ownership/Legal Status (please check): 

□ Corporation llll Limited Llablllty •or• □ General. What State? Colorado Corporate ld•ntlficatlon No. 20191905868 

Cl Partnership □ Individual
By slgnlni the Own�rshlp Disclosure Statem1mt, the OWOE!r(S) El.cknowledgQ that an appllrntlon for a r�rmlt, rnap or other mattsr will be flied
with the lty of San Dl•go on the subject property with the Intent to record an encumbrance ago n,t the property. Pl•••• list below the 
owner(s), appllcant(s), and other flnanclolly Interested persons of the above referenced properly. A financially Interested party Includes any 
Individual, firm, co-partnership, Joint venture, associatiori, social club, fraternal organization, corporation, estate, trust, receiver or syndicate 
with a flaancial interest in the application. If the applicant Includes a corporation or partnership, include the names, titles, addresses of all 
Individuals owning morn than 10% of the shares. IF a publlcly-owned corporation, Include the names, dtles, and ad drosses of the. corporate 
officers. (A separate pogo may be attached If necessa,y,) If any person Is a nonprofit organlwtlon or a trust, list the names and addressos of 
/lt,l'L person serving as an om cor or director oft he nonprofit organl>atlon or as trustee or beneficiary of the nonprofl t orgonl,a tlon, 
A slgnaMe Is required of at least one of the property owners, Attach additional pages If needed, Note: Th• applicant Is responsible for 
notifying the Project Manager of any changes In ownership during the time the application Is being processed or considered, changes In 
ownership are to be given to the Project Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure to provide 
accurate and current ownership Information could result In a delay In the hearing process. 

Propertv owner

Name of Individual: 8423 1!1 ra,eo Grende
1 
LI.C 

Street Address: 842l El P�Sl;!Q Gr,i:indq 

City: l..aJolla 

Phone No.: 303-393-0033 

�
�•xNo.: 

Signature: �L
Additional pa�d: 
A""llcant 

Cl Yes %No 

Name of Individual: 6423 l?I Paseo Grande, LLC Attn: MarkJ. Rl<:hter, Pres;fdent 

Stroot Ad dross: 252 CloytonSt, 4th floor 

City: Denver 

Phone No.: 303-393,003, 

/� 
Fax No.:

Signature: �� 
Additional pages At ched: □Yes 1/ll No 

Other Flnanclallv Interested Persons 
Name of Individual: 
Streat Address: 

City: 

Phone No,: Fax No.: 
Signature: 
Additional pages Attached: CJ Yes CJ No 

G:!I Owner □ Tenant/Lessee 

State: CA 

ornall: mrli:;hter@broe.com 

Date: 12105/2019 

!!I owner □ Tenant/Lessee

State: co 

Email: mrlchter@broo,i;om

Date: 12/0S/l.019 

□ Owner □ Tenant/Lessee

State: 
Email: 

Dote: 

Printed on recycled _paper. Visit our we,b site at l.'1-"'lW.,ililllief,.o.f,O!dd.elieJDil.ll�J:C,. Upon request, this 1nrorrnat1on Is available in alternative rormats /or persons with dlsabllltles. 
DS-318(10-17) 

□ Successor Agency

Zip: 92037 

□ Successor Agency

Zip: 80206 

---�, 

□ Successor Agency

Zip: 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE AND CERTIFY THAT:

1. I AM ACCOUNTABLE FOR KNOWING AND COMPLYING WITH THE GOVERNING POLICIES, REGULATIONS AND 
SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT;

2. I HAVE PERFORMED REASONABLE RESEARCH TO DETERMINE THE REQUIRED APPROVALS AND DECISION PROCESS 
FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT, AND THAT FAILURE TO ACCURATELY IDENTIFY AN APPROVAL OR DECISION PROCESS 
COULD SIGNIFICANTLY DELAY THE PERMITTING PROCESS;

3. I HAVE TAKEN THE PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENTPERMIT COMPLETENESS REVIEW TRAINING 
AND AM ON THE APPROVED LIST FOR PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION;

4. MAINTAINING MY PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT COMPLETENESS REVIEW PRIVILEGE REQUIRES ACCURATE SUBMITTALS ON A CONSISTENT BASIS;

5. SUBMITTING INCOMPLETE DOCUMENTS AND PLANS ON A CONSISTENT BASIS MAY RESULT IN THE REVOCATION 
OF MY PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT PERMIT COMPLETENESS REVIEW

6. IF REQUIRED DOCUMENTS OR PLAN CONTENT IS MISSING, PROJECT REVIEW WILL BE DELAYED; AND

7. THIS SUBMITTAL PACKAGE MEETS ALL OF THE MINIMUM SUBMITTAL
REQUIREMENTS CONTAINED IN LAND DEVELOPMENT MANUAL, VOLUME 1, CHAPTER 1, SECTION 4.

RESPONSIBLE CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL NAME:  EDWARD SUTTON

SIGNATURE: DATE:
03/11/2020

PRIMARY DWELLING SUMMARY

MAIN LEVEL 1,491 SF
FIRST FLOOR 948 SF
GARAGE 461 SF
STORAGE 82 SF

UPPER LEVEL 2,669 SF
SECOND FLOOR 2,498 SF
TERRACE 171 SF

EXEMPTIONS <171 SF>
TERRACE (113.0234) <171 SF>

GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA) 3,989 SF

FLOOR AREA RATIO .76         
SITE AREA 5,241 SF
GFA 3,989 SF

COMPANION UNIT

COMPANION UNIT 1,090 SF
PRIMARY DWELLING 3,989 SF

GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA) 5,079 SF

TOTAL FLOOR AREA RATIO .97
SITE AREA 5,241 SF
GFA 5,079 SF
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8423 El Paseo Grande, La Jolla, CA  92037

8423 EL PASEO GRANDE RESIDENCE
03/11/2020

06/12/2020

08/13/2020

Nick Wilson

10

Sq. Ft.

Sq. Ft.

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

spaces

and

WS EN(Check one)

Between

Ac.

Ac.

Total Hardscape/Paved Area:

Allowed Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

Total number of units provided on the site:

Number of proposed dwelling units on site:

Number of existing units to remain on site:

Maximum no. dwelling units allowed per zone:

Total Site Area (gross):

Total Building Area (ground floor):

Total Landscape/Open Space Area:

Net Site Area

Ft.

Ft.

Ft.

Required

Required

Required

[X] Residential

Commercial

Mixed Use

Other

Industrial

Interior Yard(s):

Street Side Yard:

Parking Criteria:

Total number of spaces provided on-site

Total number of spaces required by zone

(Check one)

Front Yard:

Ac.

Gross Floor Area (GFA)

(Net site area includes required streets and public dedications)

Ac.

Ac.

Proposed Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

ProposedFt.RequiredRearYard:

APPLICABLE CODES

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION

• DEMOLITION OF EXISTING 1,528 SF SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
• CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 3,528 SF SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
• CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 1,090 SF ATTACHED COMPANION UNIT
• CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 461 SF ATTACHED GARAGE
• RELATED SITE WORK

BUILDING FOOTPRINT
LANDSCAPE RATIO
HARDSCAPE RATIO                                                 

LOT TOTAL:                                 100%

1.   SUMMARY OF REQUEST

2.   STREET ADDRESS

3.   SITE  AREA

5.   DENSITY (Residential)

4.   COVERAGE  DATA

7.   PARKING

6.   YARD/SETBACK

PLAN ANALYSIS

ABBREVIATIONS

VICINITY MAP

DRAWING INDEX

PROJECT INFORMATION

SCOPE OF WORK

FAR CALCULATIONS

8423 EL PASEO GRANDE 
RESIDENCE

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT RATIOS

CONCRETE MASONRY UNIT

COUNTERSUNK
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BUILDINGBLDG.
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SPECIFICATIONS
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WT.
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FIXED WINDOWFIXED

FLASH.
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VERTICAL

WOOD

WITH

TOP OF WALL

UNDERGROUND

TYPICAL

TELEVISION

UNFINISHED

TEMPERED GLASS

TRASH COMPACTOR
TOWEL BAR

THRESHOLD

TONGUE AND GROOVE

TELEPHONE

THICK

TREAD

8423 EL PASEO GRANDE LLC

THIS PROJECT SHALL COMPLY WITH THE 2016 EDITION OF THE
CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODE (TITLE 24), WHICH ADOPTS THE

THE HIGHEST POINT OF THE ROOF EQUIPMENT, OR ANY VENT, PIPE
ANTENNA OR OTHER PROJECTION SHALL NOT EXCEED 30' ABOVE
GRADE (ORD. 11333 NS)

ALL REQ. PERMITS MUST BE OBTAINED FROM FIRE PLAN CHECK
BEFORE THE BUILDING IS OCCUPIED.

THESE PLANS AND ALL WORK SHALL COMPLY WITH THE
CALIFORNIA BUILDING STANDARDS CODE FOUND IN THE STATE
OF CALIFORNIA TITLE 24 CCR AS AMENDED AND ADOPTED BY
THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

ALL WORK PERFORMED UNDER THIS CONTRACT SHALL BE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CURRENT EDITIONS OF THE FOLLOWING
CODES AND REGULATIONS:

2016 CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODE
2016 CALIFORNIA PLUMBING CODE
2016 CALIFORNIA MECHANICAL CODE
2016 CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL CODE

DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

CDP/ SDP SET

Base Zone: LJSPD Planned District (if Applicable): LJSPD-SF
Overlays (check all that apply): 
Residential Tandem Parking Coastal Height Limitation
City Coastal Parking Impact

Environmentally Sensitive Lands: Does the project site contain or is it adjacent to any site that contains any of the following Environmentally 
Sensitive Lands as identified in Municipal Code Section 113.0103? 
[ ] Yes  [X] No Sensitive Biologic Resources [ ] Yes  [X] No Sensitive Coastal Bluffs 
[ ] Yes  [X] No Steep Hillsides [ ] Yes  [X] No 100-Year Floodplain 
[ ] Yes  [X] Coastal Beaches 

Historic District: [ ] Yes  [X] No (If Yes) Name: __________________________ 
Designated Historic [ ] Yes  [X] No

Geologic Hazard Categories: ______52_______ Earthquake Fault Buffer? [ ] Yes  [X] No

Airports: 
FAA Part 77 Notification Area [ ] Yes  [X] No (If Yes, see Information Bulletin 520, Federal Aviation 
Administration Notification and Evaluation Process)

PARCEL INFORMATION

Ft.

Ft.

Ft.
Ft.

OWNER

SITE ADDRESS

A.P.N.

ZONE

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

GROSS SITE AREA

PARKING REQUIREMENTS

YEAR BUILT

BUILDING HEIGHT

NUMBER OF STORIES

APPROVALS

L

• DEMOLITION OF EXISTING 1,528 SF SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
• CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 3,528 SF SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
• CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 1,090 SF ATTACHED COMPANION UNIT
• CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 461 SF ATTACHED GARAGE
• RELATED SITE WORK

8423 EL PASEO GRANDE, LA JOLLA, CA  92037

8423 EL PASEO GRANDE, LA JOLLA, CA  92037

346-072-03-00

LJSPD

LOT 3, BLK 38, MAP 2147
LOF LA JOLLA SHORES SUBDIVISION

5,241 SQ. FT.

30'-0" @ CHIMNEY
25'-10" @ HIGHEST RIDGE

1950

2

2
5,241 SQ. FT.

2,580 SQ. FT.
1,968 SQ. FT.
693 SQ. FT.

2,580 SQ. FT.

1,968 SQ. FT.

693 SQ. FT.

2015 IBC, 2015 UPC, 2015 UMC, 2014 NEC, 2015 IFC AND IEBC

SYMBOLS AND LEGEND

2016 CALIFORNIA GREEN BUILDING CODE
2016 CALIFORNIA RESIDENTIAL CODE

49 %
38 %
13 %

[  ]

[  ]
[  ]

[  ]

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

TITLE SHEETS
T-1 TITLE SHEET

CIVIL
C-1 GRADING & DRAINAGE PLAN

ARCHITECTURAL
A1.1 SITE PLAN
A1.3 AREA CALCULATIONS
A2.1 MAIN LEVEL PLAN
A2.2 UPPER LEVEL PLAN
A2.3 ROOF PLAN
A4.1 EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS
A4.2 EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS
A5.1 BUILDING SECTIONS

ARCHITECTS

CIVIL ENGINEER/ SURVEYOR

SOILS ENGINEER

CONSULTANTS

TONY CRISAFI, LISA KRIEDEMAN
ISLAND ARCHITECTS
7626 HERSCHEL AVENUE
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92037
PH. (858) 459-9291
FAX (858) 456-0351
PROJECT MANAGER: HALEY DUKE

LANDMARK CONSULTING
9555 GENESEE AVE, SUITE 200
SAN DIEGO, CA  92121
PH. (858) 587-8070
FAX (858) 587-8750
CONTACT: DAVID YEH

CHRISTIAN WHEELER ENGINEERING
3980 HOME AVENUE
SAN DIEGO 92105
PH. (619) 550-1746
CONTACT: DAN ADLER

5,241

0.12

0.12

4,060

0.06
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0.02

N/A

0.98

15'

N/A

4'/4"
6'

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

2

2

1

0

1

1

5,241 SQ. FT.

CAMINO DEL ORO PASEO DEL OCASO

REVISIONS

# DESCRIPTION DATE
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1. THE EXISTING WATER AND SEWER SERVICES WILL REMAIN.
2. PER FHPS POLICY P-00-6 (UFC 901.4.4) BUILDING ADDRESS NUMBERS TO BE VISIBLE 

AND LEGIBLE FROM THE STREET OR ROAD FRONTING THE PROPERTY.
3. THIS PROJECT MUST COMPLY WITH WITH THE MUNICIPAL CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR 

MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF THE STRUCTURE NOT TO EXCEED 30 FEET (SDMC, SECTIONS 
131.0444 AND 132.0505.) HIGHEST POINT ON ROOF EQUIPMENT, PIPE, VENT, 
ANTENNA OR OTHER PROJECTION SHALL NOT EXCEED 30 FEET ABOVE GRADE.

4. THE HIGHEST POINT OF ANY ROOF, EQUIPMENT, OR ANY VENT PIPE, ANTENNA, OR 
OTHER PROJECTION SHALL NOT EXCEED 30'-0" ABOVE GRADE.

5. ALL PROPOSED SITE LIGHTING SHALL BE SHIELDED SUCH THAT THE LIGHT SOURCE 
SHALL BE CONCEALED FROM PUBLIC VIEW.

6. FIRE HYDRANTS, 01 @ 110'-0" FROM PROPERTY SEE SITE PLAN.
7. REFER TO SEPARATE GRADING PLAN FOR REQUIRED EMRA, PERMANENT BMPs, AND 

WCPC.
8. WATER METERS FOR COMBINED DOMESTIC WATER AND FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS 

SHALL NOT BE INSTALLED UNTIL THE FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM HAS BEEN SUBMITTED 
AND APPROVED BY THE BUILDING OFFICIAL.

9. AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION SYSTEM CONTROLLERS FOR LANDSCAPING PROVIDED BY 
THE BUILDER AND INSTALLED AT THE TIME OF FINAL INSPECTION SHALL COMPLY 
WITH THE FOLLOWING:
i. Controllers shall be weather or soil moisture-based controllers that automatically 

adjust irrigation in response to changes in plants' needs as weather conditions change                          
ii. Weather-based controllers without integral rain sensors or communication systems 

that account for local rainfall shall have a separate wired or wireless rain sensor which connects or 
communicates with the controller(s). Soil moisture-based controllers are not required to have rain 
sensor input.
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BUILDING ADDRESS 
PER FHPS POLICY 
P-00-6 (UFC 901.4.4)

EXISTING STREET TREE 
TO REMAIN

1
A5.1

2
A5.1

(3) OFF-STREET PARKING, 
1 IN THE DRIVEWAY PER 
141.0302(a)(7) AND 2 IN 
THE GARAGE.

EXISTING RESIDENCE 
TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING GARAGE 
TO BE REMOVED

PROPOSED TWO-STORY 
SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
APN:  346-072-03-00

8415 EL PASEO GRANDE

8433 EL PASEO GRANDE

8408 PASEO DEL OCASO

8416 CAMINO DEL ORO

LA JOLLA SHORES PARK

LIMIT OF WORK; 
ENTIRE SITE AND 
DRIVEWAY WORK; 
SEE GRADING PLAN 
FOR ROW WORK

PROP 'D' DATUM 
OFFSET

OVERALL DATUM OFFSET

FIRE HYDRANT 01 
@ 110'-0"

COASTAL LOW DATUM 11' - 9 1/2"
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TO FACE OF BUILDING
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"

3' - 10 3/4"

UPPER LEVEL

UPPER LEVEL

PROPOSED DRIVEWAY

DRIVEWAY

20' - 0"

NEW 1" WM PER CIVIL

NEW BACKFLOW PVT

SIDEWALK UNDERDRAIN

OVERALL LOW DATUM 11' - 6 1/4"

COASTAL/ OVERALL HIGH DATUM 15' - 0"

2' - 0"

EASEMENT

6' - 0"

PROPERTY OWNER TO 
SIGN AGREEMENT TO 
ALLOW DRIVEWAY FLARE 
ENCROACHMENT WITHIN 
PL EXTENSION

TO 2-STORY DECK

7' - 8 5/8"

ST
EP

BA
C

K

2'
 -

 0
"

STEPBACK

3' - 4 7/8"

STEPBACK

4' - 5"
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 -
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"

RIDGE 41.4'

RIDGE 39.4'

RIDGE 36.3'
RIDGE 28.8'
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NO RECORDED AGREEMENTS 
OR EASEMENTS BETWEEN 
LOTS FOR SHARED DRIVEWAY
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948 SF
FIRST FLOOR

1090 SF
COMPANION UNIT

461 SF
GARAGE

AREA LEGEND

COMPANION UNIT

FIRST FLOOR

GARAGE

STORAGE
51 SF

STORAGE

31 SF
STORAGE

2498 SF
SECOND FLOOR

171 SF
TERRACE

AREA LEGEND

SECOND FLOOR

TERRACE

226 SF
HARDSCAPE

2580 SF
BUILDING FOOTPRINT

SITE COVERAGE LEGEND

BUILDING FOOTPRINT

HARDSCAPE

LANDSCAPE
38 SF

HARDSCAPE

430 SF
HARDSCAPE

1922 SF
LANDSCAPE

26 SF
LANDSCAPE

20 SF
LANDSCAPE

SITE COVERAGE SUMMARY

LOT SQUARE FOOTAGE 5,241 SF
BUILDING FOOTPRINT 2,580 SF
LANDSCAPE 1,968 SF
HARDSCAPE 693 SF

PRIMARY DWELLING SUMMARY

MAIN LEVEL 1,491 SF
FIRST FLOOR 948 SF
GARAGE 461 SF
STORAGE 82 SF

UPPER LEVEL 2,669 SF
SECOND FLOOR 2,498 SF
TERRACE 171 SF

EXEMPTIONS <171 SF>
TERRACE (113.0234) <171 SF>

GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA) 3,989 SF

FLOOR AREA RATIO .76         
SITE AREA 5,241 SF
GFA 3,989 SF

COMPANION UNIT

COMPANION UNIT 1,090 SF
PRIMARY DWELLING 3,989 SF

GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA) 5,079 SF

TOTAL FLOOR AREA RATIO .97
SITE AREA 5,241 SF
GFA 5,079 SF
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CDS = Concealed Downspout
DS = Downspout
- - - - = Gutter

*All locations to be reviewed by Contractor.
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ROOF NOTES:

= DOWN SPOUT LOCATIONS
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2.  ALL ELEVATIONS LOCATED AT EDGE OF WALLS ARE TO TOP OF PLATE

4.  DIMENSIONS SHOWN AT CHIMNEY CAPS ARE TO FINISH MATERIAL
5.  ALL SKYLIGHTS TO BE FLAT, TINTED GLAZING & BRONZE FRAME SKYLIGHT.
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